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PARLIA~EN~ BLD33 
Court order" ;°;hght 
to stop the hunting. 
VANCOUVER (CP) --  ministers were given the hunting permits for moose that the type of animal 
Two British Columbia responsibility to protect and caribou is breach of this sought by Mr, Collingweed 
cabinet ministers are being caribou and moose herds by duty." and his clients is in the 
taken to court to stop the cabinetorderouDec,3,1975, Wright, who is described category of 'trophf which 
hunting of caribou and and had breached that as a wildlife photographer, consist of the most out- moose in Spatsizi Plateau responsibility by permitting said reports on the park standing caribou males in 
Wilderness Park, 320 hunting in the 1.67-mlllion- prepared by biologists call terms of size and physical 
kilometresnorthofSmithere acre park, for an end to hunting there qualities," the claim says. 
in central B.C. It asks for a declaration becanse'there are no sur. "They are specifically the 
Jim Wright ofTwelka is that the ministers "are plusses of moose or oaribou, animals which my 
s e e k I n g u n s p e e I f i e d ' under duty to preserve for He said the provincial fish customers are interested in
damages against En- the benefit of the public of and wildlife branch has in. photographing." 
vironment Minister Rafe this province the wildlife formed him guide outfitter Wright heads a group 
Mair and Parks Minister species located within the Ray Collingwoed has been called the Spateizi Gunr- 
Jim Chabet. boundaries of the Spatsisi given a hunting quota of 10 dians which is attempting to
A claim submitted in B.C. Plateau Wilderness Park caribou for the park this fall, end hunting in the Class A 
Supreme Court says that the and that the issuance of "It is my understanding provincial park. 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
Seal Oove Rd., Pr. Rupert 
624-5639 
WE BUY copper, brass, all metals,, 
batteries, etc. Oall us - •, We are 
open Men. through Sat.,  O a.m.-§ p'.m.. 
/ 
14 Flavors 
BOTTLE DEPOT 
Beer & Pop Bottles 
4636 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B•C• 
Open ]0 a.m..6 p.m. dally excep! Sunday 
Frl• till 9 p.m. 
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NDP leader 
Dave Barrett in 
Terrace to speakl 
to the faithful 
September 29 
NDP leader Dave Barrett will be visiting the 
riding on Saturday Sept.29. He will be attending 
the annual Skeena provincial Constituency 
Association election of officers. Later that 
evening Barrett will talk at a dinner and dance 
sponsored by the association at the Thornhill 
Community Centre• 
Other NDP luminaries expected to be on had 
include Skeena M.P. Jim Fulton, Atlin MLA AI 
Passarell, Skeena MLA Frank Howard and 
possibly Prince Rupert MLA Graham Lea. 
"Barrett will be spending the previous week 
touring the Atlin riding with Mr, Passarell. He'll 
be going to Cassiar, Telegraph Creek and 
Stewart," according to MLA Howard, 
Anyone interested in attending the election of 
the riding officers or attending the evening's 
activities hould call the local NDP office at 638- 
1818 
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Alcan plans paste plant 
at cost of $46 million 
MONTREAL (CP) -- strucUon is to begin next 
Alcan Smelters and spring at an estimated cost 
Chemicals Ltd. has an- of $46 million over the next 
nounced plans for the con- 2~,~ years. A start.up is 
struction of a new carbon scheduled for May, 1982. 
paste plant at its Kitimat, B. 
C., operation. The old plant has been in 
operation since productio~ 
The company said in a began at Kitimat 25 yea~K 
statement Thursday the new ago. Kitimat's annual output 
plant, would replace the of 270,000 tunnes of 
tonnes of carbon anode meana sizable improvement 
paste, in working conditions and in 
quality control for paste 
The paste is a cmnblnatlon - production, the statement 
of pitch and petroleum coke, said. 
\ , I  existing facility. Con- aluminum requires 150,000 program, the new plant will 
TUNA WAR 1gAITS FOR NEXT SEASON 
mixed and based on site. It 
forms the pesitive lectrode 
in the electrolytic reduction 
process. 
An essential part of 
Alcan's modernization 
Costs for the project will 
also cover the development 
of at least hree storage silos 
for coke and adjoining 
storage for shipments of 
hard pitch from suppliers in 
Europe and Australia. 
Hunter, a fisheries depart- 
ment official. 
Canada has a lucrative 
herring fishery worth about 
$248 million a year, This 
includes herring roe - -  
herring eggs -- which are 
sold to Japan. Meat herring 
on the West Coast spawn In 
Canadian waters. 
Cana.da to wait for next ,U.S. move 
only way we have these was. ,called'. after Canada 
kinds on (fishing) seized U.S. fishing vessels 
agreements. I think they pursuing'the~albacore tuna 
recognize that." into Canadian waters. 
government will not drop the 
charges. 
Cadteur-sald at a news 
briefing the next step in the 
bargaining over tuna is a 
decision by a U.S. fisheries 
council on whether to 
develop a U,S. herring 
fishery. That decision isn't 
expected until February or 
March, 
Canada fears that if U:S. 
fishermen develop a major 
herring fishery "they will he 
inking fish that would come 
back to Canadian waters to 
spawn roe," said Mike 
Canada is asking the U.S. 
to promise itwill not develop 
its own herring industry 
which would reduce herring 
stocks on the West Coast 
OTTAWA (CP) - -The Thursday there is no return to Canadian waters must offer concessions toget 
ncut move in the 'so-called urgency in  sett l ing/the next year. fishing rights for the no- 
tune,war is up to the United .~di~j~tt~.~h~.;b~ strained ~-E~arltor,,. ... F i sher ies  m~dic tuna in Canada's 200: 
States, says MarcelCadleux,.' relatidnsin ~,4d~i, The tuna Minister James McGrath mile fishing zone. 
Canada's top maritime season is virtually over and said he thinks American McGrath said outside a 
negotiator, there is no guarantee the officials lefta meeting with cabinet meeting: "Therehas 
But Cadieux told reporters migratory albacore tuna will Cadieus realizaing the U.S. to be a trade-off-- that's the 
::~;~;:;:;:;:::.~-.~:°:°;°:-:°~:~;°;~;~;~;~:~;~;~;~;°:~:~:•~:~;°.~:~;.;~;~;~;~;•;~.~;~;~;~;.~;•.~;...;~;~;.;~;~;.~.~.~•~.~.~°~..~.~...~.~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  . , . . . . ,  . . . . . . , .  . . . . . . . . .  
Pacific Noon Host Murry Hanna Is seen here rehearsing for his Terrace debut," 
M UR R A Y HANNA TA L KS 
Cadieux and McGrath 
were commenting on a 
meeting here between U.S. 
U.S. crews aboard the 
vessels have been charged 
and Canadian officials with violating fishing laws 
Wednesday. The meeting and MeGrath "said the 
See live radio here 
For those of you who tune into that 'other' radio the skill testing questions- when did the CBC begin 
station. CFPR Prince Rupert will be broadcasting broadcasting under that name, and in what year did a 
their Pacific Noon show live from the Skeena Mall in Canadian first produce a radio signal in Canada. The 
Terrace today, Host Murray Hanna will be giving live broadcast begins at 12:10 p.m. and runs to 1:25 
away four AM FM radios, to anyone who can answer p,m. on Friday.' 
Howard wants 
citizen's group 
BY DON SCHAFFER "It is imperative that a 
Herald Staff Writer committee of local residents 
be involved in all phases of 
Frank Howard, M.L.A. for the hot springs develop- 
Skeena, said Wednesday in ment," Howard said. He 
Terrace that he and Jim suggastcdthata preliminary 
Fulton, M.P., have asked the examination of the site be 
• provincial lands, parks and . made, to assess the extent of 
housing minister, Jim damage or deterioration of
Chabot, to authorize a group the facility. 
of area citizens to inspect the 
Skogland Hot Springs 
Facility near Lakelse. 
P.G. gets 
pulp mill 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
(CP) -- Construction will 
begin here immediately ona 
$245-million pulp mill ex- 
pansion at Nortbwood Pulp. 
and Timber Ltd., the corn- 
pony announced Thursday. 
When completed in the 
spring of 1982, the expansion 
will do~Ible Northwood's 
average daily production of 
pulp to 1,600 tons, managing 
director Horst Sander said. 
The expansion was 
originally announced in 
April, 
$alader said the design, 
~gineering and economic 
evaluation ofthe project was 
completed recently, and 
Northwood's board of 
directors approved the 
project last Friday. 
The project is expected to 
employ an average of 300 to 
Howard said that he would 
like to see an examination 
made by representatives 
from both the Terrace and 
Kitimat municipal govern- 
ments, and the Kitimet- 
Stikine Regional District, 
He suggested bringing in 
some technically ap- 
propriate people, such as 
architects and carpenters, 
He also said that a com- 
mittee should be formed to 
look into and oversee the 
eventual development, 
"Mr. Fulton, MP, is in- 
terested in the hot springs 
both from a personnel point 
of view and because it may 
be possible to obtain federal 
financial assistance for 
it," Howard said. He and 
Fulton have offered to co- 
ordinate the establishment 
of the proposed examination 
committee, in hopes that 
federal assistance will be 
committed uring the next 
couple of weeks. 
Howard said he hopes 
Chabot will react favourably 
to his proposal for as be 
said "at this stage, all that is 
involved is permission to 
INSURANCE 
THE PROBLEM 
By ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
The failure of the Clark government to take 
firm action on the Tuna War could result in 
continuing problems for the B,C, fishing in- 
dustry, according to Skeena M,P. J im Fulton. 
"I suspect hat because of the lack of action 
from our secretary of state, this tuna war is 
going to continue to escalate and we're going to 
run into more and more difficulties within the 
whole of the fishing industry beth in terms of 
exports and in terms of jurisdiction," he said. 
"It's been a real shortcoming of the new 
cabinet to not have moved more quickly and 
diplomatically on this issue." 
Fulton says the Clark government should have 
made protests on the international level as soon 
as the dispute began, He says the court system 
h , . • • asn t been acting quick enough or an any sort of 
deterent form. 
Fulton blames the seizure insurance put out by 
the American government as the instigator of 
the dispute. 
"What it means is that it is very similar to 
there being billboards in the State of Washington 
saying: "Planning to go on rob a bank in Van- 
couver? - -  Pick up your robbery insurance 
before you go," 
Fulton went on to explain that American 
fishermen are thus able to break Canadian law 
knowing in advance they are not taking any real 
risks. "~ ' ' ' '  .................... ' ..... ........ """•"""•'•" ............... ! . . . . . . . . . . . . .  !~i 400 workers during the 2'/z- visit and examine that which :i:~:~:i~i:i~i:i:i:i:~:i:!:~:!*!:~:i~:i:i:?i:i:!:i:i:i:~:!:i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~iiiii~iii!!i~iii~i~!~i!~i~iiii~i~i!i~iiii~iiiii~i~ii!!~iii~i!~ii!ii~i~!i!!~!!i~i!i~i~i!~i!~!~!~i~ii !ii ii!i!i i!i! i!i !!!!!iii!;:i!iiii! !!i ii::! !!i::ii~i! iii::i rear construct on per od, belongs to all of us," 
Hurricane Fredrickl trail f havo eaves o c 
MOBILE, Ala. lAP) -- others remained in emer- into Alabam/a. The National pected to turn northeast dwelling, business or any Mississippi Gov. Cliff Finch along the Alabama. The coast guard sent 13 Hurricane Frederic pushed geney slieltcrs. Guard was called out to aid later. 
helicopters to search the 
shoreline and reported that 
the heaviest damage ap- 
red to be in the area of 
west of Mobile Point to 
Pascagoula. 
Power was cut off to all 
160,-000 people in the Mobile 
area. A power company 
official estimated that it will 
take several weeks to restore 
full service. 
Inland Thursday after P res ident  Car ter  
cutting a 160-kilometre-wide signated 30 counties in 
swath through the scenic Mississippi, Florida and 
Gulf Coast, leaving two . Alabama s major disaster 
people dead and a trail of areas, making them eligible 
shattered buildings, boats for federal aid. The e White 
and businosses, House said Carter will 
Some of the more than 
400,000 people who fled 
• before the hurricane moved 
ashore late Wednesday 
picked their way back home 
only to find their houses in 
shambles. Thousands of 
~yy rSonally inspect the areas helicopter today. 
Looting broke out in 
Mobile and suburban 
Prichard as Frederic howled 
nor thward  through 
southeastern Mississippi and 
other building in Jackson 
police. In this historic port city, County that does not have 
Though' weakening, the 160 km-h winds" uprooted damage ranging from minor 
storm was still dumping giant oak trees, smashed to total destruction," said 
heavy rains and packing downtown storefmnts and Ken Phillips, director of 
winds up to 80 ktlometres an pitched the debris into the disaster relief in Pasca- 
hour, strong enough to knock narrow streets and stately gnuia. 
down power lines as far boulevards. Officials said Florida Guy. Bob Graham 
north as Birmingham, Ala. damage costs will run into estimated that damage in 
At 3 p m. EDT Frederick, millions of dollars, the Florida Panhandle area 
downgraded to e .tropical Pascagoula, Miss., a ship- between Panama City and 
storm, was centred nor- building city of about 28,000 Pensacola will exceed the 
thwest of Tuscaloosa, Ale. It residents 48 km to the west, ~95 million in wreckage left 
was moving northward at appeared the hardest hit. by hurricane David on the 
about 25 km-h and was ex- "1 would say there is not a east coast two weeks ago. 
put the damage in his state 
at more then $50 million. 
Many of those who fled to 
high ground were not imme. 
diately able to return to their 
homes. Officials said new 
shelters would be set up by 
Thursday night. 
Frederic, with 210 km-h 
winds at top strength, 
smashed ashore at Dauphin 
Is land' late Wednesday, 
cutting two or three channels 
through the narrow resort 
islet. It gushed northward 
Mississippi line. 
Scattered looting broke out 
with the dawn and Mayor A. 
J. Cooper of Prichard, a 
suburb of 50,000, instructed 
police to fire two warning 
shots at looters, then "shoot 
kill." 
Police Maj. Wimton err of 
the Mobile police said six 
people were attested on 
looting charges. National 
Guardsmen were sent into 
the streets to curtail the 
thefts. 
b 
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BUCHAREST (CP) --  If 
optimistic predictions about 
huge new Canadian oil 
discoveries are realized, 
Canada would be able to slow 
down costly development of 
Alberta's oil sands, the 
chairman of the .National 
New oil could ease Sands need 
unlikely that either/one • domestic market could "Explo~ation geologies in five years and that 10 then it experts and that 
would he ignored while the absorb any large new finds, have expansionary ideas," billion barrels of oilare lying deficiency isexpected to rise 
other is exploited: "It would Stabback, however, era: be said. "They have to talk off the Labrador coast, tog00,000barrelsa day in the 
big and try to Justify it But a lot of oil would have late 1980s before enough oil 
later." to be found before Canada's sands plants can be 
Energy Board said Thur- 
sday. 
J. G. Stabhaek said in an 
get to market one way or the phasized that predictions of 
other." billions upon billions of 
But exports would be less barrels of oil being found off 
likely than the alternative of the. Labrador and Greenland 
using the oil domestically, coasts and in the Canadian 
reducing the oil sands ex -• Arctic are still rather 
panslon rate So that the speculative. 
Among submisoions to the net oil deficiency could be 
World Petroleum Congrens covered and exports could be 
have been predictions that considered, Stabhaek said. 
the Arctic Could be Canada currently imports 
producing oll the year round • 350,000 barrels a day more 
operational to begin 
reducing the cosily deficit. 
"I1~ Canada we feel quite 
concerned that the public 
has got to be aware that 
massive investments are 
plan=,intervieWwhichthatcurrently°ii sandScost A R S O N  TRIAL . " 'o~l~tod"~:~ ~n"~th~'~ 
about IS billion for I00,000 "1" -r • 1 @ energy developments," 
barrels daily cupeeity, are . Stabbaek said. 
=-" , - -=- .  Ver lgen  oen les  curses  ,:::: .r!tl s co .., clic , l .  even with the . • =y%ou= u 
m~oclatod high cesta, would 
have a lower unit coat than NELSON, B.C P) --  even suggested burning or powers . . . this takes me nat obey his orders, timistie Arctic or Labrador 
the next generation of oil Orthodox Deukhobc~'~Clesder bombing --  that would be be~ to ~e Dark Ages." ' Verigtn, ~8, faces three ~edictions being realized in 
sands plants," he said. John J. Verigin denied today contrary.., towhat I revere .T~-oqgaout ~ ~sulnmy: counts of conap!racy to time. 
Another possibility, he in county court that be ever in life,". Ve.ri.gi.n said... Ve.rlgm em.l~aUoaUy, seal.ca commit arson:...A murm Work had to nroceed on 
hinted, is that Canada for told anyone to commit any Askonny msmwyert/arry that he ha~ ever ~ven m. countwasstayeawonnemaYco. . . . . . . . .  ~" . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ~, , , ,~0 =,d 
economic reasons might acts of arson or that be has Rankin, a Vancouver structions to anyone to burn because an unlndictod es tall on ener con- 
once agaIn become a major the ower tothresten people alderman, ff he ass me buildings, conspirator could not be . I~.~,,~Y ,,tea ~,gY~o.==t 
net ull axpertor. / with a curse, power to curse,, people, Eariler, wlinnsneatnstlf ed found. . u=,,=u,"^ ---'-' ",,, ~,,,, . . . . . . .  =,~ m,,,,~'"''-, 
If lwrge discoveries art "I say before people and Veriginreplled: Goo~.i. Gnd, that Verigi.n. threatened Pe.terAstaforoffof,Gilp~, gatisthoharrelof dlsuved 
made both off Labrador and before God never have l ever no. lumanordinaryntunan persons wire a seven- u.u.taceetwoeoumsmcon- , - , - t reed"  
in the Arctic, he said, it is . . . . . . . . . . .  in mv lifetime counselled or being . . . . . .  wlth no supernatural generation curse. . . . . . . . . .  ff the]~ did sptraey to commit arson anu . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . .  William F. Evdokimoff, 61, "It will be a tight supply 
of the Nelson nrea one count d . . . . .  • slNatiun in the 1980s an 
During testimony weu- ~,~ 
needay, court was told by an ~o'ur energy needs are Just 
acknowledged memner at aoing to have to be met by 
the Sons of Freedom ~e use of coal, nuclear 
Doukhohor sect that she power 
con.s, lders V.eri. K.in her lea .oe.r and to n lesser extent renew 
aria mat vengm persona uy -able resources like solar 
ordeL~l, her to burn Stephan power" 
Sorekin s home in Krestova, The picture could change if
H.u. Canada is lucky enough to 
make large finds in beth 
major offshore areas. 
i ¸ " 
1 
-979  
Mzd-east 
accord 
"If we were fortunate 
enough to find large basins 
that were productive, 
Labrador and the Arctic, I 
think the government would 
have to consider how much 
oil It wants to let sit in the 
ground." 
To get any supply from 
highcoat offshore areas, be 
said, it would be 
economically necessary to 
have extremely largescale 
production. 
That all.or-nothing choice 
would be the only hope for 
would-be exporters, who 
could argue that export 
volumes would ne necessary 
to justify extracting Arctic 
and Labrador oil for 
Canadians. 
In another interview, the 
chairman of Syncrude 
Canada Ltd. said he hopes 
the Arc t i cLabrador  
OHLY 
NESTLE 
MINI PUDDINGS 
3, 5 oz. Tins in a package. 
Choose from vanilla, chocolate, 
PURITAN 
STEWS 
Choose from spaghetti and 
meatballs, beans and wieners, 
chile con cerne and assorted 
said in 
the Works 
TEL AVIV, Israel tAP) - -  
U.S. Envoy Robert Strauss 
said today he will tell, 
President Carter that Egypt 
and Israel are working in a 
"vesitive. and constructive 
ms" ~ner" toward an 
agreement on Palestintan 
autonomy. 
Strauss ended a four-day 
mission to the two countries 
'and flew from Tel Aviv to 
Cairo to pick up some 
members of his delegation 
before flying home to 
Washington. 
• . . . ' ,  . . ' "  • 
B.C. OKAYS 
LAND ROUTE 
VANCOUVER (CP)  - -  transportation corridor 
The British Columbia along the Alaska High- 
government has decided way, which passes 
to endorse the Foothills through northwest B.C. 
The pipeline would also Pipe Lines Ltd. proposal 
for an all.land pipeline eliminate the threat of 
route to carry Alaskan oil tanker traffic along the 
south to markets in the  B:C. cnastns called forin 
U.S. Midwest. other proposals to ship 
Premier Bill Bennett the nil south. 
said Thursday at an Energy Minister Jim 
impromptu news con- .tlewitt noted that the all- 
ference the endorsement . ~ route was one of four 
was part of the govern- alt~ll~tives being con- 
mant'a proposed ener~.~ aide'ltt~;by-the National 
policy which would Energ~,?~nard and the 
dlaelesed prior to the fi~t Canadian, and U.S. 
ministers' conference m governments.', 
November. 
Bennett said the He said it wot~l involve 
Foothills proposal would about 600 kilometres of 
have .the advantage o p ipe l ine  throt lgh  
opening an energy and Canadian territory. 
i i I 
OTTAWA(CP) B, - -  ob Commerce paid no tax at all 
'~ -s~ks~a~re  ~iag  year, despite profits of t39 
million. 
tax loophole to lower their 
rate of tax to below that paid He said the Royal Bank of 
by the average worker. Canada paid tax of $13 
Rae, MP for the Toronto million on profits of t57,7 
riding of Breadview- million in the third quarter, a
Greenwood, said the giant tax rate of less than three 
Canadian Imperial Bank of per cent. 
Train wreck kills 55 
STALAC, Yugoslavia (CP) 
- -  At least 55 people were 
killed and m~e than 100 hurt 
when a freight train slam- 
med into the Belgrjide- 
Skopje express near" this 
Junction town south of Bel- 
grade on Thursday. , . 
Officials aid 51 bodies nan 
been recovered and others' 
were still trapped in the 
tangled wreckage. 
Some of the cars were 
crushed to one quarter of 
their original size by the 
impact of the ~arly-morning 
collision. 
An investigating Judge 
said the freight rain driver 
was being held responsible 
• for the collision because he 
went through a red signal. 
The express was taking 
' army recruits from 
Belgrade to training camps 
in southern Yugoslavia when 
the c~llfsl~ occurred 180 
kilometres from~he capital. 
Police said four foreigners 
were among the casualties " 
but they gave no names or 
other details. 
No chop for welfare 
Maintaining the upbeat predictions prove correct but 
tone that characterized his "it would not be prudent or OTTAWA (CP) - -  None of 
public statements in beth responsible" torely on such the country's ocial welfare 
countries~ Strauss told an finds, programs will go on the 
airport.news conference, in .~/ Brant 'Scott, whose cam- chopping block as a, result of 
Tel AvLv,~.that ::he.,?,had.. ~pany operates the, largest oil~, the. government s com- 
graduated from a feeling at sands mining plant in the mitment o reduce federal 
"hope and optimism" to one world, said oil sands will be spending, Treasury Board 
of .... certainty aria essentiai no matter what else President Sinclair Stevens 
inevitability hat our search happerls, indicated Thursday. 
for peace will be successful. "No matter how optimistic 
"I leave with a spirit of re- we may be about Labrador The minister was asked on 
hewed confidence and and the Arctic, tar sands his way into a wnekly cabinet 
determination," hesaid. "I plants have such a long lead meeting how he' intends to 
will report to President time and they will t~eed to be • 
make large reductions in 
gm/ernment expenditures 
~ithont cutting off benefits 
teti~ elderly, poor and other. 
disadVqutagedgroups~-, 
• "The "fortunate, or' un- 
forttmte position we're in Is 
that the former government 
left such a completely 
mismanaged economy that 
we don't need to worry about 
the kind of programs you're 
talking about," be said.. 
i.i, 
~: .  
butterscotch, rice or tapioca. 
K mart Reg. Price Wc 
SATURDAYO~y: i!~ ~! 
WlNDEX 
REFILLS 
Extra strength Wlndex Is 
great for dozens of uses 
and cuts grease befler 
~OOml 
Reg. Low 
K mart Price 1.27 
SAT. 97 .? i  
ONLY 
WELLA BALSAM 
SHAMPOO 
For normal or oily hair 
this conditioning shampoo helpt, 
repair split ends. 500 ml. 
K mart Reg. Price 3.07 
SATURDAY ONEY 
2 39 
Each 
stews. 9 oz. tins. 
K mart Reg. Price 57c 
::.,~:~.,,. SATURDAY ONLY 
MENS 
SPORT SOCKS 
Actlfresh health socks. 
Odor control for lasting 
freshness. Fits 10.13. 
K mart Reg. 
Low Price 1.63 
~AT. o9 
ONLY qW ,r 
i ~ im, l imI . , i . i l  
I i :  
-, 43% 
AIR CARE 
SOLID 
AIR FRESHENER 
Lavender, herbal, rose, 
fresh forest scents. 
Works.all the time 
7 oz. 
Reg. Low K mart 
Price 1.17 
WIDE MOUTH 
MASON JARS 
Home preserving lars. 
Ideal for canning fruits 
and vegetables. 12, 64 fl. oz.. 
lars In a box. 
K mart Reg. Price 5.97 
SATURDAY ONLY 
4 o xP 
Carter that E~pt  and Israel 
are continuing their efforts 
tin, It positive and, ,£on- 
Israel, Eg~pt'and' 'Lhe 
United States already are 
four months into the one; 
year period set' for 
negotiating an autonomy 
agreement. 
developed sooner or later ... 
they need to be developed 
slowly and steadLly., against 
future demand. "~ 
Large sums. would also 
have to be poured into other 
costly alternatives like coal 
gasification projects, Scott 
,~aid. 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Starting 
next month, some recipients 
of government cheques will 
be getting a golden-yellow- 
greeting instead of the cOd 
basic green, Ruch LaSalle 
MIKE'S AUCTION SALE 
I SAT. SEPT. 22 at, 1 P.M. 
;,.: , ) ' ; .  " at the 
' i " . . . .  Smithers Airport ' i'.", ',, ' '''~' "9~'..~ ' 
: = FORESTRY HANGER ! 
6ovmment surplus vehicles Forestry Department 
:i .":' .. , 
~::: " • , ~;~25 .P ICKUPS & CARS . 
iiii::! : .' , ~*; I/s ton pickups, 3/4 tons, 1 tons, 4 wheel drives, Suburbans, Broncos. 
..... / '~ 10 Outboard motors f rom 6 to 65 HP.  
iii!i (' ~,, : 1500 watt  l ight p lant  i~i~ !~ King K5 ignit ion scope analyzer  wi th stand. 
'.i 6xl2 single axle t i l t  box t ra i le r  
1 ton gear Wpe chain hoist 
Steam cleaner,  good working condition; 
Electrotester,  complete equipment for 2 & 4 cycle engines. 
K.O. Lee  Valve Scat. Remover & Replacer (new) 
For more  Informat ion contact: 
MIKE'S AUOTION LTD, 
R.R. 2 BURNS LAKE 
Phone 694-3497 or 604-3303 
Condition of Sale: Cash or Approved Cheque 
All sales are f inal  
All Items sold as is, where is. 
All vehicles must be inspected before removal .  
Cheques chang color 
supply and services 
minister, said Thursday. 
He told reporters the 
cheques w'ill be introduced 
into all government payment 
programs, including the 
family allowance, 'Canada 
Pension and old age security 
plans, by April 1, 1960. 
The change of design will 
affect all 120 million 
government cheques issued 
each year and was made to 
dp keep pace with the 
quirements of automated 
leque.readlng and ales- 
onic data processing 
equipment in use at most 
major banks and other 
financial institutions. 
The cheques, which show a 
waving, golden-yellow 
Canadian flag, shading to 
ochre at the edges, will be 
less susceptible to couno 
terfeitlng and mere clearly 
identifiable as government 
cheques, he said. 
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Around town ... wfi , ERLEEN COMEA U 
The Carnegie Hero Fund Commission has awarded a 
bronze medal to Donald Richard of Usk, B.C. Sept. 7. 
Richard saved 10-year-old Ann Marie Baxley, also of 
Usk, from drowning when her father's kayak over- 
turned in the Skeena River on Aug. 3,1978. 
Ann Marie climbed onto the overturned kayak and 
was seen by Richard, who managed to overtake the 
boat as it was being carried ownstream by the strong 
current. Unable to move the kayak toward the bank, 
Richard took Ann Made on his back and swam to 
shore. 
Twelve bronze medals, supptementedby a total of 
$11,500 in awards and money grants, were awarded for 
rescues involving extraordinary life risks, the com- 
ndulun said. 
The awards to date total 6,382 medals ince the in- 
ception of the Fund in 1904. 
• PiPS Publicity of Toronto released its recent figures 
for the top 10 summertime t levision programs. 
M.A.S.H. topped four of the top 10 favorites of 
Canadian viewers. Mark and Mindy took second while 
WKRP Cincinnati placed third, PPS said. 
Dukes of Hazzard shared a disappointing 10th spot 
with Three's Company, indicated the latest audience 
results. 
Sunday, an intercharch rally is planned to take place 
at the theatre. 
Noi'thweet Community College is having an 
astronomy observation lecture program Sept. 27-299h. 
A trained astronomer from the VancouVer 
Planetarium will be on hand for the day and evening 
workshepo. 
Night gazers will have the thrill of utilizing a high- 
powered telescope that will be provided for the 
workshop. 
Pre-registration is encouraged. Inquiries may be 
made by calling the college at 635-6,511. 
NWCC is also presenting anotl~ film series this 
year and Friday will be the viewing of "psycho" 
directed by Alfred llltehonck. This movie was cer- 
tainly one of Hitehcock's most unrelenting exercises in
terror. 
Psycho tells of a secretary who absconds with 140,000 
and comes upon a lonely motel overlooked by a gothic 
house inhabited, by a strange man and his possessive 
mother... Film presentations will be held in room 202 at 
the college. 
NWCC is looking for people who are interested in
starting a film club. If yon are a movie buff ~U 
Terrace Continuing Education at ~35"6511. 
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Fund drive for blind here 
The Canadian National Downtown Lions. Purschke says while the and.the Yukon. , 
Institute for the Blind The[,ocalCNIB chairman main effort takes place Aside from its support 
(CNIB) will conduct its AI Purschke says he hopes to during the hour and one half services to blind people, the 
annual fand drive in Terrace be able to get the people out blitz, people are working to CNIB helps to make 
during the first week of canvassing again this year. collect funds before and Canadians aware of ways to 
October. This year's drive, "We usually count on 200 to alter. No goal has been set. prevent blindness. 1979 in the ~ ] 
highlighted by a fund 'blitz' 250 people going out for us CNIB offers a variety of international Year of the ~> 
on Monday Oct 1, will be door. to door. Our main services in the Terrace Child sothere will be speeial~, 
Sl~.mored by the Terrace imphasis will be on a one and Kitimat area. Functe are attention paid to blind~ 
one half hoar blitz on Oct. 1. used to provide library children this year. For more 
We're grateful for the help services and counselling to information ou the Canadian 
we get and we hope to have 28 registered blind people in National Institute for the s POLICE the peoples' co-operation the area. The CNIB helps Blind eall AI Purschke at 635- .; 
again." over 4200 blind people in B.C. 5222, I 
NEWS "; 
Tuesday night at 12 
midnight, a vehicle collided 
with a bear 20 kilometers 
north of Kitimat. The vehicle 
sustained conaiderable 
damage. The search for the 
injured bear by conservation 
officials proved negative. 
The bear has not yet been 
spotted. 
A bear was also spotted 
Fall recreation program registrations will take place 
Saturday at the Terrace arena banquet room. Many ot Mayor Dave Maroney will officiate at the opening of 
the instructorswtll bein attendance. Late registrations the Terrace and District Community Service Centre Thursday at the earner of 
will be accepted at the i.ecrnation office located at the lob_ted at 4.711Lazege Ave.. SatJJ~day at 2 p..m, _ Nalablla nd Lahakas at 7:20 
arena during the week of Sept. 17-21st. Tn.eweex.o! ,~kl~nnsaoec~f...lX.~Aaunea. om - a.m. The errant bear 
A ~A-heur message information service is provided munnty ~erwces ees nonour o uns oceamun, couldn't be located when 
for arena, pool and special programs schedules, call RCMP arrived a few 
~35-9212 Ignorance of the .law isno deteme. Learn about he minutes later. ' 
• " law through free mw e~asees being established in
Terrace this fall At 10:3~. p.m. Wednesday 
The R.E.M. Lee Theatre 1979 fall schedule has - , - - - : '  - "'~" . . . . . . . . .  evenisginTerraceal&year- . . ~fle cotlr~ea WlU nem sarle~ 41 o~e to Ulrse ev~ 
programmed Shah Lewis, comedienne and puppeteer, lectures. Instructors for the classes will be volunteers old was apprehended as be 
to visit Terrace this fall..Lambchop in person for the from the Terrace area. For further i~ormatim call attempted to steal a 1974 
Datsun pickup. kiddies. ~t~4~, . 
KEMANO " . The window of the vehicle 
IN had been smashed and the -- kers f e a r  f i b r e s  in "Youth had managed to o t - t h e  ear when analert ' . neighbor summoned the 
. owner of the vehicle. The pool. m a y  c a u s e  c a n c e r  andownerwentonttothevehicleapprehended the youth. 
Police report also Ron 
Members of the Canadian Association of Smelter since May but has neither closed the pool nor had it Pederson d Kttwar~a found 
and Allied Workers at Kemano claim users of the relined. 
community pool in this community on the Douglas However, residents have been kept informed of the wasthat brokenthe pass ngerout of hiswind°Wpick- 
Channel are exposed to asbestos fibres which could situation. ~ .  The vehicle had been 
cause eane6r~ ' parked in the Co-op parking 
The source of the asbestos i the pool lining installed Papenbreek said the typeof  asbestos used in the lot near Kalum Street. The 
10yearsag~'bef~l~esearch~r~ identified asbestos as pool lining has been identified as Crocidolite, "the vandalism had apparently 
a careinoge]~.. . . ~,,;.. ~- ' . . . . . . .  worst kind." tukenpiacebetweenB:20and 
Alean officials say samples taken at the pool are He said Alean has given CASAW the final report on u p.m. 
well within standards et by the B.C. Workers' test samples but not the raw data on which the report 
Compensation Board. was based. 
Union members, however say any exposure to For this reason,  the union has asked the WCB in- 
asbestos is too much. dustrial hygiene branch to take samples at Kemano. 
CASAW business agent Wtho Papenbrock said todsyl "We've accepted minimum standards for exposure 
the union is "appalled" by exposure of Kemano because they are thelaw," Papenbrock said. "But we 
residents to a toxic substance outside the workplace, are not happy about it." 
Papenbrock said cancer caused by asbestos may "If there is any exposure to asbestos, the pool should 
take 15 to 20 years to develop and because of this the be closed." 
union wants exposure noted in the Aican medical Company sources ay that a new lining for the lx~l. 
record of ';anyone who was ever in the pool." ~ ,: is already being planned. Meanwhi]e,~Aloan continues 
He said the comlm~ty hss been aware'of the+problem ~ to report he results of its monitering,to heWCB~ ~ !'/: 
~- - O ~ O -  - O¢~O-  - O¢~O-  - O ~ C  
6ESTSELLERS ! 
THIS WEEK! o 
..... " . . . . . .  r.m.  'n.mm . 
N Chicago 13 Bob DyJan E_L.O. Discovery George Thorogood 
CBS 0.4~ Slow Train Coming cu5  Move It On |11 LI CBS 11.49 CBS . U 6.49 
i The Remote Control. A & M.  $6.49 The Records- The Records Polygram- $6.49 g 
1,4 |  b 
Tubes- 
Joe Jackson. Look Sharp- A & M-  $6.49 Robin Williams - Reality - Polygram. $6.49 I I  SuPertramp- Breakfast In Amer. - A & M - Bram Tchaikovsky - Strange Man . 
$6.49 
Pol ice.  Ouflandos D'Amour A & M.  $6.49 Polygram . $6.49 - Kiss - Dynasty - Po lygram.  $7.19 
Atlanta Rhythm Section Underdog 
Jerry Doucette. The Douce Is. A & M.  $6.49 Po lygram.  $6,49 
Amll Stewart - Knock On Wood - Quality - Donna Summer- Uve andMore-  Polygram 
O $6.49 - $9.99 
The K inks-Low Budget. Capitol - $6.49 Dire Straits - Communique . Polygram - 
I Little River Band - First Under .  Capitol - $6.49 
$6,49 Donna Summer - Bad G i r l s .  Polygram - 
The Knack. Get The Knack.  Capitol.  $6.49 $9,99 
Gerry Rafferty-  Nlghtewl . Capitol - $6.49 Robert Pa lmer .  Secrets - RCA' ;~M~4~ 
Long John Baldry - Baldry's Out .  Capitol - Led Zepplin - In Through the Out - WEA - 
LAI(ELSE SHOPPERS 
PHARMACY ua . mT 
HnS(N  
YOUR TERRACE PHARMACISTS  
AI Dubeau Cliff Procevlat 
AI Fabbl Bill Turner 
Kathy Kuzyk Bill Wall 
Larry Kraqse Ingrld Wlpfll 
Gerry Martin Bob Otsu 
olonel 
A new dessert idea from the Colonel. 
For the taste of summer all year round, try one 
of our individual Fresh Slrawberry Pies 
We take a flakey golden pie crust, fill it wilh 
ripe, juicy strawberries and then top it all off 
with a heavenly strawberry glaze. 
Mmmmmmm scrumptious. 
$$.89 $6.69 
O Teddy Pendergrass - Teddy.  CBS.  $6.49 Talking Heads- Fear of Music- WEA- $6~' ;  
Wings - Back tothe Egg - CBS. $6.49 The Cars - Cando O. WEA - $6,69 
Kansas- Monolith - CBS.  $6.49 Nell Young - Rust Never Sleeps . WEA - ,~ 
Cheap Trick - C.T. at Budokan. CBS. $6,49 $6.69 
Rex Smi th .  CBS.  $6,49 Chic Risque WEA .$6,69 
i Wi l l ie& Leon. Oneforthe Road. CBS- $9,49 
Bob Dylan.  Live at Budokan - CBS - $10,W 
Pr i sm.  Armageddon.  GRT - $6.49 Randy VanWarmer - Warmer.  WEA - $5.49 
More American Graf f l f f l .  MCA.  $11.99 Queen. Live K i l le r .  WEA - $10.~ 
Spyro Gyro - Morning Dance. MCA.  $6.49 Abba.  Voulez Vous - WEA - $6,69 
Elton John .  Thorn Bell Sessions - MCA . Dobble Bros. .  Minute by M inute .  WEA - 
$6.49 $6.49 
The Who.  The Kids are A l r lght .  MCA - Boney M - Night Flight to Venus - WEA.  
$11.99 $5.89 
Commodores. Midnight Mag ic .  Motown - Van Halen II WEA . $6.49 
O $6.49 Rickle Lee Jones. Rlckle Lee.  WEA - f~.89 
:L 
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It used to be quite the place, or so they say. People 
came from everywhere to visit Skoglund Hotsprings. 
Some of the older folks came to sooth their bodies in 
the warmth of the mineral springs, which reach 180 
degrees Farenheight in temperature. The younger 
ones, even some newly weds, brought their own 
warmth and added to the glow of the dining lounge. 
I've heard it said the resort started to deteriorate 
when the pub went in. The local rowdies, it is stated, 
would come out on the weekend then and raise too 
much furore for the guests. 
Others blame the running down of the facility on the 
absentee owners, a Calgary firm who gave the place 
away after last fall's flood went through it, doing an 
even more thorough job of making the place 
unllveable than the previous neglect had. 
After the flood, the vandals came in. The place is a 
wreck now. Even with an armed guard and under the 
watchful eye of the large bristling German shepard, 
the curious come in. Some bloodied by the dog, but 
others set up camp on the grounds like the invading 
Germanic tribes their kind are named after. 
The health department had closed the famed 
mineral water pools sometime before.• The bacteria 
count was apparently too high. Chlorine was 
suggested and yet was the very kind of thing those who 
went to the hotsprings want to avoid. 
Yea, Skoglund Hotsprings isn't what it used to be. 
The carpets are out and moulding somewhere• The 
trim in the rooms is warping and peeling away from 
the walls as the paint lifts from the walls and plaster 
softens. 
The place stinks. 
A once-heautiful vacation and health resort smells 
of rot and decay. In spite of the miasma that pervades 
the place there is a possibility that things are going to 
happen there again. 
One of the skulkers was Cabinet Minister Jim 
Chabot, in whose department the place was dumped. 
lVlLA Frank Howard, a man who has spent his years 
watching the doors of power and is adept at predicting 
when they are about to open, is volunteering his 
services to coordinate some input into the~d~, bjon 1~ 
sees coming. 
Now is the time to put forward your proposals. More 
is bubbling than just the steaming, suiphurous ponds 
around Lakelse. 
Letters welcome 
The Herald welcomes its readers comments. 
All letters to the editor of general public interest • 
will be printed. We do, however, etain the right 
to refuse to print letters on grounds of possible 
libel or bad taste. W~ may M~o edit letters for 
style and length. All letters to he considered for 
publication must he signed. 
IT IS DIFFERENT 
Terrace has a prison here 
Community 
Correctional 
Centre 
stresses 
getting back 
into the 
community 
By ERLEEN COMEAU 
Herald Staff Wflter 
The renovated Blue Gables Hotel on Highway 
16 has served as the Terrace Community 
Correctional Centre for the past two years, but 
the residents of the building are not associated 
with the usual correctional centre stigma• 
Mike Hoxsey, corrections officer, refers to the 
offenders do'rag time in the centre as residents. 
They are adult males who have been through the 
court system and this is the bottom line. 
The centre is minimum security and its 
original objective was to deal with people ser- 
ving 90 days or less. 
"We felt the community didn't feel com- 
fortable with incarcerated offenders," Horsey 
said. 
Hoxsey stated that after eight months of 
rigidly following the rules that were initiated to 
control the type of offender to be housed• 
• "We researched it and relaxed 90 day 
situations,'~ he said. 
The Terrace provincial court has taken a 
positive interest in the centre and approached 
the officials to house offenders remanded for 
I 
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The director of the correctional centre here, Mike 
Hoxaey, surveys hie domain, and notes that many 
i 
sentencing. Horsey said the centre is unique in 
that "we do take people directly from the courts, 
they do not go through aprovincial classification 
system." 
"We save a great deal of money in the justice 
system," Horsey said, because transportation is 
not required to move these residents to other 
centres such as Prince George. "We saved 
$47,000, which is roughly the wage of two 
correctional officers," he said. 
Examples of offence~ committed by the. 
residents were mischief, common assault, and 
concealed weapons. Hoxsey stated they do not 
house sexual offenders. 
Discipling residents who misuse their 
freedoms granted by the centre is dictated by 
two areas of the police and prisons act. 
"If it is a serious thing it has to he followed," 
said Horsey. 
A resident being disciplined would appear 
before a discipling panel of three persons m- 
dependent of the charging officer. A maximum 
of 30 days remission could be taken away as a 
penalty, by this panel. 
The residents are employed in the community 
in various types of workl Hoxsey says it is 
bizarre what concern employers have and stated 
he has never had a situation where a resident 
was on an employment situation and stole or was 
discourteous. 
"It is a statistical fact, knock on wood," he 
said. 
"Initially the community was not responsive, a 
jail was a jail and we had to do a tremendous 
amount of public relations work," stated Hox- 
soy. 
The elderly now call for assistance and a great 
deal of community service work is performed by 
the. residents. 
"Credibility in Terrace is pretty good," he 
said. 
Hoxsey commented on escapes saying, 
"spontaneous, not planned walkaways" have 
taken place and are contributed to by domestic 
• problems. 
Hard and fast"rnle.~: do a~' ly  ..when the 
residents areaway ~ro/~'the c '~tr~ on negotiated 
leave of absences. One is staying clear of 
poollialis and liquor establishments. This is a 
hard rule to enforce says Hoxsey, as most 
everywhere they go they encounter this problem. 
The resident is evaluated on merits, said 
° Hoxsey. 
"We have latitude to evaluate this person and 
tailor our rules to fit his particular situation," he 
said. "We can't take two ounces of rehabilitation 
and give him a hit. "If I have a fellow who is 
spending two years less a day for doing dope and 
he for 10 years made $;150,000 a year and has a 
........ IAncoln.op~ked outsidg,'.how, am-' I going .to 
rehabilitate him? . . . . . . . . .  
Hoxsey said officers at the centre are always 
training to perform their jobs. 
"85 per cent is gut and 15 per cent is formal 
training," he said. 
Hoxssy evaluated the correctional officer's 
task by stating "a degree of cynicism would be of 
value, not cynicism in terms of there is no hope, 
but cynical enough to realize that they got 
. . . .  themselves in that situation." He added, "how 
can I adjust his person's moral values if he can't 
see what he is doing." " 
Hoxsey commented on the correctional system 
in general by stating "I think the people who 
dictate policy are becoming aware that they are 
dealing with human beings, it is pretty hard to 
deal with an empty shell." He added "these 
people can become responsible citizens." 
The centre is the only one in the province 
uni~lue in that it has established a relationship 
with the justice system to obtain feedback 
negative as well as positive. 
"We have a liaison with them," said Hoxsey of 
the sheriff's department and probation officers. 
Hoxsey contributes the success of the centre to 
a team concept, and stated they are the only 
provincial centre that runs under this concept. 
"If I have one success, I figure my career is 
weU spent," said Hoxsey. 
r COMMUHITY 
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people think it is still a hotel. He likes it like that. 
: PRISON FEATURE 
Just closing B.C. pen said not answer 
By PETER KINSEY 
"./ANCOUVER (CP) -- Closing the 
British Columbia penitentiary will 
not solve the problems that led to its 
long history of riots and hostage-tak- 
ings, says Dr. Guy Riclunond, who 
has spent most of his life working in 
pr tsons ,  
He says there is potential for 
trouble after the generp.I population 
is moved from the century-old B.C. 
pen in New Westminster tothe new 
Kent Institution at Agassiz, 100 kilo- 
metres east of Vancouver. 
"The move is resented by many 
prisoners, and the staff will have to 
make a special effort or there will be 
real trouble," he said in an inter- 
view. 
Both institutions are maximum- 
security operations. 
Richmond said prisoners who 
move to Kent -- some moved on 
Aug. I - -  are concerned that they 
will receive fewer visits because 
visitors will have to travel fprther. 
He added that the major problem 
will be work programs. 
Most prisoners in the B.C. pen 
have lost their incentive to work -- 
largely because the pen has not had 
a good work program for years -- so 
if no effort is made at Kent "to keep 
the prisoners' interests and emo- 
tioual needs filled, there will be 
trouble." 
The B.C. penitentiary has had 
more than its share of violence over 
the years and officials are aware of 
some of the causes. 
There are as many reasons for 
riots and hnstage-takings a there 
are individuals who initiate them, 
officials say, but some general 
conclusions can be drawn. 
Such incidents explode because 
prisoners feel they are not getting 
something they deserve, or as short. 
outs to normal channels of getting 
things done. Many are aggravated 
by overcrowding and staff attitudes, 
and are seldom committed as a 
means of escaping custody. 
Some critics of the old pen blamed 
its problems on its age. 
"There is some evidence that 
physical surroundings do contribute 
to inappropriate conduct in an in- 
stitution," said Dr. Alfred Keltner, a 
clinical psychologist. 
Richmond agreed, saying that 
whenever you get a smaller 
population "there is much less 
heat." 
Jack Stewart, spokesman fo~:.tbe •~ "Prisoners were more concerned Keltner also said that tighter 
Canadian Penitentiary Ser~l~ with their public.image . . . .  They discipline in a prison creates 
discussing reasons for riots and '/.; were very aware how to present problems, rather than hotter con- 
hostage-takings in prisons, said: themselves" in news releases and trol. 
"Some are personal; others are during news conferences. "Repression and a firm hand 
inside create more violence. If we 
..............~:.~..............................................v...........................~.......................:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.~..:.~.:...:.:.:.~?:...:.:.; attempt to return to the inmate his . • . . . • .••%•.%,  • • , ,  • ,  • . ,  • . . .  °...,.°.,.,.,.•.•.•.•.•.....,.,.o.,.,...,.,.•.%•.•.,.,.•.,.•.%,.•.,.,.o . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . .  • ° . . .  • ° • • • .  
self-worth and status, then we may 
Ninth part Of an 
l I-part feature on prisons 
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trying for general prison reform; 
some are frivolous; others are not. 
"We have never established a 
special kind of pattern, except hat 
where prisoners have perceived an 
incident as being successful, others 
will follow." 
Stewart feels that some of the 
hostage-takings at the B.C. pen 
during the last few years were 
staged by prisoners as media 
events. 
Keltner said that if going through 
rite official bureaucracy, or the 
informal structure among prisoners 
does not give the individual what he 
wants, "then the person either suc- 
cumbs or reacts, and reacts 
violently." 
Stewart agreed that riots and 
hostage-takings are used to achieve 
a goal but suggested tl~t too often 
prisoners use them as a short-cut, 
rather than going through official 
channels. 
get beck a human being." 
To stop riots and hostage-takings, 
said Stewart, "there is a quick and 
easy solution: keep each individual 
locked up 24 hours a day." 
But this obviously is not the an- 
swer, he added. 
"I am sure we will be heavily 
criticized when people see Kent. It 
does not look like the B.C. pen. 
"We will probably be criticized for 
going too far the other way to ensure 
that prisoners as human beings get 
comforts." 
There now is an improved at- 
mosphere in the B.C. pen, say some 
who are involved with the prison. 
"There has been a marked 
lessening of hostility between in. 
mates and staff," said Richmond. 
"The mutual reaction is less 
hostile." 
The head of the new disciplinary 
board, set up to replace the warden's 
court for disciplining prisoneEs, 
agreed that temions haye been re- 
duced. 
"There have been fewer cases (for 
discipline) in the last two or three 
months than when we started," said 
Clive Rippon, a Victoria lawyer. 
"That may be attributable to  
shipping out some of the heavies, 
although I gather there are new 
heavies coming in. 
"I think one thing we have been 
able• to do is take the heat off the 
warden so he no longer is the guy 
who dishes out punishment. He is the 
enemy -- all staff are -- to 
prisoners, but we have relieved him 
of dishing out punishment." 
The disciplinary board was set up 
in January, 1978, as the result of 
recommendations made by a 
parliamentary subcommittee which 
investigated federal prisons 
"We are to a degree tougher than 
the warden was," Rippon said. "We 
are tougher and they (prisoners) 
perceive m as being tougher, but I 
believe they perceive us as being 
fair." 
, t 
TO SENATE 
Clark  names pal 
OTTAWA (CP) --  powerin the May 22election. 
Prime Minister Clark has Balfour, 50, also has long 
appointed Lowell Murray, 
his old buddy and election 
master mind, .to the Senate 
- -  a weil-paid pnsition he can 
hold for the next 32 years. 
Murray was among three 
faithful Progressive Con- 
servatives named to the 104- 
seat upper chamber in an 
announcement Thursday. 
The others were former MP 
James Balfour of Regina nd 
Richard Donahoe, a long- 
time Nova' Scotia Con- 
aervative worker. 
The government is ex- 
pected to announce more 
appointmeois shortly. It waa 
known to be considering a 
person from Quebec and 
ru/nors have mentioned four 
others. 
The announcements raise 
to 91 the number of Cou- 
servatlves facing 71 Llberala 
in the Senate. There still are 
eight vacancies. 
Murray, 43, is a clooe 
friend of Clark and godfather 
to his daughter Catherine. 
In 1967 be worked with 
Dalton Camp to unseat John 
Dtefenbaker asthe leader of 
the Conservative party. 
Then he joined Clark to work 
for Robert Stanfleld, 
Diafenbaker's successor, for 
the next three years. 
When Clark was named 
G~naervative l ader in 1977, 
he called Murray back to 
Ottawa to become hie 
campaign manager and 
adviser. 
Murray is given most of 
the credit for the low.key, 
cautious campaign that 
brought the Conservatives to 
MUSOREWA 
associations with Clark. He 
was first elected to the 
Commons in 19'/2, the same 
year as the prime minister. 
Balfour represented Regina 
East until he stepped own 
for I.~ealth reasons before the 
Ma]~ 22 election. 
When Murray enters the 
Senate he will be greeted by, 
among'others, Keith Davey, 
campaign co-chakman for 
, the Liberals. 
Balfour led a group which 
prepared  a massive 
document that was designed 
to help Clark make the 
transition from leader of the 
Opposition to prime min- 
ister. 
Clark spent a week 
studying the material in 
Jasper ,  Airs., after the 
election before heading to 
Ottawa where he took over 
from Pierre Trudeau as 
prime minister June 4. 
Deashoe, 70, comes to the 
Senate from years in Nova 
Scotia politics. A former 
attorney-general and public 
health minister, he has been 
in provincial and civic 
politics ince 1937. 
Widespread speculation i
Ottawa had been that Finley 
MacDonald, long-time 
Conservative, would be 
appointed to fill the Nova 
Scotia vacancy in the Senate. 
Of the eight r~ in~g va- 
cancies in the upper 
chamber, there are one each 
from Alberta, Manitoba, 
Newfoimdland and Prince 
Edward Island. There are 
two each from Quebec and 
Manitoba. 
There are a couple Of sen•- 
tot's reaching the mandatory 
retirement age of 75. The 
Ontario seat of Eugene 
Forsey, who has reached 75, 
has yet to be declared 
vacant. 
Senators receive pay and 
allowances of $32,900 a year. 
Parliamentarians' pay goes 
up with the cost of living, but 
is not indexed. 
It is reported that Clark 
and Supply Minister Roch 
LaSalle were considering a 
possible Senate appointment 
from Quebec. But the parson 
is reported reluctant to enter 
cabinet. 
The government has been 
seeking ood representation 
from Quebec since May 22 
when Laselle and Howard 
Grafftey were the only 
Quebec Torles elected. 
Thsee two men, plus Justice 
Minister Jacques Flynn, the 
government lender in the 
Senate, are the only quenec 
representatives in the 
cabinet. 
Reports have said that 
Marcel Lambert, veteran 
MP from Edmonton, will be 
appointed to the Senate and 
be made Speaker. He is 
bilingual. 
Heath Macquarrie, long-' 
tithe Prince Edward Island 
MP, .also has been reported 
to be Senate bound. 
The government also is 
about to make some new 
appointments to Crown 
agencies. I t  was reported 
that these and Senate ap- 
pointments would come 
, todoy but now they are ex. 
petted to be put off until next 
week. 
Say ....... =s n0 appeasement 
LONDON (AP) -- Bishop 
Abel Muzorewa, Zimbabwe 
Rhodesia'a first black prime 
minister, warned Britain on 
Thursday against appeasing 
guerrilla leaders whom be 
described as "bloodthirsty 
murderers." 
"The time is overdue for 
the British government to 
act firmly and decisively," 
said Musorewa. "The time 
for appeasement is over." 
+ Sources L said- that 
Muzorewa, opaet by British 
acceptance of a guerrilla 
demand to discuss replacing 
his .government, sent a 
formal note to British 
Foreign Secretary Lord 
Carrington-- the conference 
chairman --  reiterating his 
decision to avoid discuesiou 
of political topics and in- 
dicating he might pull out 
rather than discuss a new 
administration involving 
guerrilla leaders. 
Muzorewa told reporters 
his government would reject 
any attempt "by c.~e or two 
arrogant dictators in the 
making to impose them- 
selves or their foreign 
Communist or Marxist 
ideologies upon our coun/ 
t ry . "  
He said the guerrillas, who 
have been fighting a seven- 
year war to gain control of 
the break•way British 
colony, "are bloodthirsty 
murderers intent only on 
genocide and the subJugatiou 
of seven million people." 
De legates  f rom 
Muzorewa's government and 
the guerrilla forces of the 
Patriotic Front met for only 
35 minutes Thursday and are 
not scheduled to convene 
again until this afternoon. 
They have met for only six 
hours since Carrington 
opened the talks Monday. 
Patriotic Front leaders 
Robert Mugabe and Joshua 
Nkomo are seeking a new 
transition administration -- 
replacing Muzorewa -- 
which they would dominate, 
while setting up a national 
army based on their own 
Communist-armed forces. 
The guerrillas reject 
Muzorewa's biracial con- 
atitution, which reserves 
seats fo~ whites in the I00- 
member parliament and 
guarantees white minority 
control of security and 
Judicial functions. The 
whites account for three per 
cent of Zimbabwe 
Rhodesia's population of 7,~ 
million, 
Musorewa wants Britain to 
lead the Western world in 
recognizing his black- 
dominated government, 
thereby lifting crippling 
trade sanctions instituted 
when the previous White 
minority government under 
BTELLA DIRECT8 
LOS ANGELES (CP) -- 
Stella Stevens has stepped 
behind the cameras. The 
well-known actress is 
producing and directing a 90- 
minute documentarY called 
The American Heroine. 
Prime Minister fan Smith Muzorewa warned that 
declared its unilateral in. delay in recognizing his 
dspomiance from Britain in government increases the 
1965 to head off black rule. possibility of new in- 
Muzorewa's government, terventionin~southern Af ica 
which came to power after by the Soviet Union, Cuba 
April elections, is the and East Germany who, he 
product of an internal set- said, are "openly and ac- 
tiement between Smith and tively assisting the Patriotic 
moderate black leaders. Front." 
.+  
GAS 
PIPE 
DELA.Y 
ASKED 
FREDERICTON (CP) --  
A report by the New Brun- 
swick government asks the 
National Energy Beard to 
delay choosing between the 
two rival applications for a 
gas pipeline to the Maritime 
provinces until more is 
known about he.total energy 
picture in the Atlantic prov- 
inces. • 
It says the federal govern- 
ment should conduct a com- 
prehensive study on the 
region's energy picture, and 
it would be premature m 
decide on the pipeline until 
such a study is completed. 
The submission, delivered 
Thursday to the National 
Energy Board in Toronto, 
was released here by Fer- 
nand Dubs, minister Ir] 
charge of energy policy, aria 
Gerald Merrithew, chair- 
man of the cabinet com- 
mittee on economic develop- 
ment. 
Two companies have sub- 
mitted different proposals 
for a gas pipeline. Q and M 
Pipelines Ltd., a new 
company, proposes to use 
natural gas fi'0m western 
Canada by hooking into the 
existing trans-Canada 
pipeline at Montreal. The 
pipeline would be reversible 
and could ship gas the other 
way if gas reserves off Sable 
Island ever go into 
production. 
• TrausCanads PipeLines 
Ltd. proposes a regional 
pipeline that would initiolly 
use propa~te shipped by 
tanker from Montreal to a 
terminal at Port 
Hawkesbury, N.S. The 
system could be switched 
over ouse natural gas if and 
when reserves on Sable 
Island go into production. 
The New Bruaswick report 
says any ruling on the appll. 
cations must be delayed until 
more information ie 
available on prospects for oil 
and gas supplies off Sable 
Island, Newfoundland an~ 
the Arctic. 
When you decide 
to lose weight . . .  
call Diet Center 
All of us who have struggled with a weight ~ t 
problem know that the toughest part of L.,~ 
losing that weight isgett ing started. When 
you make that decision, we're here to help! 1 l ~,,,,.~ ~IL~,. 
You'll lose 
17 to 25 pounds 
in just 6 weeks! 
And we'll teach you what it takes to 
keep it off! ~ ,, 
~ ; . - * /~/  
I I  li . . . . .  
CALL ] 
TODAY! 
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ALCAN HEAD 
Her experience counted 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Sonja Bats says the main 
reason she was asked to be a 
director of Alcan Alumlnium 
Ltd. is her wide experience 
with a multinational --  Bats 
Ltd., of Toronto. 
Mrs. Bats, 52, was elected 
to the Alcan board on 
Wednesday. 
The Bats footwear empire 
operates in 94 countries and 
employs 94,000. Mean has 
operat ions in u countries 
and sales offices in 100. It 
employs 63,400. 
"I know all of the countries 
in which Alcan operates 
fairly intimately and I travel 
to them regularly," the 
slender, elegant executive 
told The Canadian Press in 
an interview after her first 
board meeting. 
"Being involved in a 
multinational corporatlen, 
rm obviously interested in 
what is going on in the 
various countries and I do 
keep up." 
She's never had any title at 
Bata, other than that of 
director, even though she's a 
member of management. 
Her husband, Thomas, is 
president and chief 
executive officer of the 
private company. 
"I purpooely never wanted 
a title because I would have 
found it very difficult o have 
a staff job under my 
husband." 
She takes on specific 
projects, patting together 
her own project eam. One of 
the earliest such projects 
was a four-year store 
standardization program, to 
which she brought her train- 
ing as an architect. 
Born in Switzerland, she 
married in 1948, right after 
completing architecture 
school. The couple moved to 
Canada immediately afte 
the wedding and began th 
reconstruction of the fool 
wear company, which had 
been headquartered in 
Prague, Czechoslovakia, nd 
was destroyed uflng the 
Second World War. 
"(Rebuilding) meant a 
tremendous amount of 
travelling because in the 
consumer goods area, you 
have to stnd.y the local 
market. I Imcl a choice, ei- inte/'ested in Joining beards. 
ther travel with (her She is a director of the 
husband) and then bee•me a Metropolitan Trust Co. of 
working member of the  Toronto; the Canadian 
team, or stay at home," she Commercial Corp., a federal 
recalled. Crown corporation mainly 
"So I decided to make a involved with turnkey 
car~er in his business." projects negotiated between' 
In the last six years, since governments; and of the 
herfourchlldrenhevegmwn Urban Transportation 
up, she has become mere Development Corp., whose 
major sharenoicler is t~. 
Province of Ontario. 
Before joining the Aloe, 
board, her knowledge of th~ 
aluminum industry was cot: 
fined to using the x::,~tal f• 
the racl<s in Bats stores an, 
finishing two of the Ontarl, 
factories in Atom 
aluminum. 
YOU MAKE AIOP DOG DIAl,,, 
YOU COW 
gUT ON 
TOP! 
1973 OHEV ¾ TON dl~d~d~AM 
10' Security Camper / .OWJ~.O 
!977 eATSUli see sx $4895 
cyi, standard . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1978 MONTE OARLO 
Air, stereo: $6696 
1977 8'|" WESTERN OAMPER 
Loaded with extras. Very clean $3696 
1977 FORD FI60 PIOKUP 
:.,f. ?. ;;;.,,;:.. ::,,:?: .,.t:: ....................................... . OOOU 
i 
START LOSING WEIGHT 
TOMORROWt. 
Our program of sound nutrition 
and private daily counseling will 
result in a natural and sustained 
weight loss. 
t 
¥' 
Upstairs In the Lazelle Professional Building 
' ~4,1e0 Mon. thru Frl. 
035.3Lll2 9. 1 
EVERYONE IS WELCOME AT OUR 
OPEN HOUSE 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 15 
from 10 to 2 
• a q l l l + i l l M i D l l .  . . . . . . .  ,+ ..,+.... . . : ,  .+. . . . . . .  ~, ~ ~fip.-~ ,mr 
nwm  wmnnu el OOi¢ vo .yo, at::ao, aft. ............................................................ .qp I /uuw 
T-BIRD TOWN lANDAU SUlUO'"" 
, e • • e • • • l e e • • e • e •  • • e • l e • o * • • • * e • • e o e o .  • H o l  I l l  • l l "  I °  ' ' ' '  " l e * ' ' l  
1917 OHEV BEAUVILLE VAN 
0- .+,  .$6296 
* * e o l o e l * l l e , o  +H +.•*•  o••  ••  . o* '  *••• '  ' ' o  " • ' ' "  ' • "  •••"  ' e • • • ° • • l e l • °  
1978 FORD VAN OONVERSlON 
Security, frldge, furnace, etc. 
ee l•  e l•  e • • o•  • o•  ee  .•• l•*eo Ieaeeo• J Juoeoeso  e l•e  • • • • • •g lee  0•  
.$12,995 
1977 FORD F360 OREWOAB ------- 
,uTone paint, ve auto, e' Suqu9 
see  cod  oo  tes t  oeeo  oeeooooeee o • ,•  • o o oc te t  ooeoso  eve tes t  eoeoeeee  e°  e°°  ° 
1011 OOUGAR XR1 
Vg, auto trans., PS & PB 
e * o l e m o H l , , l e e ,  • • eeeeeeee * e e * , . , , l l , l l l e * l • - • ' "  e 
.............. $6396 
1077 FORD BRONO0 4x4 
VS..? ~ ? .ty?.n.s..: f.e.d I?. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .@UUUO 
1979 20 FT, OKANAGAN 
Motorhome. Only 4,000 kllometres 
- - °  $20,996 AT ONLY 
L .  
I 
Terraoe Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd, 
4631 Koith 
636.4984 
k ' ' " 
.... 
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Grounded ferry captain misjudged course 
VANCOUVER (CP) -  The Tsawwassen, which was provinciallyowned ferry The passenger, truck and end were picked up by the the grounded ferry listed, service until October. with coast guard officials 
entering the channel from 
the other end, the inquiry re- 
ports said. 
He steered the Alberni 
deeper than usual to avoid 
the other ferry, the tidal 
current hrew hi~n further 
off course an~ the Vessel 
slammed into Colliston reef. 
It was noted that Bahry 
had piloted ferries through 
Active Pass about 8,000 
times, but was new to the 
Alberni. 
A separate report on the 
issue of small boat safety in 
the pass will be handed own 
after Caoadiau Coast Guard 
officials hold meetings with 
captain of the ferry Queen of 
Albernl made an error in 
Judgment, but was not 
negligent in the Aug. 9 
grounding of the vessel in a 
narroW channel off Van- 
couver bland, two separate 
lnqs?/auiries concluded Thur- 
y. 
The investigations, con- 
dueted by the B.C. Ferry 
Corp. and federal transport 
department, found that the 
~x~ ence of small fishing a in Active Pass was not 
a factor in the accident. 
Captain A! Bahry, SI, 
feared that by steering a 
normal course through the 
tricky wa.rs of the pass he all interested groups. 
might run afoul of another Charles Gal lagher ,  
ferry, the Queen of general manager of the 
corporation, said Bahry car ferry was sailing from 
would not be disciplined, Tsawwassen on the B.C. 
"It's not a question of dis- mainland to Swartz Bay on 
cipline because he's not Vancouver Island with 96 
negligent," Gailagher said. passengers, a crew of 22, and 
Although Bahry had only 74 vehicles on beard when 
been mas.r  of the Alberni she struck the reef at 7:10 
for two days at the time of a,m. 
the grounding, he had been All on board .ok  to boats 
thoroughly briefed on the 
vessel by other captains. 
Ferry officials will go over 
the incident in detail with the 
captain tohsee if anything 
further can be lcamed f~om 
the mishap, Gallagher said. 
A corporation spokesman 
said Bahry currently is on 
vacation, but wonld'seon 
return to his duties. He was 
not available for comment 
Thursday. 
DOUBLE-LOG WALL SYSTEM 
P INE-LOG 
HOMES LTD. 
... /p ,  ... 
'rile EXI:I.I .~15 F:Iltll III.E-l.ilh VI .~l.I..~I.~'I'F:~I I:II .~IHT.5 IIF 'r~,'o 
TIIll:h I'I%E.I.iII, EX'I'EI{IIIll IA U.I.~; ~ ITII I%.~1 IATIli% I% IIET~EE% 
• The exclusive DOUBLE-LOG Well System: The most etlective system 
ovoiloblo...Soves fuel...Soves energy...Soves heat. Keeps you 
wormer in winter, cooler in 5umenef. 
• The exclusive DOUBLE LOG Woll System Gives you double strength 
construction. The exclos,ve DOUBLE-LOG Wall System: natural Pine• 
log wolls...as beouhiul i,side as outside. 
• The exclusive DOUBLE.LOG Wall System. Gives you style end design 
flexibility! Choose tram 20 floor plo,s, modify our plans...or style 
end design your own Pine.Log House• 
OUR DOUBlE-LOG WALL SYSTEM AND BUILT-UP VENTILATED ROOF SYSTEM 
• PROVIDES - -  R20 Insulation in the walls - -  R35 Insulation in the roofs 
eMEETS or exceeds the new National Euilding Code standards 
• ACCEPTED by Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) 
782-3722 
J.T.V, 
Woodcraft Industries 
(exclusive agents for Pine.Log Homes Ltd.) 
P.O. Box 839 Dawson Creek, B.C., VfG 4H8 
Please send me your brochure of Pine-Log Homes 
Name ........................................ 
Street ........................................ 
City/Town ..................................... 
P/Code . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Phone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
passing. Queen of was heavy. 
Tswwassen, The Alberni was pulled 
free of the reef at la .  the 
No one was injured, but same day and was towed to 
damage to the ferry was Tsawwassen where the 
estimated at more thon $1 vehicles were removed. She 
million. Damage to the, then went to Burrard Dry 
vehicles on beard, which Dock in North Vancouver for 
were tossed about ou deck as repairs and will be out of 
' Transport Minister Alex 
FYaser, minister respouslble 
for the ferry corporation, 
welcomed the federal 
inquiry into small boat 
safety in Active Pass. 
He eald corporation of. 
flclals would be ~scu~sing 
any corrective measures the 
ferries could take to e~ore 
safe passage through the 
~ BS for ferries, pleasure aters and fishermen alike. 
Fraser said the cor- 
paration has been worried 
for some time about 
congeStion in Active Pass. 
Hostages released and unharmed 
SUDBURY, Ont. (CP)--A Police said the gunman volunteered to replace one two cement tru0ksborrnw~ When they confronted a 
man leaving, the building, the five-hour nightmare for held seven employees who became hysterical when 
three Lively, Ont., bank  hostage for three hours told she would accompany 
employees ended Thursday Thursday but released four " the gunman. 
when a gunman who took of the women when he loft 
them hostage after a bungled the bank at about 12:30 p,m, Police cruisers and 
honk robbery attempt was EDT. helicopters trailed the truck 
captured in Copper Cliff, The gunman had initially for more than an hour before 
part of Sttdbury. selected three women aa overpowering the gunman. 
Dary l  Courchesne,  hostages but Courcheene Police blocked a bridge with 
from a local eumpany and 
surrounded the pickup truck man returned inside and 
whenit continued to advance took the manager and dx 
toward them. tellers hontsge. 
Peter Case, a Royal Bank 
The Incident began when spokesman i Toronto, said. 
police answered an alarm at ha thinks the man followed 
the bank at about 9:~0 a.m. an ernployee into the benk as 
EDT. she was entering, 
manager of the Royal Bank 
andkil°metresin twoLiVelY'womenWeSt .H rs°fab°UtsudlmrY'werel6 Alberta offering, money  
released unharmed shortly 
after2p.m. EDTwhanthe fro th fu d Qu b m eir n to e ee after being surrounded at a 
police roadblock, 
Sudbury Region Police EDI~0NTON (G'P) --  In a tS-bllllon energy nest egg, line of two years ago Is not now about wice the level of 
said Lee Stivlnski, 28, of surprising about-face, 
Sudbury has been charged Alberta has offered to lend 
with attempted robbery, money from the Heritage 
After releasing four Savings Trust Fund to 
hostages, the gunman fled Quebec- provided Quebec 
from the bank with three stays in Confederation. 
others in a pickup truck Alberta Premier Peter 
owned by one of the 6ellers. Lougheed had, since the 
Police said he was armed Patti Quebecoia came to 
with a .~7.callbre pistol, power, steadfastly main' 
lnsp. George Rossat of tsined his policy of not 
Sudbury Region Police said lending money to a govern- 
the gunman indicated ment dedicated to the 
several times during the breakup of Canada. 
incident be would harm his Butinanunexpectndmove 
hostages, who have asked Thursday, he said Alberta 
that their names not be now is willing to lend money 
released. "As this occurrence devel, to Quebec under certain conditions. Although e was 
oped we became more notspociflc, aapokesmanfor 
confident we could take a his office said it should be 
more aggressive position," eiear that Alberta will not 
Rosset said. He said that extend the offer if Quebec 
after four hours passed separates. 
police began to believe the Lougheed said Alberta ie 
man .did not actually intend prepared to lend money to 
to injure the hostages. Quebec from the province's 
built up with 30 per cent of its 
resource revenue. 
, Last week, the Alberta 
government uld Premier 
Rone Levesque that Quebec 
will have to pay world-level 
prices for Alberta oil if it 
separates from Canada. 
Lougheed told reportern, 
after disclosing the change 
of policy to the legislature's 
trust fund committee, that 
he now believes lending trust 
fund money to Quebec would 
help the cause of unity, 
"We've come to the view, 
yes, we would be prepared to
make loans under certain 
circumstances, provided 
again that they were in 
, commercial .rms, perhaps 
tied to a particular project' 
and perhaps even a project 
that might involve the 
resources of the Province of 
Alberta. 
"And so, the rather firm 
nearly as firm today." 
Lougbeed said his govern- 
ment waB advised by a 
number of prominent 
Canadians, whom he did not 
identify, to reassese its 
~ Bitinn on the issue. He said eir ugin& and his own 
belief that he does not think 
Levesque could win the 
independence referendum, 
.~. to the change of policy. 
l.ougheed added" that 
Quebec has not requested 
any loans from Alberta, but 
lie was told by the 
domestic ell l~iees of $1S,75 a
barrel, if it leaves Con- 
federation. 
Alberta has already made 
loans toinlling $270 million to 
Newfound land ,  New 
Brunswick, Manitoba and 
Nova Scotia. Provincial 
Treasurer Lou Hyndman 
says Alberta is also prepared 
to lend trust fund money to 
the federal government tc 
help it pay its bills. 
"prominent Canadians" that But L0ugheed has rejected 
declariug a policy of will- Ontario Premier Wi l l iam 
ingness to lend mmey to ,Davb' bid to rndistrlbu, the 
Quebec would be supp~'tive , energy rever~le, Re Bid 
of national unity rather,than while Albefth~ls $5 billion 
of the Levesque government, in the  ~t~t  ~ fund, the 
Last week, Loughe.~iT" p~pe, l~s  ~dU~ldL?.,ed the 
intergovernmental .~ i (  restvd~(~ i~f° r  about $15 
minister, Dick Johhston', bfl~)'n;b~ql~8 Alberta ell 
said Quebec would have to at the lowest price levels in 
pay world.level oil prices, the world. 
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Jetsons 
Sports 
World 
Conl'd 
Cont'd 
Meier 
League 
Baseball I 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
C~nt'd 
Great Amer. 
Game 
Match 
Game 
5 p.m. to midnight 
i ~Jl CFTK ~ BCTV a KCTS 
.... ~ ..... !_CB.~) . . . .  m~ (CTV) . 1 (Pea) . 
Mad Six Mister 
Squad Million Rogers 
Hourglass i Dollar I Electric" 
Cont'd m Man I Company 
Friday 
Night 
Movie 
'The 
Entertainer' 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
The 
Boat 
! Peopl~ 
'Operation 
Lifeline' 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cnnt'd 
The 
National 
Night Final 
P.M. 
Kolak 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
News 
Hour 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Just 
Friends 
Circus 
Cont'd 
Dlff'rent 
Strokes 
Hello, 
Larry 
The 
Rockford 
Files 
Cont'd 
The 
Rockford 
Files 
Cont'd 
CTV 
News 
Hour 
Final 
Late Show 
'Girl In 
The Red 
Velvet Swing' 
~nce Upon 
A Classic 
Dick 
Cavefl 
MacNell 
Lehrer 
Crockeff's 
Garden 
Washington 
Weak 
Wall St. 
Week 
Masterpiece 
Theatre 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
In 
Concert 
'Sarah 
Vaughn' 
A~Jstln 
City 
Limits 
Cont'd 
Late 
Movie 
'Night 
Stalker' 
Praise 
The 
Lord 
Cont'd 
Inside 
Track 
Circle 
Square 
Sports 
Week 
End 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
I00 
Hunfley 
Street 
Cont'd 
t 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Reach for 
The Top 
George 
Cont'd 
Kldstuff 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
5how 
BIz 
Feel 
Like 
Dancln' 
Cont'd 
Joyce 
Kelly 
McGawan 
And Co. 
All 
Star 
Wrestling 
ConI'd 
Wlde 
World 
Of 
Sports 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Once Upon 
A Classic 
Studio 
See 
Black 
Msn's 
Land 
~t 'd  
Fall of 
Eagles 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Shakespeare 
Ploys 
'Henry 
VIII' 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'u 
Cont'u 
Good 
Morning 
Blues 
Cont'd 
Saturday 
• p 
:00 
:15 
:30 
: 45 
' ' )"'!i 
: :30 
I 9 :15 ~ : 30 : 45 
, .  
Im i * "' 
' . ' I ,  ll~;~tm~.:~ :3~ 
' ' ; . I  ' . ' , L '~  4s 
 un,a , 
• I~t.,. ,':J 
,:..:" ,: r~ ',, ~+.~':i~, ~ '~i3o 
i ,,~; ] I 
9 
lOi 
l l i  
12i 
KING 
(NBC) 3 
5 p.m. to midnight ! 
C.K BCTV l a KCTS I 
ICBC) I R (CTV) I 1 (PBS) I 
Gong 
Show ..+ ~ ,. 
l~ews'%" '.~ 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Fantasy 
Weekend 
Wlldllfe 
Adventure 
Wild 
Kingdom 
C.H,I.P,S, 'r-~If': 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Saturday 
Nlght 
Movle 
i'The 
'El~r 
Sanction' 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
News 
Cont'd 
Sat. Night 
, Live 
Peters 
How 
Come? 
Jack 
Petera 
Northwest 
Encounter 
Dlsney's 
Wonderful 
World 
Cant'd- 
Wild 
~lflgdo~m .... 
~,arol ~,~ "';;" 
Burneff 
CBC 
News 
The 
Gondles 
E. Capra 
Mysteries 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
AI'I t '  "~:"~'" 
The Family 
Front Page 
Challenge 
John Allen 
Cameron 
Mind Your 
Language 
To Be 
Announced 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
The 
National 
Night Final 
P.M. 
Late 
ShoW 
'The 
Silencers' 
ICFL I Evening I . ,~;. 
At Pops ;6 I FbotL~,ll I .... G~'~ .. : 
Cor~t'd " ~ • I Wlnnl~.,o .... I ' ' 
C I 
 
Ofti 
l lpog 
Ccnt'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
.Ceet'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
.~cques 
Cousteau 
Cont'd 
,Cont'd 
Starsky & 
Hutch 
[ Ca nt'd 
I Cont'd 
[ Fantasy 
Island 
/Cont'd 
I Cont'd 
l cTv 
l News 
I Hour 
Final 
I Late Show 
l 'Seven 
I Year 
I Itch" 
N~etlng 
Of Minds 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
I National 
I Geographic 
I Cont'd 
I Cont'd 
| . - - -  
|Ronnles ' 
|Perr ln  
,Cont'd 
I Summerfest 
/ '79 
/ Cont'd 
Cont'd 
l Cont'd 
/ Cont'd 
/ Cont'd 
Cont'd 
I Cont'd 
l Cont'd 
| Cont'd 
/ Cont'd 
Saturday 
Night 
Movie 
'Ofley' 
• 5 p.m. to midnight 
eugi" 
Bunny 
Cont'd 
Cent'd 
Olsney's 
Wonderful 
World 
Cont'd 
The 
Beachcombers 
Mark & 
Mlndy 
Dlefenbaker La 
Cont'd Gloconda 
Yan's German 
Waking Soccer 
News Cont'd 
Hour Cont'd 
Cont'd Fall Of 
Cont'd Eaglet 
BCTV Cont'd 
Movie Cont'd 
"Drowning Wilderness 
Pool' Cont'd 
Road 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
News 
Cont'd 
Five 
Star 
Movie 
'Rabbit, 
Run' 
Cont'd 
t 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
A Gift 
To Last 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Quarterly 
Report 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
National 
Night 
Final 
P .M.  
Late Show 
'Lady 
tn A 
Car t 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Lou 
Grant. 
Cont'd 
Canted 
W.S 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
i 
CTV 
News 
Hour 
Final 
Late 
Show 
'Tall 
Men' 
Evening 
At Pops 
Cont'd 
Cont'd 
i 
Masterpiece 
Theatre 
Cont'd 
'Cont'd 
Ten 
Who 
Dared 
Cont'd 
i 
Sunday 
News 
Face the 
Nation 
Sunday 
Mevle 
'Young 
Winston' 
, ! 
# 
' ! 
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JAMES SMITH 
, i'. . . .  '~  ...,-.~..:~. ~.; ,:. :~.!i~i, ' :i,%',i ::i./;/,, ,.:' " 
ly  . hera ld  
SPORTS 
His second coming. 
to surpass his 1978 total of 900 
yards and 69 catches. ' 
Smith, 24, a native of Los 
Angeles who ~8yed his 
college ball at the University 
of Karmas, has filed the 
Hamilton experience awa.y. 
He Joined the Eskimos m 
1977 after being cut by 
Kansas City Chiefs of the 
National Football League 
end didn't foresee playing 
for any other CTL team. 
"When X did go to 
l~tmilton I was-going to 
make the best out of the 
situation," he said In an 
interview. "It wasn't a bad 
situation. I figured I could 
p~y there." . . 
mith projects the cmeslc 
drives of an athlete involved 
in an individual sport. He 
was an outstanding track 
man and narrowly missed 
making the 1976 U.S. 
Olympic team in the 400- 
metres. 
"The thing that motivates 
me is that I'm a former 
world-class athlete as a 
track man and it's my 
personal endeavor to do bet- 
ter each year," 
Eskimo coach Hugh 
Campbell says there is still 
some room for im- 
provement, but he has no 
qualms about Smith's at- 
titude as a team man, 
despite his exile in Hamilton. 
Smith appears to work 
well with Eskimo quar- 
terbecks Tom Wilkinson and 
Warren Moon. He considers 
starter Wilkinson the most 
intelligent quarterback in 
the league. 
"I know when he calls the 
route I know it's going to be 
there because he knows 
something I don't. 
"With Warren I know I can 
go as deep as I can because 
he's a very strong athlete 
and he can throw very deep. 
Not that Wllk doesn't; be 
throws fine, But Warren is a 
very strong quarterback 
with touch," 
Smith said he feels no 
resentment towards the 
Eskimo managcmeht for 
trading him. ~, 
"That's their job, tO make 
and break sitnatio'na," be 
said. 
"It doesn't bother me what 
they thought because I know 
within myself who I am and 
it's up to me to play to the 
best of my ability no matter 
what people say. They can 
always talk." 
EDMONTON (CP) -- 
Before the 1979 Canadian 
Football League season 
began, Edmonton Eskimos 
sent wide receiver James 
Waddell Smith to Hamlltou 
for future considerations 
when they couldn't reach a 
contract agreement, 
But Smith ~turnod to the 
Grey Cup clmmpl~s before 
the regular season in an~ 
exchange tl?~t ~ gave the 
Tiger-Cats |in~lp~q!!~EarT: 
Jones of Saskatcbe~van 
Roughriders for Edmonton's 
Leroy Paul and a draft pick. 
The second' coming o'f 
Smith has proved fruitful. In 
his third season with the 
Eskimos, Smith leads CFL 
receivers with 44 catches for 
755 yards and seven touch: 
downs. He appears destinon 
Myers didn't make it 
Ann Meyers won't be pre-season training camps this week. The Pacers were Wednesday night from 
in uniform but Bill Walton, this weekend, among several clubs to hold Bobby Leonard, the Pacers' 
Larry Bird and Magic Meyers, trying to become special workouts for rookies 
Johnson will when the 22 thefirstwomantoplayinthe and free-agents before the 
Nat ional  Basketba l l  NBA, didn't survive Indiana veterans' reporting date. 
Association teams open their Pacers' rookie camp earlier Meyers got the bad news 
Expos in the news 
MONTREAL (CP) -- The hear about he Expos," said. than the Pirates. 
Expos have become front- Therzsa Johansen, sports Pittsburghhad87winsand 
editor of the Prince Rupert,, 
Daily News in BritiaJ~ 
Columbia, 
Maurice Theriault ~of 
L'Evangciine in Moncton, 
N.B., said everyone there 
was calling up to find out 
how the Expos are doing, 
And in Whitehorse, Gordon 
Newman, who runs pools in 
• 10 of the 25 bars in town, 
said: 
"We've got the biggest TV 
screen in the Yukon, and this 
place will be packed to watch 
the game tonight. '~ 
The Expos have a winning 
percentage of .6043, with the 
Pirates a touch behind at 
.6041. Yet the Expss are 
considered a half.game 
behind the Pirates, who were 
three up In the wins column 
after Wednesday night while 
the Expos had lost two less 
57 losses. Montreal is 84-55. 
As Pittsburgh manager 
Chuck Tanner put it Wed. 
ncsday night: 
"Fractions of percentage 
points don't matter to me, 
All that matters is that we 
keep winning." 
Tanner might just as well 
have spoken for the Expos 
and all their fans. 
After 64 home games this 
year, 1,722,280 fans paid for 
seats at Olympic Stadium. 
Last year, after 64 games, 
the total was 1,234,253. 
• An Expo official estimated 
attendance should break two 
million before the season is 
out. 
The Pirates will be in tows 
for two games next week, 
and even now it looks like a 
sell.out crowd of 6O,000 for 
each game. 
coach and general manager. 
"If she was six Inches 
bigger and 40 pounds 
heavier, itwould have been a 
different story," Leonard 
said of the 5-foot-9, 140-pound 
.Meyers~ .She .is-e formex' 
UCLA all-Ameri~an and 
sister of Dave Meyers of 
Milwaukee Bucks. 
She won't be among the 
players reporting to the 
Pacers' regular pre.season 
camp, which opens today. It 
I~sn't been determined what 
her role will be with the 
team, which signed her to a 
iS0,000 guaranteed contract. 
But she may work as a radio 
or television commentator. 
The Pacers were among 17 
NBA teams who will open 
their pre.season camps 
today. By Monday: all clu.~ 
will be holding two-a-nay 
workouts to prepare for the 
start of the exhibition 
schedule next Thursday. The 
regular s~eson begins Oct. 
12. '~ 7, 
Walton,, Bird and Johnson 
are thtde people'NBA of- 
ficiais are" h.~ingwill give 
'the l ea~q;;'~ boost this 
season, . 
Wait~/x sighed a41 million 
a year" '~.-trect r with San 
Diego as a free ng~nt in May. 
He is a 6.foot-ll desire who 
led Portland to the NBA title 
in 1977 and Was tile league's 
~1~ news in their nll~and- 
battle with the Pitt- 
sburgh Pirates for first place 
in baseball's Eastern 
Division of the National 
League. 
But only 15,12t people 
showed up Wednesday night 
as the Mets defeated Chicago 
Cubs 6-3 at Olympic 
Stadium. However, fans 
from Newfoundland to the 
Yukon watched the game on 
television. 
A Moutreai reporter who 
called up newspapers across 
Canada learned that the 
Expose are not lacking 
support. 
"There are Expo hats 
everywhere here," said Bob 
Badceck, sports editor of the 
St. John's Evening Telegram 
in Newfoundland. 
"The people only want to 
I E l't/tll 
y-zq 
won! something to moke my wife sleep 
through the world series 
. ' • The Herald, F'rlday, September 14, 1979, PlOe t 
Games disorganized 
MEXICO CITY tCP) -  resulted in a trip to a~. 
A merciful end came venue becoming an 
Thursday for the lOth World venture. 
University Games. Horror stories abounded. 
The 19-day event led most Tile U.S. women's volleyball 
observers to conclude that team got lost, caught in a 
the' Mexican organizing 
committee had failed to get C 
tis act ms. rump 
confusion existed each day 
for competitors and the 
media. 
Canada'sdelegaflo. f 155 back  in  
athletes won only three C 
bronze medals, abeut all amp 
they could expect o win, 
The Games were held at 
the worst possible time for CALGARY (CP) -- 
most of the competing Running back Richard 
Crump is back in Calgary 
countries, Stampeders' camp after .a 
Most of the' world's top five-day absence and couon 
young swimmers were in 
Japan competing in in- Jack Golfs says he's had 
ternational championships trade talks withat least one 
while the pool here was filled other coach. "At this polnti his stock 
with B teams, isn't all that high," said 
The soccer competition "A 
hero lost iis glitter when Gotta. week down the 
most of the top amateur road it could be an entirely 
teams ignored the student different story." • 
games and went o Japan for George Brancate, coach of 
Ottawa Rough Riders, said the world youth soccer he has discussed a trade for championship. The games 
also were held on the heels of Crump with Ootta. 
the World Cup track and 
field meet in Montreal. 
The excuse that most of 
Canada's top athletes were 
not here can be said for 
almost all the other 84 
countries that participated. 
What results did show was 
that Canada lacks depth in 
amateur sport. 
Secand.string U.S. athletes 
won most of the swimming 
medals. Canada won one 
bronze, in the women's 4x100 
freestyle. 
The women's basketball 
team got a break when the 
Soviet Union, favored to win 
the gold, was eliminated• 
The Canadians finished third 
by beating Bulgaria for the 
• second consecutive time in 
the Games. 
Canada lso finished third 
in the mixed doubles t~nnls 
event. 
One question that nobody 
seems to have an answer for 
is why the Games were held 
in Mexico when they were 
scheduled so poorly. 
Besides having the Games 
going against a world 
championship swim meet 
and just after a world-class 
track meet, they were held in 
the middle of the rainy 
season. 
Lack of scheduling and 
' chaotic transportat ion 
traffic jam and spent 6½ hiking back to the vlitage. 
hours travelling from a And to top it all off, these 
practice site to the Games' was no interest at all from 
village, the Mexican people. 
Transportation at the._ Stadiums were empty for 
Olympic Stadium broke all sports with the exception 
down to the point where of volleyball which drew 
many of the coaches and large crowds, especially 
athletes resorted to hitch- when Mexico played. 
St. John's Ambulance Industrial First Aid 
Classes leading to Worker's Compensation 
Ecard certificate. Classes to start Sep- 
tember 24th. They will be held Monday and 
Wednesday 7:00 P.M. to 9:30 P.M. or 
Tuesday and Thursday 7:00 P.M. to 9:30 
P.M. 
Fees are payable upon registration date, 
September lath, 1979 at 7:00 P.M. In the 
Green Room at the Terrace Hotel. 
For further Information please call 
638-6784 
TERRAOE OOMMEROIAL NOOKEY LEAGUE 
Is heldlng a 
GENERAL MEETING 
TUES. SEPT. 18 at 7-'30 
in the 
Senior Oitizen's Boom 
at the 
Terraoe Arena 
All persons interested in participating in Cennerclal Hockey this season 
are urged to attud. 
WHAT I/THE FASTEST 
THING In THIS AREA ? 
most valuable player the 
following season. He missed 
all last season because of a 
foot injury. ~ ~ . . ~  
Bird and Johnson are the 
most publicized of the 
rookies. Bird, a 6.foot-9 
forward, led Indiana State to 
an unbeaten regular season 
while Johnson, a 8-foot-8 
guard, helped Michigan 
State to the Natonal 
Co l leg ia te  Ath le t i c  
Aasociatlnn championship. 
Indiana State's only loss of 
.e ,e.o-oe ' "  A gal who  just read NCAA final against Michigan State. a 
Bird was drafted by 
Boston a year ago as a J.unlor 
eligible and slgned wlth the great  sa le  ad  in Celtics in June follo ing long 
ncgotiaflnns. Johnson was • • • 
the top pick in the June 25 
college draft, signing with 
Los Angeles Lakers. ,. 
Ironically, the two teams 
that met in the playoff final I I I|1{ ~( I KI I IH % I
will be the last two to open 
their training camps -- the 
champion Seattle Super- 
Sonlcs welcoming veterans 
Sunday and runner-up 
Washington Bullets starting 
practice Monday. 
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10-4 GAME 
Orioles top Jays 
Mike Flanagan gained his 
22m, victory with ninth- 
inmng relief help from Don 
Stanhouse wl~le Pat Kelly, 
Doug DeCinces and Eddie 
Murray hit home runs as the 
Baltimore Orioles beat the 
Toronto Blue Jays 10.4 
Thursday night and stopped 
a three-game losing streak. 
The first run off Flanagan, 
22-7, was unearned in the 
third inning as the result of 
,an error by right fielder Ken 
Singleton. The Blue Jays 
scored in the eighth on a 
double-play ball by Aifredo 
Griffin and in the ninth on 
Rico Carty's two-run homer, 
h 
Flanagan alowed but four In other American I~.ague inning runs 
hits, walked two and struck 
out two in improving his 
major league-leading vic- 
tory total and winning his 
eighth straight decision. 
Kelly led off the Baltimore 
second with his seventh 
home run of thz season. 
Following a single by Terry 
Crowley, DeCinces made it 
3-0 when he hit a pitch from 
Phil Huffman, 6-15, into the 
left field seats for his 14th 
home run. 
An infield hit by Kiko 
Garcia and Singleton's 
double to left centre 
preceded Murray's 23rd 
games, Ran Guldry 
fashioned his llth straight 
victory since the All-Star 
break, pitching New York 
Yankees to a 10-3 victury 
over Boston Red Sox. 
Jim Essian drove in two 
runs with a single and a 
sacrifice fly and Dave 
Revering hit a pair of bases- 
empty homers, powering 
Oakland A's to an 0-3 victory 
over Milwaukee Brewers. 
Rain washed out the 
Cleveland.Detroit game. 
In the National League, 
pinch-hitter Rusty Staub 
singled in a pa~ of n..inth. 
that 
Montreal to a 4-3 , 
over Chicago 
strengthening the ] 
firstplace lead i~ 
National League 
Divimn, 
Steve Carlton hurlt 
strong innings, and 
Rose rapped out four 
help Philadelphia Phi 
a 2-1 victory over Ne~ 
Mole. Phil Niekro pib 
six-hitter to lead / 
Braves to a 4-1 decisie 
San Francisco Giants 
The St. Louis-Pith 
game was called by r 
which brought Stanhoase in home run in the third which 
to finish up. chased Huf fman. . I  ~ 
MINOR HOCKEY RACES 
TO PRACTICE Baltimore 95 49.MO - -  Oakland . MIIwaukea 3 
Terrace Minor Hockey house league teams see 
their first general workout sessions this 
weekend. 
Rap. teams have been practicing at the arena 
since it opened last Monday. 
Here's the schedule starting tonight: 
Friday: 6 to 8 p.m., Pup reps: 8 to 10 p.m. 
Bantam reps: 10 p.m. to 12 midnight, Juveniles. 
Saturday: 9 to 10:30 a.m., Peewee raps: 10:30 
a.m. to 12 noon, Pup reps: 12 noon to 1:30 p.m., 
Pup house league; 1:30 to 3 p.m. Peewee house 
league; and 4: 30 to 6 p.m., Bantam house league. 
Bugs practice Monday after school. 
Sunday: 8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m., Bantam raps; 9:30 
to 11 p.m. Midget House League. ' 
House league teams will be selected over the 
next few days and coaches will be contacting 
boys on their teams. 
Milwaukee 85 61 .M2 11 Minnesota 7 Texas 4 
Boston 81 62.566 131~ Cleveland at 1", 
New York 79 64 .~2 lS~ 
Detroit 78 68 .534 18 Boston at Baltimore 
Cleveland 74 71 .SlO gl;/a Detroit at New York 
Toronto 46 99 .317 49;/= California at Milwaukee 
California Oakland at Chicago 
SO 66.546 --  Seattle at Kansas City 
Kansas City 77 69 .527 3 Minnesota st TaxoI 
Minnesota 7S 71 ,Sl4 S Cleveland at T( 
Texas 73 74 .497 7;/4 
Chicago 63 62 .,k14 16~ 
Seattle 61 86 .415 19v~ 
Oakland St 96 .~47 ~/2 Detroit at New York 
Baltimore 10 Toronto 4 Oakland at Chicago 
Boston at Baltimore N 
New York 10 Boston 3 California at Milwaukee I
Cleveland at Detroit, ppd. Seattle at Kansas City N 
rain Minnesota at Texas N 
Montreal85 55 .607 - -  ,San Francisco 64 03 .4~ 
,San Diego '62 84 .4; 
Pittsburgh el S7 .604-  Atlanta 51 SS ,3~ 
St, Louis 76 66 .5'JS 10 
Philadelphia 74 71 .?,10 13Va Montreal 4Chlcag 
Chicago 73 71 ,~)7 14 
New York 55 80 .38S 31;/= Atlanta 4 San Franclsc( 
Cincinnati St. Louis at Plttsburgt 
83 63 .S68 --  rain 
Houston 81 M .559 IVa Philadelphia 2 New Vor 
Los Angeles 69 76 .476 13;/= San Dlego at Los Angel 
YOU CAN 
ALWAYS 
TELL A 
"BEST  
SELLER"  
The entire family reads 
And, why not? There's 
something for everybo{ 
in the classified pages 
DAILY HERALD 
Whether you're buying 
selling, renling, leasin~ 
looking fl)r a job or 
services, you're sure to t 
quick results front the 
classified pages! 
TEl{ R K ITI 
) 
/ 
1st Annual 
SALMON 
FISHING DERBY 
NOW IN FULL SWIN@ 
THIS WEEKS 
HIDDEN WEIGHT PRIZE 
Fish Smoker 
Courtesy Luhr Jensen 
OTHER WEEKLY PRIZES 
Kodak Model 100 Instant Camera Assorted Tack le -  
Courtesy Sight & Sound Courtesy Gibbs - Norco 
Mens Watch - 
Courtesy Carters Jewellers 
Smoker 
Courtesy Overwaitea 
Assorted Tackle - 
Courtesy Luhr Jensen 
Tackle Box & Kit - 
Courtesy K mart 
Gift Certificate - 
Courtesy Saan Store 
Smoker 
LARGEST FISH PRIZES 
Courtesy Luhr Jansen 
. . . . . . . . . . .  , -~  
"l 
Largest Spring Entered 
During the Derby wins 
A ROD & REEL 
Courtesy 
Dalwa : Algonquin 
Largest Cohoe Entered 
During the Derby Wins 
A 'ROD & REEL, 
Courtesy 
Da lwa.  Algonquin 
GRAND PRIZE 
A LONG WEEKEND in LAS VEGAS 
A trip for 2 to Las Vegas, 
Hotel accommodation i cluded 
Leaves Ter race  Oct. 11, 1979 
Returns Ter race  Oct. 15, 1979 
COURTESY 
CP Air 
Haida Travel 
Skeena Mall 
Merchants Association 
t~ To be awarded on a draw basis-all entries eligible ; 
- Any salmon caught in fresh 
water within a SO mile radius 
of Terrace is eligible. 
- Only fish weighed in at the 
0verwaitea Store in the 
Skeena Mall during regular 
store hours are eligible. 
RULES 
- All entries must  be ac- 
companied by a valid anglers 
licence and an official entry 
form available at Overwaitea 
or in each Fridays edition of 
the Daily Herald. 
- Entries for each week will 
close at 5 p.m. Saturday. 
- Limit one entry per person 
per day. 
- Employees of the Daily 
Herald or the Skeena Mall are 
ineligible. 
- Weekly winners will be 
announced in each Tuesday 
edition of the Daily Herald. 
........ .... I 
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' LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
/ 
A.protest concerning equestrian club 
Dear Sir: 
It was with a mixture of shock and amazement We 
read the article in the September 12, 1979 Terrace 
Herald, in relation to Tammy Rinsn~a's trip to the 
Norih-Wost International in Vancouver, B.C. 
We note where Linda Timko has selected Tammy 
Rinsma as being the only rider ready to compete at 
such a caliber as seen at the North-West International 
Show and to this end donations are being solicited. 
We wonder if the people of Terrace and Kitimat who 
generously gave money for this venture are aware of 
the circumstances surrounding the decision that 
Tammy Rinsma is the only rider able to go to this 
show. 
Firstly, the Skeena Equostriannos was formed 
around the end of June, 1979 comprised of several 
families. Only riders who were wllli~ to take lessons 
exclusively from Linda Timkn were invited to join and 
this club was unknown to the many other riders in 
Terrace, such as members of the Totem Saddle Club, 
an organization i existance since about 1965. 
'We agrco that out of the four selected riders, the one 
chosen is the best, however, we are amazed at the fact 
that other riders in the same age grouping, not 
belonging to the Skeena Equestriunnes, placing 
consistently in shows around the North-Western area 
and placing above the rider chosen by Linda Timko, 
were not considered as likely candidates. 
We respectfully point out no effort was made to ask 
any rider to compete infront of an impartial judge. 
No parent of a promisingrider, not belonging to this 
exclusive group, was contacted as to whether or not 
their child would wish to try out for this trip. 
We point out that not trials were ever held to decide 
who was the logical choice. 
The Totem Saddle Club, a club which has through 
out the years supported riders by providing facilities 
and riding events for all borse owners was never 
contacted or alternatively given the opportunity oput 
forth names of top junior riders who would have been 
proud of the chance to go on such a trip. 
It strikes us as odd indeed that out of the many good 
riders in the area only those that belonged to this 
newly formed club were chosen. 
We draw to the reader's attention the fact the in- 
dividuals mentioned in the article are the sole 
members of the Club known as Skeena Equastriaunes. 
This letter is written to notify all would ~ donators 
that the decision made to take Tammy Rinsma to 
Vancouver was an arbitary one, made by one in- 
dividuul. 
It is our opinion that if a trip of this nature is to be 
funded by donations that every junior rider have an 
opportunity o try out for the honour of going. 
We would also advise the people of Terrace that one. 
rider who has compaigned for the last three show 
seasons has accumulated over 300 ribbons and over 
100 trophies, many of them the coveted High-Point 
award, was not ever notified of the proposed trip to 
Vancouver and was not aware the club even existed. 
This rider was never given the opportunity oeven try- 
out for the trip and this rider who has consistently beat 
the chosen rider in open shows about the north- 
western area was totally over looked due solely to the 
fact she was not a member of the Skeena 
Equestriannes. 
• We respectfully suggest the would be donators 
question closely the decisions behind the exclusion of 
this rider. 
We would also advise that two spectators going on 
this trip have competited in one recognized Canadian 
Equestrian Federation approved show and this in 
Terrace, B.C. 
No 'C' rider, those 12 years and under, were ever 
invited to go as spectators and these children are our 
future up and coming riders and would have benefited 
from the trip. 
It has been doted in the Alcan paper "Ingot" the 
• Skeena Equestriannes had competed successfully ina 
number of local and regional competitions when in 
fact the only event eh club partleipated in as a whqle 
was the local River Boat Days Parade. Shortly 
thereafter a number of members were excused from 
this club for various reasons, one reason being the 
taking of lessons from another instructor. This 
elimination of memberships gradually evolved to the 
point where the only logical choice had to be Tammy 
Rinema. 
We agree the drawback to go to the Coast and 
compete is a financial one for most of us, however, 
had we known there was an opportunity for financial 
backing there would have been a much wider interest 
from parents of prospective competitors toadd to the 
existing fund of ~ thus allowing a greater number of 
teams of horse and riders to go and compete as well as 
acquire experience and have the opportunity to ob- 
serve riders of international repute compete. 
We, the undersigned, have written this letter to 
advise the people of Terrace agreat injustice has ba~ 
done to one of our extremely capable riders as well as 
other equally capable riders in that they were never 
given the opportunity to indicate if they would be 
willing to try out, for a position to represent the 
Terrace-Kitimat rea. 
It was with a great deal of reluctance and soul 
searching this letter has been written, however, it is 
our opinion that if the fair-minded people of Terrace 
and Kitimat were aware of the fact no attempt was 
ever made to contact other capable riders and theme 
riders are left completely out and due to being ex- 
cluded so totally they feel their efforts over the put  
seasons are in vain, perhaps this letter will prevent s 
sltuationlike this from ever occurring again. 
Yours very truly, 
Jeanne Maximchuk:. 
13ev Scott 
Birgitte Bartlett 
J.M. Barber 
Basemarie Hickmore 
Nina Kavanagh 
Theresa K/rsch 
Patricta S. Goodliffe 
 J EE.NA .EQUES TJ _IE./'V .ES .,.v,.c • 
'Exclusive" club furor0e centre dally 
• " " ' , o .  herald A dispute, which has The article ten 'Fir other been brewing for part, "Timko says that superiority to her in the She said that the  another instrt~.ctor, charges have been made 
semetime, has cometea all the young riders in the Junior B. class, children took part in the Timko said that this concerning donations, 
head a-tier a story ap- area have done very well Timko does not dispute parade, after which they was not so, the the Kir- notification of meetings SECOND 
peared in Wednesday's in the northeR area but theaasertionthatRinsma found out that they were sohes were at the meeting of the club and the 
Herald dealing with the only Gin Sang, a three- is not the bost rider in the no longer members of the and that they should have "exclusivity" of the SECTION 
proposed trip to Van- quarter Arabian gelding area. She does say that club because they had known about the ruling, membership. 
couver being sponsored and Tammy Hinsma are Rfnsma is the best rider ~ 
by the Skeena ready to compete at such of that class that belongs 
Equestrienne Club. a calibre." (The calibre' tohergroup, and that this 
A letter(which is referred to is the is what she was talking 
reprinted above)was  Canad ian  Nat iona l  about in the ariicle. When saving is d livered to the Herald Dressage Champ ship 
office this afternoon by a at the PNE in Van- Members of the group 
• . were also upset at the representative of a group couver ) ., . . . . . . . .  
of local instructors and This'quote appears to a .p~nt  :exciusmty:: ot
parents of local riders, be the o~fending ~m~_.go~s c mo..a.ccoromg 
out l in in  the i r  . . . . . . . . . . . .  tOTUngo, tnecmDwasset .matterofi erest .. g . :.mtmt©m~ut. a re  " fo l~-  rude ts - displeasure,., witb  ,. t h e ~ t a r s  • fee l  t l~t - . " -~ , - . "  nets !  ~n , ~o  . . . .  .~ , . . . .  information contained in Timko was referring to mls  was po~cy stem me G~ 
the article, which ran on the area's riders as a very beginning. Terry 
page 7 in the Wednesday whole. Timko says that Kirseh, one of the 
edition of the Herald. the reference is only to protesters people and 
The letter was signed the riders in her group, parents of two children, 
by : Jeanne Maximchuk, The group feels that the who at one time were in 
Bey. Scott, Blrgette quote is unfair to the rest Timko's club, refuted 
Bartlett, J.M. Barber, of the riders in the area. this. 
Rosemary Hickmore , They assert hat Rinsma "We were never told 
N'ma Kavanagh, Theresa is not the hest rider in the that we (the children) 
Kirsch and Patricia area, and that there are had to take lessons ex- 
Goedliffe. other riders who have elusively from Lin- 
real chopper 
A helicopter with a very reforestation forester Ron reforestation efforts. 
old looking cargo dangling Burrell. "A top-notch cone Fortunately, 1979 turned 
on a cable beneath it has collection worker on the out to be a bumper year for 
been seen hovering over ground could gather about cones, allowing what could 
treetops in various parts of three bushels a day. turn out to be one of the 
the Prince Rupert forest "But the main advantage largest cone harvests in 
region this week and last. of this equipment," he adds, British Columbia's history. 
More than a few passers. "is thot it allows us to go in Earlier tills year, Forest 
bY must have scratehnd their end collect cones before an Service officials said they 
heads and wrinkled their area in logged, hoped te co cure a 10-year 
Iz'ows at the sight of the little "This type el device is' supply ot seed. In the Prince 
'copter dragging a device going to be used agreat deal Rupert region that goal has 
which looked something like in the future. It allows us to been largely achieved, says 
a giant, mesh lemon collect seed in advance of Burrell. 
squeezer with a hole in the logging and have seedlings "So far, we've been about 
centre through the treetops, ready for replanting at a 80 per cent successful," he 
The 600-pound evice, very early date -- the ad- says. The cone collection is 
called a 'beli-croppnd' ~0r vantage is obvious." now complete in most 
sometimes Just a 'rake') is being used as part of' the In the past, seed, which eastarnparta of the region 
British Columbia Forest must come from the same and is still underway around 
Service's major 1979~ cone altitude and general ~Terraee, Prince Rupert, 
geographieal aren where it is 'Stewart, and in the 'queen 
collection effort. The tohe planted, was often Charlotte Islands. 
helicopter and the device are collected from trees just cut 
chartered from a private dawn by loggers. 
firm by the forest service. Other times it was IWANT TOI The helicopter pilot drops collected from good send 
the. hell-cropper over a trees failed along roads, on H A V E  A 
treetop, thenlifis his aircraft the edges of cut blocks or on 
straight up -- the result Is B.C. Uydro right-of.ways. 
thateonesarebrokenoffand The collection effort this 
deposited in the llp of the year was considered a W 
eolleeUondevlce where they critical one by the B.C. 
can he flown to a drop-off Forest Service officials. H 
point. Seed shortages in many 
"Using this device, we can species were developing -- A 
collect about six bushels of and with the shortages, 
cones per hour," says concern for future Ty 
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Riverside Auto Wrec ng I T 
- -L icensed mechanics 
available to install parts 
- -Used  parts & accessories BUILT? 
- -Motors  & transmissions 
at reduced prices See our 
~Used cars & trucks 
- -BCAA affil iate BUS[ |ESS 
24 HOUR TOWING DIREI TORY 
4129 Substation Road on 
635-6837 835-9383 PAGE 10 
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The hogs are coming 
WINNIPEG (CP) --  The dertng ff they should con. sod management expertise. 
Manitoba'S.Hog Producers' sider some type of similar The producer agrees to 
Marketing board is warning program. A major expansion supply production faclfltles 
the province's 4,,500 of this type of integrated sod production skills, In 
Droducere that movs~ may production could lead to a 
be under way to vertically ]sss of control by individual 
integrate the hog industry, producers oftheir industry." 
'l~e warning foUows plans Vertical integration ira. 
announced by Caf'gill Grain plies control of the industry 
Co. Ltd., the Canadian from the production level 
md~idiary of the giant in- through to retai l ing. .  
ternational grain trading But Cargill Pork Systems, 
company, to contract with a new division established to
tarmacs for Increased hog manage the program, calls it 
production in the province, a superier production and 
"The board seriously marketing tool that can help 
questions the need for an bring back Manitoba's share 
cgt:a production push by of the national market. 
Cargill at this time," the Under the contracting 
board said in a letter TO agreements, Cargill will 
producers, supply a packaged program 
"Hog producers are con- including "genet ical ly  
cernod that already other superior" breeding stock or 
feed companies are won- feeder hogs, formula feeds 
DOME 
TESTS 
WELL 
STUD Y SAYS . 
Feds should opt  out 
.Cotret premised that the 
federal government would' 
help weak industries adjust 
to the leas of tariff protec- 
tion. 
The new trade agreement, 
signed in Geneva on July II, 
will open Canadian markets 
to stiffer foreign com- 
petition. 
The federal government is 
investigating what sort of 
adjustment assistance it 
shouldprovide and where its 
funds will be meet urgently ~ 
needed. 
• Hugh McA Piuchin, author 
of the study, says: "Whether 
JusWled on the grounds of 
long.run efficiency, equity, 
or sheer political ex- 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The 
return, the company says it CALGARY (CP) - -  Dome Canadian government 
ensures farmers earnings Petroleum Ltd. said Thur- should bow out of the 
based on the number of hogs sday testing in the upper politically messy Job of 
produced. Cargill accepts all zones of its Kopanoar M-13 helping bard-hlt industries 
marketing risk factors, well in the Beaufort Sea, adjust to freer world trade 
including market price, feed where one of Cana'da'e and leave the major 
and health cesta, largest oil discoverlss was. responsibility to the 
reported last week, showea provinces, says a gove.rn- 
• Cargill's goal is 2,0~0 sows indications of naturalgas but meat-commlsaioned StaGy. 
on contract by 1980 and in- productlon rates were nOt .  The 300.page study, 
creasing to 6,000 in three commercial, published this week by 
years, producing 100,000 Last week, Dome an- Economic. Council m 
hogs a year. nounead the discovery of nn Canada, recommends action 
oil.preducing zone at the quite different from that 
The producer board says well, located 1~0 kilomexres announced by Industry 
Manitoba production to date northwest of Tuktuyaktuk, Minister Robert de Cotret in 
this year already is up 22 per N.W.T. The zone is more. July. 
cent. It anticipates 1.1 than 200 feat thick at a depth In announcing the con- 
million head will be of 11,500 feat, dunion of five years of in- 
marketed this year. ternational trade talks, de 
BUSINESS D IRECTORY 
i ii I 
t Plumbing • Hasting - Commerolal Servicing I 
| Residential. Industrlol - Specializing Gas Fitting 
I o~ Sheet . te l  Shop Yellowhead Hay 
i Charlie Belanger & Grain I 
J PLUMBING & HEAT ING LTD. .  .Complote'llneofllvestockfeedendIupplement 
I 'Unique Bathroom Boutique' . Clean and utility grain 
. Founts and feeders for all livestock 
Dry dog & cat food I 44M LAKELSE AVENUE 
I P.O. Box 534 'PHONE 635-9319 . Pet travelling cages mode to measure 
I TERRACE, B.C. VOG4B5 OR&35-9320 3315 Clark St. 635-3867 
J Ingle,, • Service @as, Wood • Oil Furances 
~ diauce, direct involvement the federal government a
e local level invitenpubllc 
criticism, regional riva~lry 
sod international reaction." 
A spokesman for the 
council, an independent 
advisory body which reports 
to the prime ~minister on 
Canada 's  long-range 
economic outlook, eald the 
bulk of the study was written 
long before the conclusion of 
the latest round of worm 
trade negotiations. But he 
said McA Pinchin was un- 
doubtodly aware oftba move 
• toward freer trade taken by 
most Western countries 
since the mld-70s. 
In committing the govern- 
---meat to a prime role in 
helping weak industries 
survive in the coming era of 
more liberal trade, de Cotret 
would not say which in- 
dustrtes he had in mind. 
McA Pinehin likewise 
avoids picking out indivldnal 
J industries, but says the 
• manufacturing sectors of the 
Prairies and Quebec will 
suffer most. 
EASTSIDE 
GROCERY & LAUNDROMAT 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKDAYS 8-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4438 Lakelso 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
4SO JOHN Oi[Efl ~ GRADING '~f [,.AND Ci.EARINd 
WITH eTH WHI[I[L 1~ eACKFI LLING " "~ LEVi[LING 
TERRACE 
PHONE ANYTIME 
DAVE & ALLAN 635-3505 
NORTHWEST PiPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD, 
PIPE, PLUMBING SUPPLIES, PUMPS, 
HOSES, NUTS AND BOLTS, FENCING,- 
WATER SOFTENERS -- AND MORE --. . . . .  
5239 Keith Avenue - Near B.C. Hydro 
635-1158 
Terraoe Eleolronio Repairs Ltd. 
SERViK6 TERNAC[ i KITIHAT 
~ AUTHORIZED 
DEPOT 
~ e "  Fhlllps, Magnavox, Zenith 
Sanyo, Toshiba 
Mon..Sat. '-- 9 a.m. • 6 p.m. 
Friday -- 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
4623 Lakelm 63S-4543 
FREE 
TEHRA  HOTEL GIFT CERTIFICATES 
For these Items 
. bear tooth , bear claws 
, wolf teeth , beaver teeth 
* moose or deer altlers (s lngleor pair) 
Available at the front desk.of the 
GLACIER 
L 4418 Legion Avme 
A Terrace. B.C. :~ 
(0'~ A Complete Glass and 
Aluminum Service 
Ready Mix Concrete, Sand, Gravel, Top Soil, Drain 
Rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Bags of Cement, 
//4 Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE 435.39M 
F.J.H. READY MIX 
Consh'udion Ltd. 
' "  D ( ~ ~  #' 
BILL IARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
================================= 
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE & REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME ERUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
3213 KALUMSTREET 
The largest industries in 
quebec, in terms of ear- 
nings, are clothing, textiles, 
meta l l i c  minera ls  
(primarily iron .ore) and 
paper product~ 
In the Prairia provinces,. 
the top.ranking industries 
are petroleum and coal 
minir.~, other non-metallic. 
minerals, food ana 
beverages and printing and 
• publishing. 
"A disproportionate 
amount of the dtslecation 
resulting from tariff 
removal would fall on the 
manufacturing sectors of 
Quebec and the Prairies, 
McA Pinehin says~ "Ad- 
juctment programs designed 
simply TO encourage firms 
and workers to relocate 
would assist the further 
concentration of Canada's 
manufacturing sector, in On- 
torio." 
This would run counter to 
the whale concept of Con- 
federation, the author says. 
.At the came time, federal 
fund|ng aimed specifically at 
the two areas affected would 
distort existing economic 
patterns and provoke a 
Jealous outcry from in- 
duntriee not getting help. 
"For these reasons direct 
responsibility for area ad- 
Jdustment TOfree trade should 
evolve to the level of 
regional government. 
Provincial governments in 
each region should be en- 
couraged to plan the future 
~conomic base within their 
,region, with some limited co- 
jordinatlon at the national 
level." 
McA Plnchin recommends 
that regional equalization 
• grants  b= sent to the 
provinces, bMed on each 
area's ability to adjust TO 
trade changes over a 10-yea r 
period. 
"The biggest problem for 
regional pelicymakere will 
'be in securing the orderly 
adsptlon of the Industrial 
structures of the principal 
trouble spots of Quebec and 
the Prairies," he said. 
A FEMALE P IONEER 
Around the time of Christ, 
'the official Chinese 
historian, diplomat, moralist 
and poet was a woman 
• named Pan Chao. 
STOCKS 
TORONTO (CP) -- The 
Toronto stock market was 
sharply lower at the close of 
. ~INISTRY OF 
• TRA~IS PORTATION, 
COMMUNICATIONS 
AND H,GHWAYS 
HIGHWAYS--TENDERS 
To mix and deliver to Port 
Clements, Queen Charlotte 
Islands, B.C. 1900 Tonnes of 
MC 2 (Patch mix). 
Material produced must be 
In accordance with Section 
311, Subsection 10 of the 
General Specification: for 
,J-Ilghway Construction and 
~elated clauses In the Special 
provisions: 
Tender opening date: Oct 
02, 1979 at 2 P.M. 
• (File: 51.80-1) 
SEALED TENDERS, on 
the forms and In the en- 
velopes provided, ac- 
companied by a bid bond or 
certified cheque as defined 
active trading Thursday. 
The TSE 300 index fell 8.07 
TO 1,719.02. 
Oil and gas issues declined 
steeply as Dome Pete an- 
ncunced that a hole.drilling 
failed TO return anything of 
commercial value. 
Volume was 7.0t million 
eompared with 8.40 million 
wednsscSiy; ~ ::. i ., 
Among indust r la i s ,  
Cominco fell .2 to IH3½, 
Alberta Energy I~', to $~/½, 
Kaiser Resources I¥, to 
$32%, Aquitaine of Canada 
11/, TO $44½ and Bow Valley 
~/4 to iS9%. 
Murphy Oil rose 1½ TO 
p ~, Canadian Pacific % TO 39V~, Canadian Pacific 
Investments % to t16%, lace 
~'~ TO ~4~,p.}]c  HCI Hold/age 
I//, to $i6. 
Placer Developments 1½ 
to $34%, Canada Tungsten 
Mining 1~', to $24V, and 
Dome Mines % to $S0. 
Campbell Red Lake Mines 
was up I to $26V~ and United 
Siscoe Mines % to $11%. 
Total Pete NA dropped 11/4 
TERRACE HOTEL Ptso, off Krumm Road TERRACE. e.c. PHONE 635.2473 in the Instructions to Bid- to $28V4, Quassr Pete ½ to 
Thornhlll " ders, will be received by the $15½ and Petrol Oil and Gas 
Ministry of Transpertatlon, ½ to $67A. Ranger Oil 
Communications and High- Canada was up 1V4 to $34 and 
~.#-~.y0 | Street, 4th Floor, Victoria, $21%. 
B.C. VOW 3E6, unless , BUS lHESSMAf f i  UN S OONTRAOTI .8   uly otherwise specified, up to 2 31: 1979, $290,300, 13 cents a 
T A C K  v-WUTQ F I J r l l i |u r .  R |p J i r  theP'm' (IocaiVlctorlatlme,day of the tender°n cents.share; 1978, $408,944, 10 
Sp  ~ ~  | opening, et which time ENDED July 31: 1979, SA. JUAN This ace is Reserved Rig:tOt tim, Hope Chests '/ t .d . rs  will be .opened In $400.214. 44 cents a share; 
J q  ~ 3,' to 3o' Sailboats - -  " & Accessories KenH n. sen  : F o r  Ads ~"  '~ General eIildiq Coltractiog P"b"c' Xh" '°w" °r a"Y *970' "0~'"S' S' ca"is' ' " ' 3510~ Cd'ta : - - -  - '  U 838"6688 Made rirnitnre, Refinishing T rraoe tender not necessarily ac- e c pt d. ENDED June' 30: 1979, 635-3OO! or  ,0  -'.,, Tender forms with en-S4,$60,000, U,S, funds, 70 Kit v e , o pea ,  p ,a as ,  cents a share; 1078, 
specifications, and con- N,S16,000, tags, no share 
' , dlttons of tender can be figure. 
obtained from the Ministry . WEEKS ENDED July 28: 
IN  C1 1 r EP, IN . . . . . . . . .  qEnterpr e of730munlcatlonsRupertWestTransportatlon,(telephone2nd ndAvenu ,HIghwaYs,624.21211,PrinceC°m" cents.'bare;1979' $2,.214,13  48 c nts a 9 7 8 , .$ .552.776, 24 
elr/1Street,TerraceS It ,W ekdays . . . .  4711:.G , . . . .  . +, I,I uo,.. o,...,....,,,., L 
d I,I, r Heath Ave .  "'* ; '  . . . . .  ' q  & ~  S Or from the undersigned for 
eop I " I fhe sum of $10, be~veenth. DOLLAR C ~  ~ o . r  I ' r i , ' , ( l l . v  to .Dea l t ,  nee  s ) re  . ,IS hours of 6:30 a.m. and 4:30 .
3224 Kalum _ ,~ H ex'c~pt holidays. Postal 
• , FOR ALL OCCAS,ONS p m  d.y to Friday. 
Natural Foods-- Bonks--LocalCrafts I 7130 ,m- 12:30 am v, 1,3. If avallable, full-slze. 
ANYONE CANSHOPATDELIGHTS... I - I Wayne 6:8.S~14 • drawings can also be ob- 
ONLY MEMBERS GET DISCOUNTS i Weekends ~0:00  SitE1 " 1 ] "00  ~][]11 Days L15423$ ERNIE 635.43t3 talned for on additional $10. MONTREAL (CP) --  U.S. 
The Ministry "General dollar in terms of Canadian 
Specifications for Highway funds at 3:30 p.m. EDT / 
' I~ - -  , Construction," to which the Thursday was up 11-100 at 
' 0~H 1 construction f this cenfract $1.1631, Pon.d ster|Ing was 
~ , ! e & G i * ) * ) ~  "~'[ ~',~ E '.'~0~' O a ICstenrl~ & Hcleaning| ndustri(]Jand Pressure--- - "Washing shal c°nfOrm' are sis° d°wn 2'31 at $2'5594' 
HOW avallable for the sum of SI0, In New York, the Canadian 
R U APPLICABLE. dollar was down 4-20 at 
Cleanina ch ,ue ,  or money orders , .85~ and pound sterling 
shall be made payable to the was down 2.20 at $2.2005. Ltd. Minister of Finance. No such 
purchases are refundable. 
The tender sum IS NOT to SIT ON ITS 
~T- '~  MP'|MMMtMP' ~ IV l I I s  LTO,. "WE TRAVEl. ~ YOUR HOURS" Include Federal Sales Tax. EXETER, 'England (CP) 
sleeps on his problems --  he Y 2701 South him St. to,.obia from 'Ministry of sits on them. The angry city 
~ - -  " t 0 ~ ~ " l r - e T c  33~,~ I.~s~ o . f . X Pk~e 638.1654 or 635-3S4S Transportation, Com. 
i~, .~- ~o Io~. , ,~ ,~ ~oo~,~ 635-6180 T 'munlcatlons & Highways. gent. who couldn't find a 
730West 2nd Avenue, Prince flrstclass seat on his 
Rupert, B.C. VBJ 1H3. morning express train, 
I I R.G. HARVEY staged a sit.down strike on 
Deputy Minister the railway line -- three 
Transportation, metres in front of the train-- 
Ca l l  us a t  635 .6357 • 9 to  5 Communications and refused to budge. He held up the train and 600 in. 
and Highways furtatod passengers for 20 
r . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I (as.2OSl minut~ 
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FOR MARLENE . .  
Colorful wedding 
St. Stephens United 
Church in Edmonton was 
the scene of a colorful 
summer wedding when 
former Terrace residents 
Mar lene Henderson, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert  Henderson of 
Munlochy, Scotland, was 
married to Constable Ron 
Harrison, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Tom Harrison of 
L loyminster ,  Saskat-  
chewan. 
The  a f te rnoon 
ceremony was performed 
by Rev. Gordon Oaks. 
Given in marriage by 
her parents, the bride 
chose a gown of chant- 
pa ine colored knit. A 
flowing train fell from 
her shoulders com- 
plimented by a hat and 
.veil of the same color. 
The bride's cascading 
bouquet of mercedes 
roses was trimmed with 
baby's breath and white 
heather. Wedding en- 
semble was completed 
with a ~aditional silver 
coin sewn into her dress. 
Maid of honor was 
Augela Henderson, sister 
of the br ide,  from 
Mun iochy  and  
br idesmaid was Irene 
Cruickshank, cousin of 
the bride, from Terrace. 
They wore yellow knit 
dresses with waist length 
lace capes and carried 
bouquets of white daisies 
and baby's breath. 
Constable AI Grant, of 
Cranbrook ,  was  
groomsman.  Guests 
were ushered by A]an 
Henderson brother of the 
bride, also from Scotland, 
who wore the Scottish 
highland ress. Father of 
the bride was also in the 
highland dress. 
Reception was a 
family-style meal in the 
Rumanian Parish Centre 
with Corporal Blair  
Schaufele as master of 
ceremonies. ; 
Toastmaster ~+~as Mr .  
Bill Ross, midei '~ the 
bride, from 'Stewa~rt. 
(]race was said~bYDe'nny 
Harrison brother ~of. the 
groom. : '  ~ ,i': 
Guest were ;from. ~any  
parts of Canada and as 
far away as See,bad. 
Bride and groom are 
now residing in Prince 
Rupert. 
RC~IP a~d a ki l t  added extra dash 
¢i, .;"~:. .' ,~ i; 
Where  
are  your  
ch i ld ren?  
TORONTO (CP) -- Do you 
know where your children 
are these days and niahis? 
The Smiths and the Ronsls 
do. And thd kids know where 
their parents are~; ~oo:' ': ....... 
The two families, adults 
and teenagers, happen to 
llke doing thin@ together. 
Twin sisters Karol Rcael and 
Karon Smith, their husbands 
Rtsto Read and Warren 
Smith and their children 
have been taking weekly 
sessions of an unusual multi- 
media art course offered by 
Humber College. 
The course is eoudaeted by
one o~ Canada's best.kno,~n 
and most diversified artists, 
Tutzl Haspel-Seguin, in the 
spacious tudios within her 
own home. 
"I wanted to be associated 
i 
i!••: l, ¸ ..... 
TERR Y WINTER 
Evangelist here 
Dr. Terry Winter, one of Dr. Winter will he in at- 
Canada 's  lead ing  tendunce at the Terrace 
evw~geliats will be holding a Alliance Church today and 
city.wide rally at the R.E.M. Saturday for Christians 
Lee Thcahre, Sunday at 7 Alive, a group of three 
p.m. seminars. John and 
Dr. Winter hosts the Terry Lorraine Baergen from 
Wi,ter Show on BCTV, GrandePrairiewlllassist in 
wl~ch presents Christisnity teaching this seminar. 
in a contemporary manner Winter will also be holding 
and concentrates hi  work in a crusade in Terrace Sept.30- 
Western Canada. Oct.# 
Wills said necessity 
EDMONTON (CP) -- wfllsandhevenonext-of-kin years that exceeded $1 
Many people go to great in Alberta, or those who left million. 
lengths to keep their assets 
secret and fail to any who is 
to inherit heir wealth. 
Untangling complicated or
hidden worldly pnsseulons 
left by people without a will 
is job of Lloyd GardEner, 
Alberta's public trnstee for 
32 years. . 
"Over the years, we have 
found thousands of doilsro in 
cash and securities stashed 
away in air ducts, chimneys, 
fireplaces, in tire tubes 
hidden in a big pile of Junk, 
or inside huge stacks of 
newspapers  and  
magazines," Gardiner says. 
"One man had an obeuisn 
with empty tin cans, which 
he stuffed full of paper and 
piled all over hie house. We 
found thousands of cans on 
his place. 
"One of our staff members 
spent countless hems pulling 
paper out of the cans and 
was Just about ready to quit 
when he found the first can 
containing cash. 
"And he found a lot more 
in other cans before he was 
finished." 
Another men who left no 
will owned an old creamery 
building which had to be sold 
in order to liquidate his 
assets. 
• "In the office, there was a 
masalve vniut, encased in a 
block of concrete - -  Just 
• impossible to move, 
Naturally we thought a lot of 
'valuables could 'be inside, 
but we couldn't find the code 
for the lock. .- 
"So we went down there 
with a locksmith who drilled 
and chiselled away on the 
lock for an awful long time 
before the door finally 
opened. 
"All we found inside was a 
sheet of paper - -  with in- 
structions on how to open the 
safe." 
GardEner and his 130- 
member staff in Edmonton 
and Calgary are the 
executors of the e~tatns of 
persons who have left no 
wilts but nobody in Alberta 
wants to act ms e=ecutor. 
There are about 800 such 
eases every year, moat of 
them persons with little 
means who loft their bunses 
an their only tangible asset. 
The average e~tate hen. 
dled is worth some =50,000, 
but Gardlner says there hove 
also been several in recent 
Preparing a will doesn't 
mean much trouble and 
money. 
For 40 cents Albertaas can 
buy a farm from a stationery 
store. Fill it out and have it 
wlinensed by two people to 
avoid needless delays and 
complications in the han- 
ding of the eetste. 
OHRISTIAHS ALIVE 
will make 
TERRAOE ALIVE 
All Christians'are Invited to three 
seminars on the Christian Life and 
Dr. Terry Winter and John and 
Lorraine Baergen. These seminars 
are sponsored by the TERRACE 
ALIVE Commlffee which has in- 
vited Terry Winter to our city. 
Session I - 7:IS P.i, 
Fridnl, September 14 
Session II -S:IO | . l ,  
Saturdal, September 16 
Sessien III - 12:30 P.M, 
SaturdnT! September 16 
All sessions will be held at the 
Terrace Alliance Church. There will 
also be a city-wide rally with Terry 
Winter at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre at 
7:00 P.M. Sunday, September 16. 
Everyone is Invited. Admission is 
free. 
Bapt i s t  
Pastor Bob Lesyk 
ATTEND THE CHURCH 
OF YOUR CHOICE 
~,~ :!.... :~; ,,~ - ~. . . .~:  : .,,'6'3~..2~07 ~ ,,.:.,,. .: .~ .. I 
• ' ,  ~ Corner of Halliwell Tand N. Thomas IR iS  OUf l l i~ lHI  i 
, . / ' " " , .  9:45a.m. Bible eaching ., ~ ~ =  
. / "  / ': ' ~ Sunday School " . . / "  
~ "  . ' " ~ .  11 :OOa.m. Morning Worship Service ~ 
• " 7:30 p.m. Singing and Bible Study . • Zaon Ba  t l s t  Church  io, p reh ~ Wednesday8:00 Home Bible Studies /C,~t~(~r I. Flefo,med Chuteh~ 
• ' "You Are Welcome at Uplands" 
/ ..!Iorner Sparks and Keitb ' ~ , ~ Sparks Street. and Straum.e Avenue 
Home~6-31.6309 .. %.~.F,. ,, . P. ,L#~ #'  ' , ~ .  S u n ~ ; a c e ,  O:OOa.m. / 
Sunday School 9 45am / ,  . ~ Sunday School - Remo 1:00 p.m. / 
- : " " ' / ~ 11:00a.m. Worship Service 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. / . . . . . .  ~ - o -- " " " 
Welcomes 
t ; TUESDAY NIGHT 
~ ~.~7:30p~m.iBibleSiudyandPrayerMeeting Tou Te 
~' ; ~ " :/;'~ ~. ! WEDNESDAY . . . . .  
7 , me Lea worsflip • J . . . .  :30 p.b. baldbe~ He gue Fellowship 
/ s .~ i :  SATURDAY . /  
/ ' ~ ,, 7:30p.m. Youth Group / 
/ KNOX UNITED OHUROH Christian Counselling ~ 
/ "' 4907 Lazelle Avenue '" /CHRIST LUTHERAN CHUgCH  
/ . . . . . . .  . 2 / : . .  ~ 6 o r  ~ ~6~6 Oorner Sparks Street and Park Avenue 
mnnsver neverene uave Isanln "~ Ham, . qyn Reverend Rolf Nestsrud 635-5882 / 
636 6014 ' / ~ MorningServ ice l l :e0a.m.  / "  
/ . ~ Church School 9:45 a.m. / 
~ .  WorshlpServlce11:00a.m. / *  t~I.,IHD~_I.-I ~ i  ~ ~r )  ~ SundaySchooI, Confirmation . /  
Youth and Adult Classes 
, 3341 River Drive Terrace, B.O, 638-1561 i 
Reverend R,L. White i 
I 
Sunday School 10:00 a.m ~1 
Reverend R.L. White / 
. Morning Worship 11:00 a,m, , . ~ "  ; -,~ 
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. ~ '  • Is 
i ~ ~ e r  service Wednesday 7', 30 P 7 ~J 
It's time to call your 
Welcome Wagon hostess. 
iois Mohnln'ger - 63S-S30~ 
Evelyn Anwe,er 635.557 
L_ 
lie I~t f~s  ILutet ,n th world" 
-opportunity oothers. 
sllksereun making, batik, dip 
glass,dye' enamel,sculptureCeramiCSand oil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ITS00 ~.Tn~.'i~arn ElyWorship Service 
7:30 ~.~.  Evanglistic Salvation Meeting painting." 
Within that broad 
spectrum, students can 
with a college in order to in- 
augurate a multimedia 
course," says Mrs. Haspel- 
So&~dn. " I  dsn't know d any 4726 Lazel le  Avenue 635-9019 
like it. 
"The idea is to give the op. 
porinuity to try out different ' Sunday Services- 10:00 a.m. 
areun lncreative art, to find ~ ~ Sunday School. Adults Discussion. ~ • 
out what they (students) / i ~ 11:00 a.m. - Holy Communion for the family / " 
want to do and conEd be best 
at." .~"  ~ '  M,niSter: Reverend Lance Stephens-635-5855 J . ~ 
=. ,,.=,h, ...,, House of Pr.a, se 
who has won numerous ~ ~ k ~  
awards and had a variety of k 3406 Eby Street 635 3015 
commissions in Canada and < 4830 Stranme Avenue, Terrace 83Qi~=~ : i i>  ~ ! 5 ~,~ 
.b.o., ,, ,o,o m.. SALVATION ARMY.,..  different avenues of art ~ . .  • 
her~'.shecoufduffersuch, pomnity to o~,ers. ~ SATUR~AyEVEN~NGs ;:3X~:mm. / ~ aA-ql Walsh Avenue -~1~ ~ ,0'.O0a.m:Sun'da~;Schoo, 
"For instance, we've had "~= • 11: 15a.m. ~ ' f~.  ~'.~.~i 7" ' "  ~,, i~nAv ¢~V,~7~ ~ l l :00a.m. FamilyWo'rship Serv ice /  
. . . . . . . .  7' 30 p m ....... ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  • ~ " ~ 7 :30p .m, f  . . . . . . . . . . . .  -~,7:JOa,m, Chr i s t ianEducaf ionHo~ , .~  . . . .  ~ ' ,  
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AS RALPH KOPPERSON SAYS 
Fishing is all a matter of.concentration 
• .v%~!+~. . .~ , .+%<.  ~ . 
. %,.: / :. 
/r//~''''~ 
Re dy Get set to throw 
!.• ": i:!' .~ ++~ 
! 
,+ 
and point the rod where you want it to go 
BONUS DRAW 
$1 .+iOOO,OO 
for the exact and complete number 
:i::i,i i 
• .~.::i~: ~;- ~#~ : ..-~ :.::~' ~; 
+. ,~/ , i~ i~ i~ ~ ~I I~/?  ~ + 
~+ ..... .......... ++~+ + ..... ~+ ALSO, beginning 
"°°.~°°o°M l iB I I l l d~bBB~ A' l l r  $100,00~.00 WINNER | tO0.000.00 WINNER $100,000.00 WINNER $100,000,00 WINNER $100.000.00 WINNER $100,000.00 WINNER G. Dsyal A Many S & G Stamp M Lapnso D [~.~rrv D & B Manz 
+ + -  . . . .  +il r W ml / l IA I  + +  
Vlncouvor Moose Jaw Leaf RODe0S . ~ .a lgary  ~ 
" . . . . .  :::~:: ": '~' . ' ~!~i;:~. ~ ............ '.... .. 
' ' *+'+ ++ : '~'+:" ~ + ~ +~::~ last three digits ot ~ '   + =;ii:;~ +~,~:~ .... ember 19th, 
~ /~':~.~ : 2+~ :i~" ~ the 10 regular winning numbers. 
1100,000.00 WINNER $100,000.00 WINNER 
J. A P Marlin Mrs H Stewart & Mrs. M Hunter 
Winnipeg 
$100,000,00 WINNER $100,000,00 WINNER 
L Su~In A. C~rpenter 
Lathbrld0e Hazonmora 
Winnipeg 
N I 
~,~'~ :, .... ~+!. +..• ':+!! 
Klttmat 
1100,000.00 WINNER 
J Keoole~tl 
YOlk[Of1 
Beginning Winsday, September 19th, 1979, and 
every Winsday thereafter, the last three digitsof 
all the regular winning numbers will pay $5 Worth of 
Expres, tickets, each giving more chances at the 5 
• prize~ of $100,000, 5 of $10,000 plusthe many 
thousands of other prizes. 
Holders of September 19th Western Express tickets 
correctly matching the last three digits of the ten 
regular winning numbers can redeem them for $5 
)rth of Express tickets simply by taking them to an~ 
g retailer, or by following the claim 
outlined on the back of the ticket. ~/  
$100,000.00 WINNER 
R Aoer 
Leaf Rapids 
~ii!/+ 
$10~,000.00 WINNER $100,000.00 WINNER It00,000.00 WINNER $100,000.00 WINNER $100,001 
E J Rich Y. C rung B & A Davis R Shaw M & 
Gold River Winnipeg Fort McMurray Soul 
1100,000.00 WINNER $100,000.00 WINNER $100,0G0.00 WINNER $100,000.00 WINNER 0100,000.00 WINNER 
R Tronchsrd & N Fulham T Reid W Sumeffvllla A A I Harl . E Grt~g 
$100,000,00 WINNER 
F YurklW 
Aahvllle 
S100,000.00 W I N N ~  $100,000.00 WINNER St00,000.00 WINNER 
W H Molrow ~ M Pegen&C Duke P Dlomert 
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• 
+ + .... Tor les  bat t le  S IN  
;~ ' ; : /~ '  !~"~;~'~;~!~-~;~ ;~:: ~/  " '- OTTAWA (CP)  - -  The 
:. r~.~ ~??~,+~ • ,~ ~/~,~.~%~,':.~ ,' .... 
~'~,÷~~'~:+~:~:!.~i~::: '+ +,~:,~:'~ . col=Iderin8 ways to stop 
' :~ '+~: :  " what many Terins consider 
~: ~ ~i! ~.:-. : . .  .'.~i~ ! ,,~- ~ 
+" 
, ;  + . .  • 
! 
• • . , , . ,  
? 
But even lessons don't help some catch fish 
" to be illesitlmate use ~ the' 
=0 million social security 
numbers now in existence. 
Perrin Beatty, a minister 
o~ state, said Thursday he 
hopes there will be 
lesiflation this fail .stopping 
a trend toward umng the 
numbers -- o~ten called SIN 
- -  as a national identifier 
olin to many abuses. 
all goe. as he hopes, the 
Conservatives will restrict 
the required use of the 
number within t.~e govern. 
ment in hopes the private 
sector will follow suit. 
Beatty, Junior minister 
under Treasury Board 
PRsidant Sinduir Stevens, 
has long been a fighter 
asaL~t what he says is 
abuse ot the number that is 
required for certain social security functiona. 
He and other Con- 
. servatlves have objected 
that all governments and 
many private industries, 
right down to auparmarketa, 
require production of the SIN 
as a requirement for ser- 
vlce~. 
They have Said this is an 
invasion of privacy and 
leaves the very serious 
danser of some persons or 
governments illesitimately 
using SINs to get infor- 
mation on others from 
central computers. 
There is no federal law 
that says the number mnst 
be used for anything else and 
the previous Liberal 
government brushed off 
Conservative complaints by 
saying a person need not 
give his number. 
Beatty said the number is 
a useful administrative tool 
that must he limlted in "use 
and said he hopes to make it 
necessary for government to 
show the need for mandatory 
provision of SINs. 
He said Privy Council 
President Walter Baker, 
respnusible for all govern- 
ment legislation, is con- 
sidering a change In a 
government requirement 
that Canada SavlnSs Bond 
holders produce SINs when 
they cash in enopon~.  
Banks withhold 40 per cent 
o~ the value of coupous if the 
numbers are not produced. 
The money is deducted from 
income tax payments. 
Beatty said If there are 
reasons for having a national 
identifying number they 
should be debated in public. 
The use of SIN in that 
manner must not be brought 
in without Canadians 
realizing it. 
MAY ADD ISLAND 
Scientiste say they have 
diacovernd a new vo lcano  
deve lop in~ on the sea floor 
southeast of the Hawaiian 
Islands that may one day 
add a new island to the 
cha lp .  
Phoni 
k 
September 19th'Weste 
Express tickets now on 
eligible for the regular 
plus 250 extra bonus p 
' $1,000.00 each to be 
drawn Winsday, 
Septe~ber:19th ........ 
Exp~re~g'ti~kets +dateci ~: 
September 19th will n¢ 
bear an additional bon 
number. Bonus numb( 
will be drawn from the 
regular seven digit tick 
number. Only complet 
and exact seven digit 
numbers ~.[]1 qualify to 
the 250 $i ;000.00 I~on= 
(No subsidiary prizes v 
on these 250 Bonus nu 
Let's compare the Western Express.. .  past versus oresent 
[ ] Now 5 prizes of $100,000.00 plus 5 prizes of 
$10,000.00 (There were no prizes of 
$10,000.00 before.) 
I ] Double the winning numbers to 10, each 
having subsidiary prizes. (There were only 
five numbers before.) 
[ ] Last week~for instance, in additiOn to the 
and now. . .  
The last three digits of all 10 winning 
numbers will win $5 worth of Express 
tickets giving more chances at 5 prizes of 
$100,000.00,5 prizes of $10,000.00, plus 
many thousands of other cash prizes. 
However . . .  
regular prizes, there were instant cash The intent of the Western' Express has not 
prizes of $2.00, $5,00 artd $~§+QO:tota!!~,:..'yi:~.~ . ,chahg"~.'~.,~..~:!~,~e~O°/,~ +, ...... 
' ; : r  J' ~ 36,000 prizes. ThemfOre¢~o~[rCli~lnce~O~,"~::=+40% Of gTE~ ~a~,stoma,#up~uIN~o~ .~P-.~ 
win a cash prize have Inc,;eased from 1 in " • of a wide variety ot worthwhile community 
200 in the old game to better than I in 50 in projects and 45% in prizes to Express ticket 
the Express pouch game. 
[ ] On the average, one in every five Express 
purchasers Wins an additional ticket on the 
'regular draw, doubling the chances to win 
$100,000.00 and $10,000.00 plus the many.  
thousands of other cash prizes. (This 
feature was not available in the old game.) 
! ] Even those who do not win a cash prize or a 
buyers. (Retailer commission is 10% - -  the 
. balance represents the cost of conducting 
the Lottery). 
The reason tor the revision of the game last 
June, to that of a pouch game, was to give 
many, many more Express ticket buyers a 
chance to win at least something without 
increasing the prize commitment. 
• free ticket get a second chance at . 
.,~bstantial prizes on the Surprize Draw ~"'/""~L'~  ~ '~.~ '~ ' " '~" '+ '  : 
held on the last Winsday of every month. 
(Well over $100,000.00 In total prizes will be 
available on the September 26th Surprize 
draw. This feature was not available in the 
old game.) 
d+! 
$100,000,00 WINNER 
A. Peirock 
Victoria 
• .+ . . . . .  . .~ 
$100,000,00 WINNER 
C. & R+ Batleo 
Winnipeg 
:.~: ~ ' i  ii?:%, ~:  
$100,000,00 WINNER 1100,000.00 WINNER $100,000.00 WINNER $100,000.00 WI~M~R $100,000.00 WINNER 
J Vukovich ' . 
$100,000,00 WINNER 
E. Wlllertoo 
Prince George 
i i  
$10Q,000.00 WINNER 
S. Clafkaton 
T..II 
E. J Bodley 
sskotoon 
:+~il 
$100,000,00 WINNER 
R. Verrler 
Winnipeg 
A, & J. Laetiwks S. Ford8 
Edmonton Winnipeg 
$100,000.00 WINNER $100,000.00 WINNER 
B. Dsncey R Coons 
PenlIcton Innlsfell 
Vancouver ;-' 
! .~ :+ .:! 
$100,000.00 WINNER 
L Korns 
Calgary 
G. & V Thompson 
While Rock 
$10~I~O~00WINNER S100,000.00 WINNER 
j .  Zoh~omm R.R .  Day 
+DaSh!. ..r.aby 
$100,000,00 WINNER 
H. Stockmsnn 
Winnipeg 
$100,000.00 WINNER 
L. Wllmot 
CRInnrv 
1100,000,00 ~INNER S100,000,00 WINNER 
C. Certwrlght M. & J PoMrek 
CroNon Winnipeg 
.j: 
1100,000.00 WINNER 0100,000.00 WINNER 11100,000.00 WINNER 
M Moran H R.l~ske N Kay , 
Vancouver Trait Edmonton 
$100,000.00 WINNER $100,000.00 WINNER 
D M Smith S & J Temoahswsky 
Winfield Winnipeg 
. . . . . .  ~i~~ ~;'~~.:~ ....... 
$100,O00.00 WINNER $100,000.00 WINNER 
J & A S~rbu S J Wothlns 
Reqma While Rock 
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CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL  ONLY  : 
20 words or less S2,00 per In. 
ssrtlon. Over 20 words 5 cents 
per word. 
3 or more consecutive Insertions 
S1,50per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether rim or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ad 
has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before second 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for only 
one Incorrect ed. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
/5 cents pickup. 
$1.75 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request• 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line• 
Minimum charge $5.00 per In- 
sertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
14.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only• 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
2:00 p.m. on day previous to day 
of publication Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH 
ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of $5•00 on all 
N.S.F. chequss. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
NO charge provided news sub. 
miffed within one month. $5.00 
production charge for wedding 
and-or engagement pictures• 
News of waddings (write.ups) 
received one month or more 
after event $10.00 charge, with or 
without picture• Sublect to 
condensetlan. Payable In ad- 
vance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.S0 
Marriages S.SO 
Deaths 5.$0 
Funerals S.50 
Cards of Thanks 
Memorial Notices 
PHONE 635.6357 
Ctassltled Advertising Dept. 
SUBSCRIPTIOM RATES 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Elf active 
October 1, 1175 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier ruth 3,00 
By Carrier year 33,00 
By Mall 3 mth. 15.00 
By Mall 6mth 25.00 
BV Mall year 45.00 
Senior Citizen year 20.00 
B;'ltlsh Commonwealth and 
United States of America one 
year 55.OO 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
HOME DELWERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 6356357 
Kiflmat & District 
Phone 632.2747 
The Herald reserves the right 
to classify ads under appropriate 
headings and to set rates 
therefore nd to determine page 
location. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revise, edit, classify or re ect 
any advertlssment and to retain 
any enswors directed to the 
Herald Box Reply Service, and to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
BoX replies on "Hold" In- 
structlonsnotplcked upwlthln 10 
days at expiry of an ad- 
vertlssment will be destroyed 
unless mailing Instructions are 
received. Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not to 
send originals of documents to 
avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In ad- 
vertisements must be received 
by me publisher within 30 dlys 
attar the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser 
requesting space that the 
liability of the Herald In the 
event of failure to publish an 
advertisement or In the event of 
an error eppearln0 In the ad- 
vertisement as publlshed shall 
be limited to the amount paid by 
the advertiser for only one In. 
correct insertion for the portion 
of the advertising space occupied 
by the incorrect or omitted item 
c~lyo end that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for such 
advertising. • 
Advertisements must comply 
with the British Columbia 
Human Rights Act which 
prohibits any advertlslng that 
dlecrlmlnates agalnst any 
person because of his race, 
religion, sex, color, natlonanty, 
ancestry or place of origin, or 
S.S0 became his age is between 
S.50 and 65 years, unless the condition 
Is justified by a bOna fide 
requirement for 1he work In. 
valved. 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2-3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-6307 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weakly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30.3:50 p.m. Phone 
for appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
Tues. of every month from 
1:30 . 3:30 pm. Phone for 
appalntment. Babysttters 
who bring children must 
have parents' wrltton con- 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Man. and Wed. from 3 
• 4:10 p.m. By appointment 
only. 
PRE.NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
rogletratlon. 
PRE.NATAL BREATHING 
and  RELAXATION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Man. afternoon 1 
.2  p.m. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE.SCHtX)L SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4:/~ - S yrs. 
(pre.klndergarten): Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vision, 
heerlng screening done. 
Please phone for ap- 
pointment. 
VD CLINIC 
Phone for appointment.  
Treatment available. 
SANITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
problems, such as food 
pelsonlnge and complaints, 
sewage disposal, pr ivate 
water Supplies and 
nuisances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
i 
NOTICES 
13, 
PERSONAL 
CLINIC 
(Held at 4612 Grelg Ave. Tel. 
• , ~16.1155). 3"Ira aud)otoglst 
J~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ................. ~ ":~"~' :'- =--~'~--'~L~'~'-~klll do healqng - tests  on 
, referral by family doctor or 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There Is 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at 8 p.m. help 
at St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church basement. Phone 
Ik154427 after 6:30 p.m. 
'PREGNANT?' 
NEED HELP? 
Call B i r thr ight  for an 
a l ternat ive to abortion. 
Phone 632-4602 anytime• 
Room 233, Nechako Centre. 
Kltlmst A.A. Construction 
Group in Kltlmat: telephone 
432.3713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday. Step Meetings. 8:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed. 
Mestlogs 8:3o p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays -Open Meetings 0:30 
p.m. Skeana Health Unit, 
Kltlmat General Hospital• 
AI.Anon Meetings - Tuesdsy 
- 8 p.m. United Church. 
Avallablel 
Phone 635.5636 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
MEETINGS: 
Man., 0:35:. ~thu,~ UnHado~ 
Church. ~' '~ "" 
Men. 8 p,m. • Alanon . 
Skeena Health Unlt, 
Thurs, or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorlal Hospltal, 
KERMODE 
BINGO SCH EDULES 1979 
SEPTEMBER: 
Sunday, September 9, 1979. 
$2,000 Bingo. 
Tuesday, September 18, 1979. 
Smell Bingo. 
Sunday, September 23, 1979. 
52,000 Bingo. 
For more Information 
phone: 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP 
SOCIETY 
4431 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V0G 1M4 
635-490~ 
Rape Relief 
Abe. ~ "o~'~ounsalllng 
&~lrl~lS ~,Line for 
--'--W/~r~en 
6384311 
Women ,s spen- 
sorlng closed Women's A.A• 
Meetings - -  Ev.ery Tuesday 
Night at 7:30 - 4711 Lazelle 
Ave. 635-5145. 
16, 
LOST 
24, SITUATIONS 
WANTED " 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
0 In the Skeana Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-3747 or 635-3023, 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S ,tO 
CENTRE 
- a support service 
for women - 
4111 Lizelle Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
635.5140 
Drop In: 10 am.6 pm Man.- 
Thurs. 10 am.4 pm Friday. 
We offer a comfortable 
relaxed atmosphere to meet 
and share Ideas. Children 
are welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7: 2") pm Tuesdays- Women's 
AA. 1st Wednesday of month 
Status of Women, 2nd 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening --  6:30 p.m. 
--  United Church basement, 
Kltlmat 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
Iookln~ for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m. We will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
Birthright Office 
Alternative to Abortion 
3.4621 Lakelse • 635.3907 
Wednesday 1 p.m. - 3 p.m. 
and 4 p,m. .  S p.m. or phone 
anyt ime:  Lisa 635-3164, 
Carol 635-5136. 
community health nurse. 
Speech pathologist 
therapist wi l l  carry out 
speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
lD TO HANDICAPPED 
205-4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabi l i tat ion done by 
consultant. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TU THE 
SENIORS UF THE 
COMMUNITY. 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a friendly 
Drop-In Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATER IALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANS PORTATION 
As well as an area for 
relaxation. For more In- 
formation about these and 
other act iv i t ies,  please 
phone 635.2265 and ask for 
Skeane Centre. See you there 
any time between 8 am and 
3:30 pm Monday thru 
Friday. ' 
'CWL Fall Bazaar will be 
held Oct. 24 from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. at Verltas School Gym. 
(nc.24U) 
Year of fits Child 
BANQUET 
& DANCE 
Sept. 22 . Manuel's Banquet 
Rm. In aid of Terrace Child 
Development Centre. 
Cocktails, Refreshments- 7 
p.m. Dinner - 8 p.m. 
Spec ia l ty  Seafood  
Smorgasbord. Dancing to 
fo l low- Jim Ryan's Dance 
Bend; 
S15 Slngle - -  $30 Couple 
To reserve a table cell 635- 
4216. (nc-21S) 
FALL CERAMIC CLASSES 
Start Sept. 17, 1979. Please 
register ,..~w. Address: 4444 
Lakelse •re., Terrace or 
phone 635.9293. (nc-17S) 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT  SHOP 
Mil ls Memoria l  Hospital 
Auxil iary would appreclats 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
Thri ft  Shop. For pickup 
service phone 635.$320 or 635- 
5333, or leave Denatlons at Wednesday. Single Parents 
the Thrift Shop on Lazelie (led by a single father), 3rd 
Avenue on Saturdays bet. Wednesday • Men & 
weefl 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. Women's Rap, Thursdays- 
Thank you. Women's Night Out. 
Come and enlo'y an evening 
of crib with Terrace Crib- 
bage League at Skeenavlew 
Lodge. Play to commence 
every Thursday evening 
starting Sept. 13 at 8 p.m. 
(nc-205) 
WOMEN'S CENTRE 
Is sponsoring a 
Single Parents Group 
on 
Wed, Sept. 12 
at 7:30 p.m. 
(continuing the second 
Wednesday of Every month) 
at 
The Women's Centre 
4711 Lazelle 
featurlng a fi lm entitled 
"Chi ld Behavlor equals 
you". Call 635-5145 or 635- 
4906 for more Information. 
(nc-14S) 
Mi l ls  Memor ia l  Hospital 
Aux i l ia ry  THRIFT SHOP 
BAG SALE. All clothes and 
accessories In a grocery bag 
for $1.00. Sat., Sept. 15 from 
11 . 4 pm Un Lazelle Ave., 
east of Spas-Dee Printers, 
across from Manuals. (nc- 
14S) 
St. Matthews Anglican 
Church Sunday School will 
ha having registration day 
Sept. 16 at 10 a.m. In the' 
church basement. We hope 
all Interested parents will 
bring their children & meet 
the teachers over a cup of tea 
or coffee. We have a film 
str ip planned for older 
children while Parents & 
teachers vis i t  & get 
acquainted. 
Thereafter Sunday School 
will be at 10 a.m. each 
Sunday & we look forward to 
having your children come & 
learn with us of the love of 
Jesus. For more Information 
call 635-4427 after 6 p.m. or 
weekends. (nc.20S) 
St. Matthews Anglican 
Church wil l  be going back to 
10 a.m. Adult Dlsccusslon 
and 11 a.m. regular worship 
services on  Sept .  23.* 
Everyone Is welcome. Why 
net loin us? (nc.20S) 
Terrace Women's Centre Is 
sponsoring a Men & 
Women's Rap Session on 
Wednesday, Sept. 19 at .7:30 
pm at Women's Centre, 4711 
Lazelle Ave. A film entitled 
"Women Want" wll l  be 
featured. Dlscusslon to 
follow. Call 635.5145 for more 
Information. (nc-19S) 
Women's Night Out is 
featuring a National Film 
Board production entitled 
"Women Want" Thursday, 
Sept. 20 at 7:30 pm at the 
Women's Centre, 4711 
Lazelle. Call 635-5145 for 
more Information. (nc.20S) 
The Anglican Church Bazaar 
will be held Sat. Nov. 24, 
1979. (nc.23N) 
The Ladles Auxll lary to the 
Royal Canadlan Leglon 
Branch 13, Terrace, are 
holdlng thelr 
Annual 
SNOWFLAKE BAZAAR 
October 30, 1970 
at the Arena Banquet Room, 
starting at 2 pm. Everyone 
Rehokah Lodge Annual Tea 
& Bazaar, Sat., Nov. 10 - -  
Oddfellows Hall, 3222 
Munroe St. (nc.10N) 
Ter race  Homemakers  
Services to have orientation 
course offered In October (no 
charge). Dates to be an. 
nounced. All Interested 
persons and prospective 
homemakers please call 635- 
5135 to register end confirm 
your Interest. (nc.28S) 
OPEN HOUSE 
The official opening of the 
new premises of the 
TERRACE & DISTRICT 
COMMUNITY SERVICES 
wil l  take place Sept. 15 at 2 
p.m. at 4711 Lazelle Avenue. 
Mayor Maroney will of- 
f lc late at the opening 
ceremony. Directors of the 
Society and Prolect 
Managers will be on hand to 
answer any questions. 
Refreshmenls will be ser- 
ved. 
The week of 'Sept. 16 has 
been proclaimed Community 
Services Week In honour of 
thlsoccaslon. Support YOUR 
community and become a 
member of the Terrace & 
Distr ict Community• Ser- 
vices Society. For more 
Information please cell 635- 
3178. (nc.16S) 
Showing presently at the 
Kltlmat Museum Is "Aquatic 
Exot ic" ,  a prize-winning 
display of sea Ilte of our 
ocean on loan from Victoria. 
Boaters, fishermen, outdoor 
people and folks Interested In 
our nature and Its pleasing 
and esthatlcal aspe~'t should 
not miss this exhibit durlng 
August and Sept. 
Museum hours: 12 - S except 
Senders. (nc.6R.~t 
The Annual Meeting of the 
Terrace and District 
Christian Council for Social 
Resources will be held at 
Knox United Church, 
Thursday, September 20 at 
"7:30 o.m. (nc-205} 
Skeena .... Sodal  credit" 
Association will hold their 
First Annual Harvest Picnic 
on Sat., Sept. 15 starting at 3 
pm at Ross Lake lust east of 
New Hezelton on Highway 16 
E. 
Also on Sat., Sept. 22 there 
will be on Open House at the 
Skeene Social Credit Office 
at 4603 Park Ave. Special 
guest will be Jack Kempf, 
MLA . ~Mqca .~.  EvpJ'.~ne 
welcome. (nc,21S) . ~, 
Parents of the First Terrace 
Scouts, Cubs & Beavarsl 
There will be a meeting on 
Monday, Sept. 17 at 0 p.m.at 
the Cub Hall. 
If there isn't a good parent 
turnout Scouts, Cubs & 
Beavers will have to be 
cancelled for this yeerl (nc- 
17S) 
The Terrace Art association 
will be holding their AN- 
NUAL  GENERAL 
MEETING, Thursday, Sept. 
27 at 7:30 In the Library Arts 
Room. Election of officers 
will be held and plans for the 
new season discussed. New 
and old members are Invited 
to,attend. (n¢:27S~. '~ "-~ 
"Tom.. [oth l l l  ~ .frgm ~the 
welcome. (nc.190) Vancouver,~ .P,~qet~rlum, 
The Ladles Auxil iary to the ~ "~g ' :~a~l :ne~n _~r~ce y , ' ' '  -' ~ - "- - -~- - - - - '  
Royal Canadian Legion, ~ e, ~ ,=*.~, ,~, ,o=;  
Bra.ch p, Terr.ace,.wlsh. o CBmmunlty, Collage, and. In 
invite 1fie puoIIC tO Pa~:- .. . . . . . . .  • . . . . . .  
tlclpete in their seml-anntta).~i'~ll~:~ ' ~.t'*,~1'2:::,~n,l'~y 
Smorgasbord, to be held on ~,~.~, ;~,~;~, t  ~,; or 
Sept. 30, 1979, startlng:¢t ~.~ ;,,,;, 4~ '~;~' . ' - ,~  * 
pm at the L.~gJeq*.~ ~. . .~ , ; " - , .= , :^, ,  ,,,, 
Aud.or lum.  E ver, pn  n 
welcome. (nc-20S)..*-~,~,,~,~Go~iege programs takes 
place at Skeena Mal l ,  
B.C. Old Pensioners "rl~'&* "Friday, Sept. 21 from 7 - 9 pm 
Bazaar will be held Sat., and Sat., Sept. 22, from 11 
Nov. 3, 1979 at Terrace 
Arena Banquet Rm. from 
1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. (nc. 
2N) " 
U.O.R.P. 
Annual 
FALL BAZAAR 
& TEA 
November 17, 1979 
(nc.16N) 
A BOTTLE DRIVE will be 
held by the Centennlal 
Christian School Beater Club 
on Saturday morning. (nc- 
14S) 
SINGING CLASSES 
Children's singing classes 
for boys and girls 9 years and 
over will begin Sept. 17. 
Students are prepared for 
festivals, examinations, and 
careers In singing. For In- 
format ion,  cal l  Joan 
Spencer, A.R.C.T., et 635- 
3382. (nc-16S) 
a.m. - 3 p.m. Check your 
Cont inuing Educat ion 
Booklet or drop by and see 
what we offer.  
Ear ly  Ch i ldhood 
Educat ion Conference.  
Films, displays, discussions. 
Sept. 28-29 at Northwest 
College In Terrace. Call 635- 
6511 local 238 for In- 
formation. (nc-28S) 
NORTHWEST LOGGERS 
ASSOCIATION 12th annual 
convention Sept. 26, 29 and 30 
at Terrace Hotel. A full 
weekend of activities. For 
reservations please phone 
635.6801. 
Terrace K l t lmat  Forest 
Products Safety Conference 
9 a.m. Sat. Sept. 29 at 
Terrace Hotel. This con- 
terence Is held In conjunction 
with the Northwest Loggers 
Association Convention. (nc- 
28S) 
Saint Matthew's Anglican 
Church Choir meets on 
Tuesday nights at 7:30 pm In 
the Church under the 
direction of Mrs. R. Lowrle. 
All Welcome. Please phone 
635,$425 for further In. 
formation• (nc-285) 
Pioneer Girls Club will be 
hold every Wed• evening at 
Terrace All iance Church 
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. com. 
menclng Sept. 19. Girls 
Grade 3 through grade 0 
Inclusive are welcome • to 
loin. ReoIstrallon fee of $6 
Inc ludes  handbook .  
R.eglstratlons wlll be taken 
Se'l)t. 12 from 7-8 p.m. 
Refreshments served. (nc. 
145) 
Do you want to be your own. 
boss? Have free time for 
other activities and still earn' 
good money. Phone 635.4569. 
(p3.14S) 
MOTEL MANAGER 
Couple to manage 31 unit 
motel In Ft. St. James. 
Accommodation provided. 
Contact Mr. Roger Cun- 
nlngham Westwater Hotels 
Inc. P.O. Box 10054 701 West 
Georgia. Vancouver, B.C. 
VTY 1C6 or phone collect 689. 
• 5771. (c2-145) 
To babysit In their home. 
Close to the Sliver Garden 
Apts. For one child (2 yr. old 
boy). Call between 9 am.  3 
. pm 635.3962 or 4 pm-  12 pm 
635-2231. Ask for Llnda 
McKay. (ctfn-10.9.79) 
Viking frldge & stove. $300. 
Ph 635.3211 after 5 pro. (c5. 
145) 
GARAGE SALE 
Sept. 15 at 10 am at 3565 
Dogwood off Krumm Road. 
OIl stove, organ, bike, 
sawing mechlna and cabinet, 
assorted household Items. 
(I~1.14S) 
Anyone Interested In solar 
energy. All types of energy 
conoervatlon Products. 
Information, dealgn, - -  
Consultation. Write or Call: 
TrI-Energy Toch. 
1540D Highway 975 
Kelowna B.C. 
VIZ 1,4.8 
(p3-175) 769.3080 
WANTED FOR OUR 
CONSIGNMENTend SALES 
FLOOR 
Furn i tu re ,  appl iances,  
power tools, hand tools, 
clean small cars, motor- 
bikes, boats, motors or any 
other items in acceptable 
condition. 
Terrace Auction Mart  . 
Corner of Lakelse & Apsley, 
635.5172. (ctfn.4.9.79) 
To Consult• Madame Fon- 
talne for psychic readings on 
Local bank has opening for 
b'anch clerk. Must have 
aptitude for figures and 45 
wpm min imum typing. 
Contact Jean at 635-6391. 
(c5-175) 
PROVINCE OF  
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MACHINE OPERATORS 
PORT CLEMENTS 
The Ministry" of Tran- 
spertatlon, Communications 
"8, Highways has the 
following three vacancies 
available: 
POWER GRADE 
OPERATOR 
Competition 79:2NS 
Salary: $1,448 
Under direction to be 
responsible for the operation 
and routine maintenance of a 
self propelled grader, In .all 
aspects of road maintenance 
and construction duties. A 
Class 3 driver's Ilcence; 
good knowledge of safely 
and maintenance procedures 
for this type of equipment; 
proven satisfactory ex. 
10erlence as a Power Grade 
Operator. Mechanical and 
operat iona l  ' apt i tude ;  
f 
GL 1000. Ext. condition. New : 
tires. Phone 635.2154 or 635. ~ 
7144. (stf-nc) "~ i  
1979 GS 850' SuzlJkl, almft; '/ 
drive, 4000 kin. Ph 635-3352 
after 6 pm. (1~20S) 
1918 ~n-Am m co. qualifier. 
motor bike. Gead condition, 
low mileage. Best offer 
takes. Call Matt at 635-6310 
days or 630-5708 nights. (p5- 
145) 
2- Harley Oavlclsons. I - 1973. 
I -  1951. Both Shovelheads. 
Mechanically excellent. See 
to appreciate. Also misc. 
parts. Phone 627.1367. (p2. 
14S) 
1978 Honda Goldwlng. 31,000 
kl lometrea. Wlndlammer 
S.S. Falrlng~.luggage rack• 
Will trade f0r' Enduro blko. 
Phone Phil. at 632.5306 In 
K!tlmat.;~ (p3,185) 
Remington typewriter, exc. 
cond. $158. One Pair boys 
hockey skates "Tacks" new 
S3S, green tomatoes 4Sc lb., 
green cabbage 30c Ib, leeks 
75c lb. Ph 635.5273. (p5.185) 
Sept. 14-18 phone 635.4059 for 
appointment. (p4.17S) 
physically fit and mentally CASH 
alert, safety conscious, good Am purchasing BCRIC . 
• lud0ement,, able to  follow,. , share~.~ Ph'"~63SZ~26; Als~,*,V 
, dlr, ectl0ns proper ly  ,and '*selling Suzuki dirt bike. aS-'  ' ,~ 
eff ic ient ly;  able to read 100. 1979 model. Practically 
survey stakes, build road new. Ph 635.4226. (c20-50) 
and lay asphalt paving 
INSISTON materials to establish 
THE B EST grades. 
TRUCK OPERATORS 
Concrete septic tanks In 2 pesltlons 
stock. Get relief with s Competition 79:2304 
concrete Investment. Salary: $!,321 
Under direction to be 
schmltty's Excavating responsible for the operation 
630.2909 ~,~, " ~*.'~ .~ and maintenance of a single 
(am.6-6.79) ,,,~ . axle ,truck~ carrying on,a  
COLLI ER EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
Phone 635.5340 after 6. (am- 
10-08-79) 
FILTER QUEEN 
sales and service 
4546 Park Ave. 
Terrace 
635.7349 
(am.4-07.79) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Was Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635.3479 anytime 
(am-6-6-79) 
Found: White 5 speed 
bicycle In Thornhlll. Can 
claim by Identifying. Ph 635- 
2151• (nc5-175 
Lost: Rod & Dlawa reel. 
Mistakenly left at Rosswood 
- Ka lum Lake on Aug. 27• 
Reward. 635-3751. (c3-175) 
MECHANICAL 
SUPERVISOR 
Ray Saunders 
Hauling Ltd. 
To take charge of all 
maintenance and rebuilding 
of logging trucks at Kltlmah 
Responsibilities wil l  In. 
clude schoduIIng, hiring, end 
supervising shop crews, 
rebuilding off-highway and 
highway logging trucks and 
maintaining availability of 
operating trucks. Salary 
negotiable in S30,000 to 
$35,000 range. Relocation 
end housing assistance 
available. This Isa long term 
ful l . t ime position. Phone 
(604) 758-3977 or 632-7415. 
(c10-25S) 
variety of maintenance and 
construction duties. A valid 
Class 3 driver's Ilcence; 
good knowledge of the Motor 
Vehicle Act Program and 
rules, particularly as they 
pertain to the safe and ef- 
ficient operation of a truck. 
Proven satisfactory ex- 
parlance as a truck operator 
and a good knowledge of 
.p roper  p reventat ive  
maintenance. 
All pasltlons require shift 
work. 
An Isolation allowance of 
$139.20.month is also paid. 
Canadian citizens are 
given preference. 
Obtain applications from 
the Government Agent, 4506 
Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
V0G 1P5, and return to the 
Public Service Commission, 
3rd Floor, 1011 Fourth 
Avenue, PRINCE GEORGE 
V2L 3H9 by September 26, 
1979. (a1-145) 
Will babysit In my home. 
References avai lable. Ph 
635.9765. (c4.14S) 
BACKHOE 
FUR 
HIRE 
Phone 635.6454 or 635.6757. 
(ctfn-04-09-79) 
Collection 3 vrntage Martin 
guitars. 1 rare Bowman. 20- 
60 years old. $4,000 for the 
set. Phone 630.0141 and ask 
for Wally at extension 310. 
(p5.145) 
For Sale: one por tab le  
Maytag dryer !10 Volt. Ph 
after 3 pm 638.1721. (c2-14S) 
Chesterfield suite In very 
good condition w-2 matching 
chairs & afro man. Original 
Price S759 Asking S.~. Ph 
635.9436. Also 1 steres stand 
for component w.record 
holder. (p3-17S) 
WANTED 
spat cash paid 
for your old 
FURNITURE - GUNS 
• JEWELLERY 
• BCRIC SHARES - 
W~ ~JY  - SELL-  
TRADE • DELIVER - 
Terrace's Most Unique 
Second Hand 
Antique Store 
Gunsmlthlng 
Quallty Workmenshlp 
Guaranteed 
Buy - Sell 
Good Used Skates 
QUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Kalum Street 
Ph. 638-1613 
attn.12.9.79) 
snow machines. Very good 
condition. 400 cc Polaris 300 
cc Sklrole with a double 
Inside t ra i ler  with 13" 
wheels. Ph 635.6055. (pS.145) 
Looking for Furniture? 
Try the Terrace Auction 
Mart Sales Floor. New & 
used furniture at a price 
anyone can afford. We buy 
and sell. Call the Terrace 
Auction Mart, 4434 Lakelse 
Ave. 635-5173. (ctfn-7.9-79) 
For Sale: 20' welded 
aluminum river boat and 
heavy duty tandem trailer. 
SS,S00 O.B•O. Phone 635.2791. 
(p3.185) 
For Sale: 'Royal '  Desk 
Typewriter. 565.24" Electric 
range 550. Air cargo pet cage 
all chrome 22"x22"x36" $20. 
Also one BR house w.full 
basement. Part ia l ly  Fur- 
nlshed. Located on large 
corner lot. On Loen & 
Munroe. $25,000 Firm. For 
more Into piss call 635.2643. 
(p1-14S) 
Lot for Sale In Copper 
Mountain. Electric heaters 
10 feet long Brand new. 
Fluorescent lights 4 feet long 
and 2 feet long. Also lots 
more items. Ph 635-4041. 
(p2-t4S) 
STORE FIXTURES 
FOR SALE 
Phone during the day. 
6104kt76 
(ctfn.13-9-79) 
ForseleorTrada. 1966Jeep HOUSE FOR RENT at 
Wagoneer with 2 wheel. Lakelse Lake. 4 bdrm., 2 
drive, l.500. Also 110gal. Full bath, sauna. Available 
oll tank with stand, 12x54 Immediately. Must have 
steel trailer frame, approx. Nroferencea. Ph Prince 
70' of gr.ean & brown traller Rupert 637.1377. (c4.14S) 
siding, p5-21S) 
Hand split cedar shakes for 
Mlo. , ~  
Klodllng by ~N~i i~_~-  
1~. (~.~s) ~ .  
1953 Pontiac panel, runs, 
$,100. 1972 Rupt skldoo, $250. 
1975 Indlan motorcycle, 100 
cc, 1350. 1964 Tlmbertoter 
skldder, no motor, $2000. 
Phone 635.95,10. (p3.18S] 
120,000 BTU oli fired fur. 
noce. Really good worklng 
condition. $200, Phone 635- 
5816. (p5.17S) 
Studlo knitting machine for 
sale. 2 years old, Ph 635.76)78. 
(c10-21S) 
Yeshlce-Mat 135 G twin lens 
reflex. Best offer. Phone 635- 
4533. (pS.17S) 
HALL  RENTALS 
Oddfe l low|  Hall  - 3222 
Munroe. For further In- 
formation phone 635.2794 or 
635.5661. (am-7.8-79-Tu, F r )  
For Sale: Registered 
Alaskan Malamute puppies. 
Sire & Dam out of Sliver- 
sheen Kennels. Available 
Oct. 19. Ph 638.1996. (p10- 
26S) . 
200 plus acres with mllb' or 
more of water frod~lage: s~d r ' 
details to Char le~:~r '~ i lV  ~*' 
Box 101, Noble, Ont. P0G 
1GO. (c30-20) 
Wanted Immediately: one 
gas griddle top restaurant 
stove for community hall. Ph 
635-3112. (c5-14S) 
Wanted to buy --  baby's 
playpen. Ph 635-7074. (c5- 
14S) 
Wanted: a motor fur a 1973 
Vegs,. Phona:'638.S892;~'~ (pS. 
21S) . . . .  " 
For Rent: onegerngefor the 
winter. Starting Oct. 1st, 
1979. Ph638-1721 after 3 pm. 
(p2-14S) 
Motorhome for rent. Sleeps 6 
luxuriously equlppnd. Fully 
Insured. Book early for your 
winter holiday. Available 
dally, weekly, monthly. 
Phone 632.2420: (,C29- i,1 0 ) 
WANTED TO BUY - -  old car 
and truck and cat baHerles. 
Top price paid. Will pick up. 
Ph 635.4735 anytime. (p20- 
40) 
22 foot deep V Volvo In-out. 
Fully loaded. Galley head 
sounder radios. Tandem 
trailer. Asking $10,500 OBO. 
Ph 635.6801. (ctffi.MWfr.10. 
9-79) 
For Sale: 20 ft. flbroglass 
boat wlth 65 and 80 HP 
Mercury motors. 638.1442". 
(p5.17S) 
16V= ft. boat for sale. Has 68 
HP outboard motor. 2 brown 
bucket seats from a truck. 
$40 each. Phone 635.6763. 
(p4.14,19,20,21S) 
19 foot cabin cruiser with 
canopy. Flbreglass over 
wood. Johnson 60 HP c-w 
double axle trailer. Good 
cond. Priced to, sell at S3200 
OBO. Ph 635.248.5 after 6 pro. 
(cs.14S) 
For Sale: 2 storey log home. 
Approx. 1200 sq. ft. on main 
floor, located on large scenic 
lethe Skeena Street. Call 638. 
1121 between 6.5 pm /~on.- 
Frl. (c10.21S) 
1977 Heavy Hauler boat 
trailer with or without power 
winch. Dealgned to have 25 
ft. boot. Phone 635.4777. 
(ctfn.4.9.79) 
1971 Maseey Ferguson front 
end loader. Comes with I and 
1.3 cu. yd. bucket and Wldco. 
log grapple and chains. 
Asking $7,500. Phone after 6 
638.1636). (pl~-14S) 
1974 Arctic Cat El Tlgre 340 
Snow Cruiser 200 for parts. 
Woodbaron tent trailer. 
Sleeps 6 or 0. 1 electric 24" 
range G.E. 1" decorative 
handcut cedar boards, 
varying widths & lengths. Ph 
Young responsible non- 
smoking couple Js now 
seeking a place of residence, 
preferrably near Com- 
munity College area. Not too 
big, but private. Phone Jesse 
at 638.1403. (pS-14S) , 
WANTED TO RENT: Single 
businessman required ac- 
2~'  (~,~1~ :'-tshed unit In 4 commodatlon (furnished or 
P;~x ;:, su~;,-~ ~n C~t, 1, ~nfurnlshed) Immediately In 
Terrace area. Phone Crelg 
PIc,~e;)h.638.~145. (p3.14S) et 635.6331 or 635-9151 (no. 
The B.C. Housing 373 evenlngs). (C6-14S) 
Management Is taking ap. House with garage required 
pllcatlons for' ac. as soon as poulble by couple 
commodatlon at the with no children or  pets. 
'Willows', 3404 Kalum Street . References available. Phone 
for bachelor and 1 bedroom. 638.1803. (ctfn.4.9.79) 
apartments. A rent sup. 
plement Is available 
depondlng on Income. 
Interested pe.rsons over 
the age of 55 or single per- 
sons In Receipt of Gain for 
the Handicapped may obtain 
applications at No. 103. 3404 
Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. 
or by mall to: P.O. Box 310, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. VaJ 3P9. 
Phone Inquiries collect to 
627.7501. (atfn.Fr.24.08.79 
I | 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4456) Little Avenue 
S leep ing  rooms,  
housekeeping units, cen- 
rally located. Fully fur- 
dshed. Reasonable rates 
)y day or week. Non- 
|rlnkers only. Phone 635. 
~11. (ctf-f) 
KEYSTONE COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 4603 Scott 
3ne, two a'nd three 
)edroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area,, 
~lear schools and dow;n. 
town. Clean; quiet; 
~peclous, security Iockup 
~nd patrol. Full.time 
~anager In residence. 
635.5224 
c~:.-f)' 
FOR SALE 
BY OWNER 
~uallty 3 bdrm. home on 
secluded acres at 
Huck leber ry  Lane, 
Woodland Park. 1136 sq: ft;; 
oll heat. 2 fireplaces, 
heatllator, sauna, carport, 
dril led well. Reliable, 
tested water supply. School 
bus. Drapes and ap. 
pllances. Priced well below 
appraised value. Phone 
638.8314 (after 6 p.m.) 
(cffn.Tu,Fr4.09.79) 
24'x36' 2 bdrm. modular 
home on 4' cement foun- 
dation. Has 12x12' addition 
ahd large patio. Good~dlzed 
fully landscaped Ioi. Quiet 
area In Copper Mountain 
Subdivision. Asking $36,000. 
View at 3968 Simpson Cresc. 
or phone 63S-7023. (p5.16)S) 
Family of 4 require 2 or 3 BR 
house or trailer to rent In 
Terrace or Thornhlll. 
References available. Ph 
638.1320. (ctfn.14.9.79) 
For Sale: 1972 Dodge colt 4 
door automatic. Good 
condltlon.S12500BO. Ph 635. 
2643. (pi.14S) 
1967 Dodge Wlndow Van. 
Slant six In good running 
condltlon. Asking S300. 
Phone 635.3937 and ask for 
Chuck. (p3.14S) 
1968 Ford Custom 302. Good 
running condition, aS50 firm. 
Ph 635.3910. (c3.14S) 
1977 Chrysler Cordova A.C. 
cruise control. Low mileage. 
Must salll Ph 635.3,131 after 5 
pro. (p2.12,14S) 
For Sale: 1977 Dodge 2 door 
coupe. 5 speed with studded 
winter radial tires, low 
mileage. Exc gas mileage 
Doluxs model. $4,100. Ph 636. 
1448 or 798-2250 after 6 pm. ' 
(p3.14S) 
Wanted to rent by single 
working'woman. Basement 1974 Chevalle Mallbu Wagonl 
suite or apartment. Phone Good toad. New tires. Low 
after S p.m. 635.3155. (p5- mileage. Asking S2,500 or 
20S) trade P.U. truck & cash. Ph 
63&.16)35. (p3.14S) 
We are a young responIIble 
famllyof4seeklngtorenta3 '69 Cortlna $i00 as Is. '63 
bdrm. home In townby Nov. Ford Van ST00 OBO. Ph 632. 
1. Please call 438.1039 or 635. .3460. (c7.20S) 
4694 anytime. (p10-14S) 
V.W. station wagon. New 
engine. Body In exc. cond. 
WANTED . Snowtlree. S1795. Ph 632.7718 
A home for. me end m) or 632.6476. (c6.22S) 
horse. Willing to help you 
plus psy room & board. 1974 Datsun 610. 4 speed, 2 
Terrace.Kltlmat area. For door hardtop. Radio tape 
further Information: deck. Good toad. 635-4246. 
(ct0.1es) 6~.s177 (p6.22S) 
1965 Parlslenne 4 door. Ext. 
body condition. Good run- 
nlng cond. 635.2979. (pS.20S) 
1968 Chev Eel Air. Good 
For Rent: 900 sq. ft. on 2ncl condition. 1972 Datsun 
floor.' Air conditioned. Pickup. Radio, canopy, 4 
Located at 4623 Lakelse Ave. speed. Phone 635.2243 days, 
Phone 635.2552. (ctfn.4-9.79] 635.4385 evenings. (pS.215) 
~flce space for rent - -  900. 
sq. ft. of air conditioned 
main floor office space. 
Separate street level an. 
trance. Four yr. old building. 
Exc. downtown location, off 
street parking. Ph Mrs. 
Simpson 635.6595 8 am.4:30 
pro. (cffn-4-9.79) 
Warehouse or manufac. 
turlng space available Im. 
mediately. 3100 sq. ft. 
Downtown location. Phone 
635-7840. (ctfn.4.9.79) 
For Sale: acreage with 2 
bdrm. trailer located 10 
miles east of Terrace. 
Partially furnished. Asking 
price S25,000. Open to offers. 
Call 635.2339. (p3.145) 
LOT FOR SALE: Exc. large 
lot on 4516 Cedar Cresc. Ideal 
residential area with 
potential view. $21,000. 
Contact 635-7696. (ctfn.14-9. 
79) 
1 acre corner lot on 
pavement. Close to schools. 
3 BR home With full With 2 bdrm. house and shop 
basement on large lot. plus 4 rental units. 2 big 
70x220'. Large kitchen, gardens and lawn. Mostly all 
Ample wall to wall car. furnished. Priced to sell. 
petlng. Full price $42,000. Ph Phons 635.3698 anytime after 
635.9530. (p!0.205)' 5pro (p10.145) 
1400 sq. ft. house. 3 large 
bedrooms, utility room and 
kitchen ere big. Shaw 
fireplace with fan In living 
room. F.uII basement with 2 
rooms roughed In. Large 
storage shed. 200x80 ft. lot. 
On private water system. 
Priced to sell at $47,500. For 
Information phone after 4:30 
pm 635-9775. (p4-14S) 
Small 3 bdrm. house on 
75x200 lot. Greenhouse, 
cedar root cellar and steel 
storage shed. Drilled well. 
For more Information or 
appointment o view plse. 
phone 635.7410. (c20-50) 
1974 3 BR Knight modular 
home situated on ~, acre 
landscaped lot on Copperslda 
Subdivision. Has vegetable 
garden,  greenhouse,  
|mokehouse & shed. Exc. 
condition. Please call after 5 
m~ 635.5014. (ctfn-14-9-79) 
For Sale: view property. 
Five acres bench property 
with 500 feet of frontage 
overlooking Terrace. Legal 
description: Lot 1 Range $ 
Plan to 6)1. D.L. 983. Written 
offers will be considered. 
Highest or any other offers 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. P.O. Box 246, 
Terrace, B.C. (c5.30S) 
S acre farmette In town. 
Ideal for horse lovers. Barn, 
paddock, riding ring, 
pasture. 2 Ixlrm. basement 
home. Ideal holding 
property. Phone 638.8480 for 
appointment o view. (c20. 
lea) . 
PROPERTY 
FOR SALE 
160 acres In Topley, B.C., 1 
mile off Hwy. 16. Lightly 
treed. 18 miles from 
Houston. 2 miles from 
Sunset Lake. Power, water 
and 3 bdrm. trailer. Asking 
S51,~00. For more In. 
formation contact: 
G.W. Gibson 
P.O. Box 148 
Topis y, B.C. 
or 
C. F'. Gibson 
Terrace, B.C. 
t35.~7S 
(nc.sff) 
FOR SALE 
BYOWNER 
3 bdrm. house has 
fireplace, no basement. 
Large lot 52x210 close to 
schools. Asking S45,000. 
For more Information 
Ideasa call 
638-1294 
(cttn.13.9.79) 
WANT E D 
TO RENT 
2 or 3 bdrm. house with 
basement and fireplace 
preferred. Must be clean 
with 1 or 2 steps to front door. 
Call A.F. Williams at 567. 
419t collect. (C20.255) 
Plant, gifts & craft slate 
located In downtown shop. 
ping centre In Prince 
Rupe:;. Good family 
business with ext. future 
potential. Apply In writing: 
355 - 500 West 2nd Ave., 
Prince RuperL B.C. VOJ 3T6. 
(c10.20S) 
For Sale: 1973 Ford Mercury 
Meteor. Good Cond. $1600 
OBO. Ph: 635.2950 or 638. 
1456. Ask for Ran. (p10-265) 
Must Sell. 1970 Datsun 243Z. 
New brakes, Rebuilt Top 
End & tranny. Like new 
radials. Ph 635.99¢3 ASk for 
Rob. Room 106. Asking $2200. 
(p3-175) 
1976 Toyota Corolla Wagon. 
Exc Cond. Low mileage 4 
speed, e track Lady driven - 
must sell. Asking S3200 OBO. 
Call 635.5145 10 AM.  6 PM 
Ask for Shirley. (p2-14S) 
1975 IHc 4x4 ~ ton. Dual 
tanks, locking hubs, V9 4 
speed. Asklng $2,100. Ph 63~. 
5131 or view at 4726 Loen 
Ave. (p2.12,14S) 
1974 Ford Van. PS, PB, 
partially camperlzed, low 
mileage. Good shape. Call 
635.5468 after S pm..(p4.195) 
1976 Chevy :/= ton pu for 
sale. PS, PB, V0 auto. Good 
running tend. Ph 635.4246. 
(c5.14S) 
For Sale 1977 Dodge Club 
cab 4x4. ~ 7,000 kilometers. % 
ton. Ph 638.8443. (c20-10) " 
Hunter Special. 19T/ Ford % 
ton 4x4 with overloaded 
springs c.w 78 10Vs foot 
camper 3 way system. Ph 
635.4308. (pS.18S) 
1975 GMC customized' van. 
P.S., P.B., lots of extras. 
Must be seen to be ap- 
preclalnd. Phone 635.2164 or 
635.7144. Custom Interior and 
exterior paint lob. Ask for 
Mike. (nc.stf) 
Must Sell: 3 bedroom mobile 
home on 75'x100' lot, con- 
crete septic tank, on water 
system. 635.7025. (p3.14S) 
:) bdrm. trailer 13x61 plus 
ex40 laDY shack. Finished. 
Asking S7,500 OBO. Ph 63S- 
5261 for appointment to view. 
(p10.24S) 
For Sale: 1975 Vista Villa 
traller~ 12x68', OII tank, 
blocking and skirting In- 
cluded. Will pay moving & 
set.up In Terrace area. 
Phone 635.9508. (p4.i4S) 
For Sale: 12x56 ft. Knight 
trailer on large- lot, 115)(150 
ft. For further Information 
please call 635.5596. (p20- 
lOg~ 
For Sale: 1976 14x70 Manco" 
mobile home, unfurnished, 
set up and skirted In local 
tralter park. Phone 635'~9736. 
(ctffl-4-9-79) 
1974 12x68 Deluxe diplomat 
mobile home (will sell un- 
furnished) 2 bdrm., built.In 
chine cabinet raised living 
room w.lmltatlon fireplace. 
Set up & skirted in local 
trailer park. To view please 
phone 638.8429 evenings Or 
63S-2318. (c7.20S) 
New 1979 Mazda RX7 Red 
racing car with black and 
orange tr im. Factory 
removable sun roof and wind 
deflector five meg 
aluminum wheels. 5 road 
hazard warranty 'radial 
tlre,.~. Automatic tran- 
smission. Console 3 spd. 
Special scoop tr im on front, '. 
spoiler shadow rear hat-- 
chback window. Opera rear 
corner side glass tr im. 
Stripes etc. Rates 30 mpg 
highway with 5 year 80,450 
kilometer warranty yours 
for $14,000. Phone business 
635.6571 or write Box 354, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4B1. (p6. 
5,7,10,12,14,175) 
12x68 2 BR. Glendale. Exc. 
Cond. Located in Nass 
Valley. Asklng $16,000. 633. 
17 foot travel trailer with 
propane frldge, stove & 
heater. Asking S2,200. Open 
to offers. Ph 635.2339. (p3. 
175) 
1969 Plymouth Wagon. PS, 
PB, air conditioning. Needs 
muff ler S~.~0. Ph 635.2.';47. 
(c6.10,12,14,17,19,215) 
21 foot winterized travel 
trailer. 2 years old. Exc 
cond. Ph 635-3456. (p10.19S) 
For Sale: 1977 Vanguard 22' 
motor home on GMC chassis. 
Low mileage. Phone 635. 
6707. (p4.14S) 
For Sale: 1975 V.W. motor 
home. Fully equipped. Exc. 
cond. Would consider small 
car or older P.U. ks part 
payment. Ph 635.7042 after 6 
pm. (pS-17S) 
14 foot older model travel 
trailer. Ph 635-4761. (c5-14S) 
For Sale: tent trailer, soft 
fop, sleeps five, canvas In 
good condition. Asklng $400. 
Call 638.1641. (p5.13S) 
For safe' permanent hair 
removal. Electolysts by 
Jackle. Complimentary 
consultation. Phone 635.7963. 
(c10-26S) 
INCORPORATE 
Sl02 + filing fees 
We prepat;e your In. 
corporation papers over the 
phone --  fast. For more 
Information call THE LAW 
SHOPPE of JACK D. 
JAMES, M.B.A., Ll.B. TOLL 
FREE 112.800.663.3035 (In 
Vancouver area call 687. 
2442). Chargex and 
Mestercharge welcomed. 
(atfn.Fr.14-9-79) 
Herald 
olassifieda 
" I l l  results 
• on .o .T -  
Career 
I 
Opportunities 
Brown New Yorker Exc AOOOUNTIN6 TEONNIOIANS 19/3 
toad. Only. 46,000. All op- 
ttons. Ph 635-3051 after 2 pro. QUESNEL 
(c5-145) 
RlgsSy, Lea, Barr & Co., Chartered Accountants, have 
vacancies in their Quasnel office for experienced ac- 
counting technicians whose duties will Include writing 
up accounting records, preparation of financial 
statements, preparation of Income tax returns and all 
other work Incidental to our client accounting sarvlce. 
For Saie': 19;'4 Datsun PU. 
with canopy, new engine, Remuneration offered will be higher than average and 
new clutch, New rid. Good will include medical and dental plans and group In- 
cond.$1995. Ph~63S.2933: (p2-' ~surance as well es assistance In meeting removal 
12,17S) . . . . . .  '~ " " ' expenses. 
1970 2-dr. Datsun'4 spd. S2S0 
FIRM Phone 635;2154 or 635 m All applications will be treated In strict confidence, 
7144 ~skfor Mike (ctfn stfi | must include full details of educational qualifications 
, i , ,4.,~,~, ,1,,,,,. ~,. ...... ' .  | and previous experience, and should be addressed to: 
I '34S 'S~. Lauront Avenue, 
~ , ~ ' |  CaSheS, B.C. V2J.2B1 
lO75 Ford F250 4x4 350 V0. • 
PS, PB complete with 
canopy, 23 channel 8 track 
tape player. Evenings pleasa 
call 635-7517. (ct fn.4.9.79) 
1973 Toyota Land Cruiser. 
Many extras. 6,000 miles on 
rebuilt motor. 1954 In- 
ternational Pickup. No rust 
or dents on body. Ring 
bearings an d gasket for 
motor all original. 54,000 
miles. Phone 638.1634. (c5. 
.17S) 
197/ Ford F.150 Ranger. 
Light green with white 
canopy. 400 cubic Inch 
motor. Auto transmlsslon. 
35,000 miles air conditioning 
and carpeting. Mlchelen 
steel belted radials. PS, PB, 
trailer hitch and wiring. 
Dual tanks. $53,500. Phone 
63.L2222 Local 222, ask for 
Cliff. (C3.14S) 
1972 GMC for sale. Exc. 
mechanical & body. Ik1,050. 
Many extras. Ph 638.1815. 
(c3.14S) 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 
NISGHA 
POSITION: Secretary 
REQUIREMENTS: Typing, general secretarial skills 
and oral ~ and written fluency In Nlsgha, 
All candidates ere expected to take tests at N.W.C.C. 
competency. Full-time employment, 7v= hours dally at 
New Alyansh Board Office. 
Commencing as soon as possible after closing date of 
application of September 14, 1979. 
STARTING SALARY: S4.00 per hour and reviewed 
after three months probationary period. 
Submit applications to: 
Mr. Nick Kell  
Dept. Sepsrvlser, SChool District f l  
Nlsgho, Board Office, 
New AJyansh, O,C. 
OR 
School District t3 
4S48 Lsksllo AvenuE, 
Terrace,'S.C. 
The Nereid, Friday, September 14, 1979, Page IS 
For Sale: one slaughter plo 
for sale. Price to be 
discussed. Ph 635.4412. Co,I- 
HAY FOR SALE. 14S) 
t2.85 per bale. MIn. delivery 
40 bales. High alfalfa con. 
tent. Can be seen at 3347 Nereid 
Kofoed Dr. (p.7,13,14,2OS) 
Hay foP sale: In storage. Top 01asslfleds 
quality. Alfalfa, brass, 
timothy mix. Gov't tested. UI-IIIT 
Average protein 10 percent. 
Ph Dick Redmen at S~-$200. 
:io.19Sl 
TER RACE CLASSICAL. 
BALLET SCHOOL 
(Director BARBARA NUNN, A.I.S.T.D., I.S.B.) 
RECOGNISED BY: -  
THE ROYAL  ACADEMY OF DANCING 
and the. 
IMPERIAL  SOCIETY OF' 
TEACHERS OF DANCING 
Graded classes for Examinat ions  and Festival 
REGISTER AFTER 7th SEPTEMBER,  
~15-,1417 (Studio) 635.2440 (Residence) 
or by mail to Box 914, Terrace, V8G 4R2 
I 
LEARN HOW TO BECOME RICH PLAYING BLACK. 
Send for more detallecl Infurmatlon. No obligates.. 
easy to learn., a proven sydtem. Write to, 
• llIIllll lilllilimmlllllllllil 
Winston' SyatomI 
P.O, BOx 144 - Postal SMtion "C" 
Wlnnlgeg Manitoba RIM 3S7 
Name. i i i  
Address 
City Pray Code_.._._.. 
The |lorrieS of Terrace 
INSTRUOTORS NEEDED 
For Recreation Department Program 
From September to December, possibly January to 
March. Renumer=~lon according to experience. 
To lead a pre.school program two mornings a week -- 
must have two years Early Ch'lldhood Education 
course or similar course plus exper!enca working with 
children. 
Call 638-1174, ask for Mary Margaret Smith or leave a 
message. 
Iistriot of Terrace 
IHSTRUOTOR HEEDED 
To teach two adult fitness classes with RKrHtlOn 
Department. 
One evening, 3 mornings per week. Sept. to Dec. 
Renumeratlon according to experlenco, 
Call Mary.Margaret Smith .at 43S-3841 or' leave 
message at 431-1174. 
;:.>,,.. ,, ,.,.,.,,, ,,,, ,, ,,,,,, ,, . . ,  .  . . . .  , ,,,..: :, :,:;, ,,,;,;:;;;;,;;: • ;,, : :;::" :;;,; :,*-',, ,;;{;,~,;~;-,,:;..,. 
i i:: lllua tbH y.I 
COPY 
TYPIST 
ThlI is a permanent full time 
position, Fast and aoourate 
iypinl is a neoeesity, 
Exoellent frinle benefits, 
Please phone for an ippeintment 
end typinl test, 
II I{I¢ ~ I .kl I I~I ~I 
Ii dally harald 
;'::,,. 636-6367" 
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Windows shed light on ene 
Energy conservation is energy-efficient window is storm sash sharply reduces 
always in favor, whether the best window you can heat loss through theglass. 
building a new house or buy. • Factory-applied weather- 
remodeling an old one. One The materials that go into stripping, more weather- 
way to do it is wiih adequate the manufacture of a tight than the kind applied 
insulalion in the walls, ceil- window are what helpsit o by a home handyman, 
ing and floors over un- conserve nergy. Wood is dramatically limits heat- 
heated crawl spaces, used in the frame and sash robbing air infiltration. 
in older homes, it's of well-made, energy- Double-pane, insulating 
known as retrofitting, or 
bringing a home's insula- 
tion tip to today's standards 
in order to conserve nergy. 
One.of ihe most important 
sources of heat loss in older 
homes is in ill-fitting win- 
dows that lack proper 
weatherstripping. 
Andersen Corporation of 
Bayporl, Minn., which 
manufaciures Perma-Shield 
windows and gliding doors, 
)oints out that the most 
efficient windows because 
wood is a natural insulator. 
Double-pane, insulating 
glass--two panes of.glass 
with an insulating layer of 
air between--or a separate 
Find a pal this fall and go 
exploring down backroads 
or just through the local 
park. 
For just plain fun, there's 
nothing like being out-of- 
doors in autumn on a bike. 
MORTGAGE MONEY 
UNLOCK THE EQUITY  IN YOUR HOUSE 
WITH A ]st, 2nd OR 3rd MORTGAGE 
FAVORABLE RATES 
CAC REALTY  LTD. 4624AGREIGAVENUE 
PHONE 635-6108 TERRACE 
BOB HAYTER,  ~ANAGER 
"1 
• '~ '~ ~ N 
JUST OUT OF TOWN 
A large home on paved 
rd. v= acre of land, 5 
Ixlrms. or 4 and a den, 
fireplace In L.R. Ensulte 
plumbing off mstr. bdrm. 
Roomy kitchen, attached 
garage, twin seal win- 
daws, low taxes. A lot of 
house for $51,500. Give 
Bob Sheridan a call. 
DOWNTOWN J 
Good home, 3 bdrm., full 
bsmt. with In.law suite. V= 
acre of land and won. 
derful garden. An ex - |  
cellent building lot could | 
be subdivided off 1his I 
property. Give Bob I 
Sheridan a call for all the | 
details on this Investment ' I 
opportunity. | 
LARGE HOME-  CAP- 
TIVATING VIEW 
1800 sq. ft. - 3 bdrm., fan- 
tastic view from large 
living with large central 
rock fireplace, also view 
from mstr. Ixlrm. Modern 
cabinet kitchen with ad- 
Iolning family room. Many 
more interesting features. 
Give Bob Sheridan a call. 
STARTER HOME ON 
PAQU ETTE 
2 bedroom on one acre of 
land. Asking S28,000. Call 
Olck Evans. 
8 ACRES OFF QUEEN- 
SWAY 
Modern modular home In 
quiet secluded area plus 
cleared land and double 
gt.rage. Phone Rusty 
Liungh. 
,~ ~'~ ..................... :~,., ~, ..................... 
NEARING COMPLETION 
.4934 SCOTT AVE. 
Modern 3 bedroom split 
level, close to schools and 
featuring many extras. 
Phone Rusty or •err 
Llungh. 
THORNHILL BUILDING 
LOT 
111'x200' facing on Walker 
and Hagen. Asking SI2,~00. 
For details cell Dick 
Evans. 
SECLUSION AND vIEW 
Custom built home with 3 
bedrooms, 2 fireplaces, 2 
baths, sundeck and land- 
scaped lot. For viewing 
contact Rusty or Bert 
Liungh. 
i i 
EVENING 
PHONES 
glass is standard in Perma- 
Shield windows and gliding 
doors. Their factory-  
installed vinyl weatherstrip- 
ping is twice as weathertight 
as accepted industry stan- 
dards for allowable air infil- 
tration. And, the wood sash 
and frame is preservative- 
treated and sheathed inrigid 
vinyl for superior protection 
against weathering. 
The location of windows 
also plays a role in energy 
conservation. Andersen 
points out that south-facing 
windows, acting as passive 
solar collectors, can help 
heat a home when the sun is 
low in the sky during the 
winter months. Awnings, 
roof overhangs or leaf- 
bearing trees can shade the 
windows in summer when 
the sun is high.~ 
[ PRUDEN & i)URRIE,,-,)LTD. 
IERRAOE'S COMPLETE ILEAL ESTATE SERVICE 
rgy. conserVation l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l i  l l l l l l i l l l i l l l l i l l l l l i l l l l l l l l  
i.WIGHTMAN I SMITH .i 
i • 
n HAGEN ST. 
l Set UP on a nicely lend- 
i seeped and fenced lot Is 
i this 1973 12 x 68 Parkwood I 
I Bendrlx. Home has 3 
• bedrooms. Fireplace In. 
[] stalled In living room. 12 x 
l 20 storage shed. Most 
• furnishings Included. A [] 
• good property to be staY. 
• ring outwlth. Make an offer 
I to the asking price of 
• $25,750. 
• QH THE BENCH 
• Four year old five bedroom 
• home located on ~xl20 
• o0rner lot. Living room has 
• fireplace with cedar 
• feature wall. Modern 
• kitchen. Large sundock 
• with patio doors off of 
• dining area. Carport. 
• Natural gas heat. A 
NEWLY CONSTRUCTED 
HOME 
Located on 4836 Dairy 
Street which Is an at. 
tractive neighborhood on a 
quiet street which Is nicely 
treed. Schools and store 
convenient ly located. 
Exterior of house features 
stucco and vinyl siding. 
Large front and back yard 
ready for your landscaplng 
touch. Heating system 
features two furnaces of 
natural gas and wood. Full 
basement with utility hook- 
up. Good quality wall to 
wall carpeting. Three 
bedrooms with pocket door 
from master bedroom to 
full bath. 
QUIET STREET • 
This Is an Ideal family • 
home located on Pheasant E 
St. Property Is nicely • 
landscaped with large II  
garden area. Home has 3 • 
bedrooms up. Free s tan .•  
dine fireplace in living • 
room. Full basement. • 
Carport, natural gas heat. • 
Asking price of $57,000. • 
PICTURESQUE • 
PANABODE • 
Located In quiet sub-•]] 
division out of town this • 
new 1249 sq. ft. panabode • 
home. It has3bedroomson •
main floor. Plreptace In • 
spacious living room. Full • 
basement. Sundeck with i 
patio doors off of dining B 
room. Set UP on 100 x 150 II! 
WINDOWS CAN PLAY A VITAL ROLE IN ENERGY CONSERVATION, 
whether in a new home or an oT,ter one. This Andersen Perma-Shield 
91iding door, for example, is equipped with double-pane, insulating = 
glass and factory:installed, vinyl weatherstripping to sharply limit air i - * .  • 
infiltration and heat loss through the glass• 1' • A . 'R .  l ,e  Page  " l ,bn J ted  Coast ,  q~ Coast ;  Rea l  Rs ta te  Serv ice  =_ 
• Stan Parker • i 
, ' 635  - 6361 ° " '  : BENiNGS J,m Dutfy 
635•6688 
" 4611 LAKELSE.AVE. 
4648 Lakebe Avenue 636-6142 
37 ACRES AND SHOP IN I~iiii~i~!i:::!:iiii!~ii~iii!: i':!! i: ii/~ I ~ "  "~: . i  
THORNHILL 
NEW LISTING FANTASTIC VIEW 
3313 Thomas St. 1130 sq. ft. Hilltop setting on 2.5 acres 
full bsmt. comprising 3 of land Is the site of this S 
Ixlrm. suite. Main floor Is bedroom, completely 
specious, large living room finished home. Two storeys 
with fireplace. 2 large featuring 2 fireplaces, 3 
bedrooms, large kffchen baths, wall to wall car- 
with laundry. Range, petlng, covered sundeck, 
carport and double garage. 
j frldge, washer, dryer In- [ For viewing contact Rusty 
eluded. $,18,000. Call Bob 
;,i " ...... 
A starter home on good 
sized lot. Three bedrooms, 
bathrodm; large" kltchen~ 
laundry area with some ITh ls 'home Is 2"x6'; 
j renovatlona. This could framing with maximum 
make an excellent com. Insulation and natural gas 
fortable home. Priced to heat for economy. 4810 
sell at $25,000. Call Danny Tuck Is convenient to all 
Sheridan for more details, schools. Give Bob Sheridan 
a call. 
TWO LOTS ON GRAHAM 
AVENUE 
Each lot Is 60x185, and one 
lot has an older home, 
TERRACE & VALLEY presently rented. Vendor 
4609Westvlew Dr.- custom wishes to sell both 
built home. 3 bdrm., full properties together. For 
further Information phone bemt., 2 full bathrooms, 2 
fireplaces. A kitchen with Bert or Rusty Llungh. 
Cabinets galore, family 
room, hot water heating, 
attached garage, sundeck, 
large private lot. Can't be 
reproduced for the asking 
price of g79,000. Give Bob MUCH SOUGHT AFTER 
Sheridan a call. RESIDENTIAL AREA 
Immaculate home com. 
pletely finished. S bdrms., 2 
bathrooms, 2 fireplaces, 
family room plus games 
room. Sundeck overlooking 
lovely fenced yard and 
NEW LISTING garden. When you drive by 
Reasonably priced ~NO 4820 Olson yOU will Sea an 
bedroom home, rental attractive home. Call Bob 
su i te ,  basement ,  ~erldan. 
flreplace~.q~ Ing with 
furnlturQ~j%)~.appllances, THIRTY.SIX ACRES 
Choice rural acreage close 
this Is "~ good starter to town. Good road access 
home within walking on school bus route. This 
distance of downtown, could be developed Into a 
Drive by 3308 Sparks St. beautiful rural homestead 
and call Danny Sheridan or farm and Is priced to 
i '~~ ~ ~  isell. Call Danny Sheridan for fur'lherdetalls..~. ~;. ~ liar de~ls. 
~,!:~,~ ':%: 
REVENUE 
Three bedroom home 
across from school In 
Horseshoe area. Nicely 
decorated with laundry 
area and back porch 
leading to garden. Natural 
gas furnace and hot water 
tank. As a bonus a 2 Ixlrm. 
basement suite with out. 
side entrance. Call Danny 
GREAT HOME --  GREAT 
LOCATION 
1244 sq. ft. full bsmt. Large 
living & dlnlng room. 2 
fireplaces, 2 ,bathrooms. 
Rec room has rock 
fireplace with heatalator. 
Large lot with fenced yard. 
Give Bob Sheridan a call on 
4724 Tuck Ave. 
HOME 
Located on South Kalum 
Street this property Is over 
an acre, and has fruit trees, 
garden space and plenty of 
parking space. The house 
has 2 bedrooms, oll furnace 
heat, and 2 extra bedrooms 
upstairs. For viewing 
contact Rusty or Bert 
Liungh. 
Located off the Rifle Range 
Road this property has 
approximately 2 acres 
cleared and gravelled as 
yard space, a quonset hut 
shop 40x80 ft. Various 
storage sheds, and'a 12x56 
ft. trailer. Property has 
excellent development 
possibilities. For viewing 
phone Rusty or Bert 
Llungh. 
CUPANCY 
Well kept modern home 
located at 4930 Lazelle with 
5 bedrooms, fireplace and 
landscaped yard. Phone 
Rusty or Bert LJungh. 
1st Ave. ~ 1971 Diplomat 
mobile home. 2 Iodrm. & 
furnished. Excellent 
condition. 7S'x200' lot. 
Year round creek. 
s25,ooo. Call Bob 
Sheridan. 
CLOSE TO SCHOOLS 
3 bedroom home walking 
distance from all schools. 
This home features living 
room fireplace, sliding 
doors from dining room to 
patio, eating area In kit- 
chen, ensulte off master 
bedroom & flnlshnd rec 
room. For appointment to 
view call Dick Evans. 
tot. View this property soon I I  • property well worth Listed at 364,000. and make an offer to the ~= 
looking at, the asking price 
• of $58,500. asking price of S77,S00. • 
Harry Smith 
635.2826 
Bob Rip•ouster 
635-2532 
Laurie Forbes 
i 
• 635-7448 • 
Illml•lll••n•ll••••!••ll•llillllllllllllllllll 
WESTVIEW DRIVE 
Comfortable 4 bdrm. home 
located In a quiet 
residential area. Thla home 
features a breakfast nook 
In kitchen, living room 
fireplace, large rec room, 
sauna, laundry room & 
workshop. Nicely land. 
seeped lot. To view call 
Dick Evans. 
NEARING COMPLETION 
Located on Soucle Avenue 
this two storey home Is 1288 
sq. ft. of fine living space 
with quality carpeting, 
fireplace, 6 inch walls, 3 
pce. ensuite, large kitchen 
and a covered sundeck. 
Phone Rusty LIungh to 
view ibis fine home. 
BERT LJUNGH - 635-5754 
RUSTY LJUNGH . 635-5754 
DANNY SHERIDAN - 635-5327 
JUST LISTED 
Centrally located on Scott 
Ave. Newly decorated 4 
bedroom home, 3 on main 
floor, one In basement. 
Acorn fireplace In living 
room. Rec room, laundry 
room, workshop. To view 
this home give Dick Evans 
PRICE REDUCED 
Attractive 3bdrm. home on 
quiet residential street. 2 
bdrm. main floor, 1 lower. 
Fireplace In living room & 
r~c room. Raised dining 
area. Deck off dining room 
& kitchen. To view call 
Ot:k Evans. 
JOt~N CURRIE - 79g-H58 
BOB SHERIDAN - 635-2664 
DICK EVANS - 435-7048 
"Col lect ing" things, 
from pennies to precious 
gems, seems instinctive to 
human ature. Whether the 
collection is kept under the 
bed in boxes or in the bank, •
vault, satisfaction comes • B.O. from acquiring and then u=nnam;,  
looking for more. 
4619 
PARK 
AVE. 
FRANK 
SKIDMORE 
635-5691 
. , ,~i i i~ 
!  iiiil 
MURIEL NEALE 
635.2944 
  i!ii . 
JUDITH JEPHSON 
638.1652 
PARK AVENUE REALTY LTD. 
A hideaway at Lakelsa 
Lake is listed at 532,500. 
Winterized 3 bedroom 
home needs some 
decorating. 74'x200' lot is S 
minutes from belch. Call 
Murial to view this 
property, then make an 
offer. 
New homes4n/Horsashoe 
iron, ~flve.year - warrenty~ 
wooden frame twin seal 
windows, fireplace, full 
basement end paved 
street. Vendor considering 
offers and trades. COIl 
Kelly for more In. 
formation. 
Horseshoe area, three 
bedrooms, family room 
with earth stove, basement 
rec room. Split level design 
on landscaped lot, walking 
distance to Skeana Mail. 
Asking 04t,S00. Call Kelly 
for your appointment to 
view. 
Must be seen, four 
bedroom split level on quiet 
bench area. Carpeted 
throughout with living 
room fireplace, built in 
range in kitchen, sundnck 
and attached garage- 
workshop. Offers to 043,500. 
Call Kelly for your viewing 
appoint•eat, 
For the growing family: 
spotleu 3-bodronm home, 
1200 square feet. Features 
large living room with 
f i rep lace .  Recent ly  
redecorated and new 
carpets throughout. This 
clean and well.kept home Is 
priced et only $45,0o0. Call 
Christel or Horst Goclllnaki 
for an appointment to view. 
Make an offer on this new 
four -bedroom home 
located In Caledonia 
Subd iv i s ion .  Fu l l  
basement, carport, sun. 
deck, natural gas heat. 
Listed at $63,000 and 
available Immediately. 
Phone Murlel for mere 
information. 
Attractive 3.bedroom home 
an Hemer. Finished 
basement, sundeck, 2~ 
baths. This centrally 
located property is land. 
ScalNKI, has fruit trees, 
garden shed and a good 
garden area. A bonus 
feature of this !171 square 
feet home is the 
economical gas heating. To 
view call Joy. 
1486 sq. ft. "personality 
plus" home on large 
secluded lot. Close to 
schools end downtown 
area. Lar~ recently 
redeco r ~ ,~)  master  
bedroon'ql'~"%nde off 2nd 
hedroon.'. F ireplace, 
carport and covered patio. 
Asking f4S,000. Must be 
seen to be appreciated. Call 
Joy. 
Old Remo area. 10 acres 
for $9,500. Phone Joy. 
Two adlacant lots. Fully 
serviced trailer sites 
available Immediately. 
Located on Simpson 
Crescent. Murlel has mere 
information. 
Commercial lot in Thor. 
nhllh All reasonable offers 
on this 75x200 ft. lot on 
Clark Drive w i l l  be. coo. 
eidered. For more . in.  
formation please call Joy. 
Own an ecreagel New 
listing at Old Rome In. 
eludes 104 partially cleared 
acres and 1440 sq. ft. 
modular home. Good soil, 
outbuildings. Priced at 
$59,000 and Murlel has the 
details. 
!130 sq. ft. 3 bedroom home 
on Skoglund Avenue. 2 
fireplaces, I~  baths, ro¢ 
room and sundeck are only 
a few of the exceptional 
features of this home. 
Economically heated by 
natural gas. Call Chrtstel 
or Horsf Oodlinskl for 
viewing. 
One.third acre lot with : 
year old 3 bedroom home 
end full basement. Located 
close to school, on water 
system and heated with 
natural gel. Asking $44,000 
- -  phone Horst or Christol 
Gedllnski. 
1356 sq. ft., 3 bedrooms, 2 
fireplaces, kitchen with 
breakfast area, concrete 
sundeck, paved driveway, 
top location, ell addt up to 
good family living. Give us 
a call and we will shaw you 
what we mean. Christol or 
Horst Gedlleski. 
New home on acreage. 
Quick occupancy can be 
arranged in this 3 bedroom, 
full basement home. 
Spacious kitchen and large 
dining room. Some 
finishing work has to be 
done yet. Excellent rural 
holding 10 miles from town. 
Asking price $51,004. Call 
Christsl or Horat Godllnski 
for further details. 
--Investment propertyl 
Three lots zoned R3 with 2 
smaller homes presently 
rented. Excellent homing 
property for future 
developments. Priced at 
S39,000. Call Horst or 
Christsl Godllnskl. 
Attractive no bedroom 
home with large kitchen,' 
family room and 2 
bedrooms. All carpeted. 
Recently extensively 
remodelled. Asking S33,000. 
Call Horst or Chrlatel 
Godllnskl. 
Executive home on quiet 
street in Uplands area. 1245 
aq. ft., 3 bedrooms up- 
stairs, and completely 
finished downstairs. 
Features an exceptionally 
large rec room with bar. 
For further details call 
Iforst or Christel Godllnski. 
MLS. 
656-4971 
KELLY SQUIRES 
635-7616 
// 
HORST GODLINSKI 
635.5397 
C'HRISTEL GODLINSKI 
635.5397 
~i~!~' 
JOY DUVER 
635-7070 
L . 
.. ~,:; ~ ,, 
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Reclplento of the Arts Cnnneff Scholarships last 
summer were, (siandlng) Cathy Kennedy, Kathy 
Patershuk, Laurel. Adam, Margaret MeDanlel, and 
~r 
....... ~i I. ' / 
Anne Davis, and (kneeling) Tereasa Kenny and An- 
drea Clarke. ( 
r Hera ld  S ta f f  Photo  
ARTS COUNCIL BUSY 
Art scholarshipr, named 
By DON SCHAFFER available to talented young Secondary School under Ea Kerr, treasurer; Etleen 
Herald Staff Wrtter artists living in the Terrace Oldfleld, travelled to Pen- Kennedy, information of- 
area. ticton to attend the ricer. The papt president is 
The Terrace and District This past year seven Okanagan Summer School of Stelan Cieslik: 
• Arts.Council has been busy sch.ol~0hipa were awarded, thp Art~.. This years directors of the 
ovm" the summer, setting up' The recipients spent auc- The person Who travelled council are Ken Morton, 
ito1979-80 thealre season and eessfd summers improving farthest from Terrace was John Chen-Wing, Evva 
electing its new executive, their skills at various Kathy Patershnk, a singer Weber, Dave' Phillips and 
'lhe arts group also sent locations throughout North who studies under Joan Jan McLeod. 
seven students from the America. The council does Spencer at home. Kathy 
Terrace area to take not have any say in where went all the way to Las FLORAL8 EXTINCT 
spedallsed courses in their the students go, the choice of Vegas to attend the North NEW YORK (AP) --  The. 
fine arts fields through a schools aM-or workshops is American Teachers of average man has 12 shirts in 
scholarship fund. up to the students. Singing, Munlc and Theatre his wardrobe, aceording to a 
year the Arts Council Laurel Adam and Andrea Worimhop. men'e-apparel specialist. Of 
will he sponeoring an ex- Clarke, both of whom study Last summer's ex- that dozen, six are white or 
tiring theatre season, with I~allet with Barbara Nunn periences were educational light blue, three are striped 
three widely acclaimed bereinTerrace, attended the and rowarding for the people and the remainder are beige, 
plays appearing at the Wynne Shaw Ballet School in concerned, both the Students tan, light shades of yellow, 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. They Victoria. Cathy Kennedy, and the people who made pink or grey, says Marvin 
are "Jacques Brel is Alive~ who also studies ballet under their excursions possible. Blumenfeld of the April- 
and Well and Living inl Barbara Nunn, attended the The Terrace Arts Council is Marcus consulting firm. He 
Paris" to be performed Oct. Vancouver Island Ballet hoping for another suc- says floral shirts, popular a 
17; "Billy Bishop" to' he Society Summer School in cesoful year this year, and few years back, have fallen 
performed inFebruary 1980, Victoria. would appreciate continued out of favor and are almost 
and "Same Time, Next AnneDavis, aflanUstwho suppert of the iLeo., ple of the .extinct in today's male 
Year" to be performed in "~tudies under Jim Ryao, Terra~ district. Interested wardrobe. 
ril 1960. These are three of musical director at ..peCans are'always ~velsome GOLFER GOOFED 
• moat succesdul plays Caledonia Senior Secondary t~ attend the'regular man- LEEDS CASTLE, England 
performed inmaJor citiesin School, attended the Cour- thly meeflnga held at 7:45 (CP)--Evanal~aceful~y 
North AmTrC~this year. tenay Youth and Music//p.in. on the ~ond Wed- of golf can he a dangerous 
The Council Centre, located at Courtensy nesday of each month at the epert hese days -- at least 
Scholarship Program was on Vancouver Island. ' R.E.M. Lee Theatre. for unsuspecting swans. Ro~ 
responsible for sending Margaret McDaniel, another The newly elected Horton drove a ball onto the 
seven area students to flute.,student who worked exeeutive isDr. ValGeorge, fairway, hit a swanlsnd 
special sehook for training with Andrew Brodie in president; Don McLeod, killed it. The golfer was so' 
.in their areas. The fund has  Terrace, a~tended the v ice -pres ident ;  Joan upset he gave up and went 
been in existence for three Shawnigan Summer School Spencer, secretory; Merllyn home. 
~gh,  and has benn bnilt up of the Arts in Shawnlgan ******************************* 
money generated by Lake, north of Victoria. : 
eventosponseredbythaerts Trea sa Keany, an artist 7 ~  7~'~ 7 ~ "  i 
eonnell. This scholarship i)~ whostudie~atSkeenaJunior. : 
i MOTOR HOTEL  4720 LAKELSE AVE. PIIONE 638-8111. 
I I i _SHOWING AT S P.M. 
SAVE FIVE DOLLARS ~ , TheSEPTEMBERDeer Hunterg" 15 -- Restricted -;2 
While Dining with a Friend x SEPTEMBER 16-18 -- Restr icted 
MONDAY thru SATURDAY \ ~' Uti le Girl, Big Tease & -~ 
Select from Steak, ~ Swinging. Coeds ~.~ 
SEPTEMBER 19-25 ,~eefood. Prime Rib : 
and many additional selections. 4( The M uppets .~ 
• ~ . - -  -k 
Please present coupon '~ ' Mat inee  2 p,m, 
,,~ before ordering 
One coupon per "~ SEPTEMBER 15 
dining couple .. Hatarl Circus 
Reservatlone 6314141 .~ / , 4( 
~,~. , Valid until Sept. 29.. / /  
~"~. .~. - . .~ . . . . - - - -  4( ' SEPTEMBER 12 - 15 .. Mature .x 
' ' Then relax and enjoy ~ Same Time Next Year 
I /  WALLY KHADIKIN 4~ 1 ~ " 
I In -~ SEPTEMBER 16,22-. Restricted ~< 
.1= Al len ~ ',r LOUNGE = 
.4( I ' -  .~ 
LAKELSE AVE. TERRACE 1,'*,********************************** 46i0 
I I ' . • • 
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TERRACE-KITIMAT 
,.dally herald 
THIRD SECTION 
IN ONTARIO 
It's Las V,  gas North 
HAMILTON (CP) -- A 
fo rmer  te lev is ion  
cameraman for Medicine 
Hat's CHAT-TV in Alberta 
has put Ontario's teel town 
on the showbiz map as the 
Las Vegas of the Norih. 
Wendell Wilks has been 
importing such international 
stars as Ginger •Rogers, 
Pearl Bailey, Juliet Prowse, 
Flip Wilson, Robert Goulat, 
The box office prnene~ go exlP~Uro, good erchestral 
to the Hamilton Phllhar- backing, and e good 
manic, which providu a 36- theatrical setting. But he 
p/ene orchestral hankb~ for ne~' paY= minimum. We're 
each show. And The Palace offeriNlaIllhat Johonydona 
benefits by playing to a live 
audience, 
Jack Jones, 41, singing 
star and best of the show, 
says he likne the friendly 
greetlnss he gets from 
Handlt~ residents when be 
television run from 1948 until 
1971. 
Jones, along with most of 
the stars, is busy practising 
his own method for coping 
- -  plus a good fee." with a bad case of the Jitters. 
The tall handaome "You've got to kid around 
crooner, who has a three- and be a bit nutsy at rehear- 
year contract o heat the esis. Otherwise the gamt 
show, is hoping that The stars get a bad case of the 
Palace will last as long as nerves and lose momentum 
the Ed Sullivan Variety of their built-up epon- 
Hour, which had e recerd tonelty." 
ducting is the art of 
suggestion, says Peter 
McCoppin, resident con- 
ductor of the Edmonton 
Symphony Orchestra. 
"The conductor works on 
the assumption that the 
preparation makes for the  
execution. 
"If I make a large grand 
gesture, then the players will 
react with a great fulLsound, 
and if I make a small gesture 
... the players will make a 
correspondingly small, soft 
sound." 
Conductors differ and no 
Vtkki Cart, Ethel Merman, and his wife, Kathy, ride 
Lou Rawis, Engelbert around town an thdr hi- ~Nr**}~ctk*-****~****~r**'*********~ 
Davis Jr. for what is "Mind you Hamilton has 
probably the most ambitious been getth~ terrific showbis 
television variety show ever Pit in return,", he said. 
pr cedinca de. "who=,ra== ,'-r to .PASSES 
The 16.5-mllllon syn- bonkud for the show, they 
dicatedsertesof38hour-long toform the Hollywood ~ ~- -~ t 
programs called The Palace Reporter and Variety about Hidden somewhere un the 
has been sold to 38 countries their forthcoming opponr- 
(including 70 steuonn in the ares st T= P=ce. in Ham- "~ ~ paper are tWO Terrace :~ 
U.S. and 38in Canada). ilton.Wlthallth~semanflo,,* 
Broadcasts wiU start SUPt' to theHollyw°°d trade Pi~m' ~ F" e numbers. 
=. people in the b=L~. = phone 
Wllks also charges Ham- longer aek~ 'Hamilton? 
iltonians forthe privtiege of Whece?'" " : ~  Foion! ~em, and Lf oneis yours Y°u've 
taped. • Jones ma me sun are ~ ~ Pick up your tickets at the Herald .1~ 
They have been packing ~ainning.. to thi~nl~ o f the ~ office r 3212 Kalum St. 
the 2,000-seat theatre at snow as me new ~o ~umvan 
Hamilton Place one night va~,,ety show. . . . .  
each week, paying a top On TV now, Jonnny 
ticket price of $15 to see the Carsomiktheonlyho~twho'H 
stars in action, offer a name singe" gona 
to * Cm due r says 
it's suggesfima. 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  Con- to interpret, rehearse and to . 
perform with an ensemble. 
Most conductors can at 
least play one or more 
musical instrument -- some 
have even been pa~onmers 
or soloists. 
But the conductor's real 
instrument, says McCoppin, 
is the orchestra itself. 
"The conductor sets the 
music in motion, and 
establishes' the pace or 
: momenturtt. 7-.. u" -- 
MeCoppin oompares a 
conductor to ~ highly.trained 
ride~ on a jumping horse. 
"Every gesture that the 
rider makes to the horse is 
two work alike, although all mirrored in the action byth~.. 
use the same basic gestures, horse, just as every gestUre ] |  ~)  ~mm~m,~mm~lm~ mmmmm |[  
of the conductor is mirrored 
His role as a conductor is by the orchestra.- 
says McCoppin. 
.1 
~,~,~o.%~ 624.2621 or 624,3359 
& DRIVE. IN  h i  Iwe, W. at 6th St. 
RESTAURANT 
-FULL FAOILITIES- 
- ¢NF I fU[  s 
OANADIAN FOOD- 
-AIR OONDITIONED- 
-onmo LOU.E- 
-BUsINEss LUNUHES- ' 
Men. to Fri. 11am - 2 pm 
SUN.-THURS.  11 a.m.-12 p.m, 
FR I .  & SAT .  11 a .m.  - 2 a.m. 
4643 PARK AVENUE PHONE 636-6111 
English Bay near Stanley Park 
1755 Davie Street ~one: 682.1831 
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY I SINGLE OCCUPANCY 
tJ~J~ ph,s 5% tax I ~P ~U plus 5% tax 
(1.]0) room tax (1.10) room .ta~ 
PER PERSON ! PER PERSON 
September 15/'78 thru May 15/79 
Above Includes: 
, Beautiful Guest Room 
, Breakfast (2) Mornings 
Steak or Seafood Dinner 
at HY'S at the SANDS 
EXTRA NIGHT 
DOUBLE/PER PERSON SING,E/PER PERSON 
$13.00 plus tax , $23.00 plus tax 
TOt, FREE. IN U.S. 1.(800).528.1224 
k~ II I  i111 ,  . . . . . . .  I I  
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Your individual 
Horoscope 
,Frances Drake 
FOR FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1979 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 
Don't let ambition go to 
sleep. A desire to escape from 
it all may conflict with duty. 
Get a second opinion re 
ehrnnic health complaints. 
TAURUS 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Children or loved ones may 
fall short of. expectations. It is 
a time to temper discipline 
with compassion. Reach out to 
others. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20) !1[ 
Domestic concerns may 
conflict with relationship 
needs. Do your part to in. 
troduce an element of cheer to 
the home front. 
CANCF  
(June 21 to July 22) 
A work project may require 
a realistic reappraisal. Don't 
be afraid to try the impossible, 
but keep aspirations 
reasonable. 
(July 23 to Aug. 
Not the time to gamble with 
security. Grandiose financial 
plans may have to give way to 
practical considerations. 
Know your limits. 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
You may find others 
somewhat draining. Find a 
way to be true to yourself yet 
mindful of others' needs. 
Charity begins at home. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to OCt. 22) ----=~' =' 
Inner doubts may be the 
factor checking your wish to 
be truly creative. Now is the 
time to distinguish between 
fact and fantasy. 
SCORPIO ~,~f i~ 
(OCt. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Be wary in financial 
dealings. A sense of duty 
towards others needn't strain 
your monetary picture. Be 
fair to self and others. 
SAGrrrARIUS ~ @  
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Are your career goals in line 
with your idealistic year- 
nings? Now's the time to 
figure your place in the larger 
scheme of things. 
CAPRICORN ~ .  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Your sense of right and 
wrong must be extended to 
include such intangibles as 
forgiveness. Be aware of the 
exception to the rule. 
AQUARIUS 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) ~.=~ 
You may be torn between 
your responsibilities towards 
close ones and the needs of 
your social circle. Weed out. 
undesirable friendships. 
P=C  
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Don't be afraid to step out on 
your own. The opinions of 
others mean little if we are 
selling ourselves hort. Dare 
to be true. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
both inventive and traditional. 
You can do creative work in 
the area of scientific research 
or bring new life into an old 
business. Concerned with 
personal fre~lom, you are 
also concerned with the rights 
of others and make a good 
spokeman for their cause. 
Teaching, law, investment, 
counseling, brokerage, 
selling, and promoting are 
some of the fields in which 
you'd excel. Your mental 
curiosity may also attract you 
to the arts and you would 
succeed as an actor, author, or 
artist, Birthdate of: Margaret 
Sanger, birth control ad- 
vocate; Parlor, psychologist, 
FOR SATURDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 15, 1979 
@ 
191 (Mar 21 to Apr. 
Tackle domestic chores. 
You have the energy to aco 
compllsh a lot around the 
"house. Attend to property 
matters and residence 
questions. 
TAURUS ~ 
(Apt: 20 to May 20) 
Creative energy abounds. 
Throw away indecision and 
act decisively. Neighborhood 
visits lead to lively talks and 
good times. 
(May 21 to Jane 20) 111[ 
A shopping expedition 
should lead to the purchase of 
things you truly enjoy, esp 
items' for the home. You 
should find some bargains. 
c,. CF  
(June 21 to July 22) 
Remember conversation is 
a two-way street. Be a good 
listener. Be responsive to the 
thoughts of others. Make local 
visits. 
(July 23 to Aug, 22) 
Private talks center around 
financial questions. Put  
mental energy to good use and 
catch up on neglected talks 
and correspondence. 
VIRGO 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 2'~-) I~% 
Speak out at community 
functions, and you may find 
yourself a leader of a cause. 
Social ife exciting, and talks 
are interesting. " 
Lm.A .nJf  
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
Working behind the scenes 
on career matters is to your 
advantage. Take time to 
check out hidden or obscure 
factors. Investigate. 
SCORPIO I~ ~f,, 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Affairs at a distance are 
favorably highlighted. Travel 
leads to a stimulating social 
life. Act in friendly concert 
with others. 
SAGrIWARIUS Xq @ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
A favorable time to initiate 
career projects. Stay in touch 
with business associates. New 
ideas have profit-making 
potential. 
CAPRICORN 'V~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Talks with close ones should 
add to your confidence. Now 
you can safely take the 
initiative in affairs of the 
heart. Be resolute. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
You'll come up with good 
ideas re a work project. Act 
for quick results. Make a 
beginning on creative en- 
deavors. 
• (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
An exciting time for the 
romantically inclined. Make 
entertainment plans. Enjoy 
sports, hobbies, and 
.recreational ctivities. 
YOU BORN TODAY have a 
willingness to assume 
responsibility and do well in 
fields where caring is a factor. 
Teaching, social work, hotel 
management, and medicine 
are some of the occupations in
which you'd excel. You have 
the ability to commercialize 
your. artistic talents and are 
often drawn to acting, writing, 
and painting. Other fields in 
which you'll find happiness 
include' architecture, ac- 
counting, manufacturing, law, 
and businesses allied with the 
• arts. Birthdate" of: James 
Fenimore Cooper, novelist; 
Jean Renoir, film director; 
and William Howard Taft, 
U.S. president. 
FOR SUNDAY, 
SEPTEMBER 16, 1979 
I 
@ 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 
The work load could make 
you a bit inhibited. It may be 
hard to unwind. However, a 
flash of insight re work may 
occur. 
TAurus 
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 
Not the best time for in- 
viting others over. Look for 
new activities to share with 
loved ones. Listen to mate re 
children's interests. 
GEMINI . ] I~"  
(May 21 to June 20) 
Don't let others get on your 
nerves. If uncertain, refrain 
from important decisions. 
Changing home decor may 
improve fficiency. 
CANCER 
(June 21 to July 22) 
The suspicious attitude of a 
co-worker makes., you 
somewhat cautions. Creative 
activity will alleviate mental 
doldrums or depression. 
(July 23 to Aug, 221 
You may be confused about 
where you stand re romance. 
An unusual suggestion of a 
family member concerning 
finances Is worth con- 
slderatlon. 
VlRGO 
Sept. 22),,,qr @_~ (Aug. 23 to 
Inhibitions are possible now. 
Forget work load and brighten 
mental outlook with new in- 
terests. Experiment and in- 
,vestigate, 
LIBRA .gL~ 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 
Rumors and gossip abound. 
You may grow tired of the 
social scene and withdraw. 
Use privacy to find new 
sources of strength within 
yourself. 
scorpio 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
Trust your own judgment re 
career ventures. The skeptical 
or disinterested attitude of 
friends needn't deter you in 
progressive thought, 
SAGITrARIUS 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 2i) ~ @  
Don't let materialistic 
concerns keep you from en- 
joying idealistic pursuits. 
Meditation may lead to a new 
career inspiration. 
CAPRICORN .~ f~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
New friends will broaden 
your perspective on life. Be 
receptive to a new approach 
on matters of travel, 
education, and publishing. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
P reoccupat ion  with ' 
business matters may make 
YOU dull company. Excuse 
yourself, and then come up 
with new ideas re career 
progress. 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
You may be tired of the 
same old routine. Why not 
make plans for an exciting 
holiday with someone you 
care about. Do something 
new! 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
drawn to the arts and sciences 
and can succeed in beth. 
Charismatic, you'd make a 
good leader for a cause. You 
have an special gift for 
teaching and can succed in 
any mental pursuit. Wrl'ing, 
music, painting, religion, and 
architecture are some of the 
fie.Ida in which you'd excel. 
More Inclined to the 
professions than business, 
you'd nevertheless ucceed at 
banking, A natural critic of 
society and tts values, you'd 
make a good psychologist, 
counselor, or social worker. 
Blrthdate of: Lauren Bueall, 
actress. 
I I!,1. 
 'RCSS I  ()RD 
ACROSS 
1 Son of Seth 
5 Morsel for 
Nellie 
8 A kind of 
opera 
12 Ibsen's 
".Peer --" 
13 GI recrea- 
tion center 
14 Melody 
IS Late actor: 
Will -- 
16 Sootch cap 
17 Heating 
apparatus 
18 Trifles 
20 Figaro, 
for one 
22 Chinese- 
American 
architect 
23 Constellation 
24 Benchiey 
novel 
27 Student 
quitters 
32 Past 
33 -- de vie 
(brandy) 
34 Sies~. 
35 Trudeau or 
Thatcher 
38 Whirlpool 
39 Knowledge 
40 Female ruff 
42 Servant or 
slave 
45 Kind of 
effort 
49 It's -- of 
' nonsense! 
50 Business 
abbr. 
52 Sea bird 
53 Swing 
around 
54 Comprehend 
55 Women's 
hair places 
56 Makes lace 
57 Williams or 9 Heading 
Kennedy outward 
58 Groove 10 English 
DOWN queen 
1 Ova .11 Autumn frui 
2 No, to 19 Pronoun. 
Brezhnev" 21 Matterhorn 
3 Unlque 24 Fruit 
person conserve 
4 Thongs 25 Turkish title 
5 Non.favored 26 Exercises 
contestant 28 Form of 
6 A king of Rachel 
Judah 29 Out- 
7 Grave distanced 
8 Kind of 30 Youngster 
record 31 Enemy 
player scout 
Avg. solution time: 23 min. 36 Romantic 
stories 
A U M iT I~NIA IB IE IL I  
3 I~ I~ IA IA IP lE i~ I  I LD_L~] 37 Miscellany 
$lI [GIS[HIOITISI~EIGIGISI 38 Conger 
~ ~  ~ fishermen 
~lmlS~l~U~ ~ 41 GOd fBeb,) 
42 Huge 
=-ILIMIMIOITIEITiL]EIEI 43-- breve 
(Mus.) 
44 Itemize ,,Evange"stRobe.. 
I ' [OIVISi~AIyi ' r lE IEINI  47 Till 
9-20 48 Exam 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 51 Born 
i 2 3 
12 
~5 
N N 
24 25 26 
32 
35 
42 43 
49 
53 
56 
KXF JV  
4 0101' 
~16 17 
1'9 
" iiiiiii!i  i 
NN- , i 
46 47 48 
CRYPTOQUIP 9-20 
GBJ  OBF JK  GBFV FXKK 
10 11 
Yesterday's Cryptoquip: SOUPY FOG WILL REALLY FOUL 
UP SUPER HIGHWAY. 
Today's Cryptoquip clue: V equals Y
Ire Cryptoqalp is a simple substitution cipher in which e~ch 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues t~ locatl~ 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
the AMAZING SPIDER MAN 
K~AVEN HA~ 
tHE .~N.~ O~ 
, ~ 
~ I~1I~,.~_ IIA "_'_..,3~., "~ oF BLooP 
~[-~ I f  "~-~=i~'~ 
CATFISH 
/ %1~ ] 
. . ..-~°* • o , 
the WIZARD OF ID 
B,C* 
©,.,.,,,. ,,,, ,m q, 14 
I AND ~'Lt. GP~ YoU A ~UY WII~ ' -~ FLEA C-~LLA~ UNi~EI~ RI~ I~EAI~D. J -~, ,~;~..~ 
DOONESBURY 
NO ~F/C/A/. /NP/C-A- I1 I 
z~rr~ ~ II ~1 
C~¢TA/N~Y ~/9 P.ePo/rn~ P===I 
/~  //eA/cp m ~,  ~ / I 
He ~s  ~ ~ ~. .~2_____I 
PP . I~ . ' "  
I N/I 
~r ~.~m ve ~1 
NffJOTIAnON~MAY~ II r l  
uM~-~ way/NA ~r -  II ~"A! 
7F/E FOR~ AMBAS- / I 
5A~V/~'5 UFe. / I 
#2~0001 
#~,000! AND 7t/gT'~ 
/N ~, t  MY FINAl. 
I 
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She'd Welcome 
A Mama's Boy 
By Abigail Van Buren 
~c 1979 by Chicago Tl ibune.N Y News SynO. Inc. 
DEAR ABBY: How can parents cope with one of three 
children who is more of a stranger than a son'? He is the. 
eldest, 25, unmarried, self-supporting and selfish. 
When Allen left college seven years ago, he completely 
disassociated himself from the family-never calling, 
writing or showing any interest or coucern regarding family 
illnesses, deaths, or any of the occasions that usually elicit a 
caring response from fa,nily members. Holidays, gradua- 
tions, birthdays, anniversaries, etc., are unacknowledged, 
yet his sister and brother have always been considerate and 
thoughtful to the family as well as to Allen. 
Although he lives only half an hour [rom us, we are ig- 
nored except for Christmas and HIS birthday. Then he 
honors us with a visit, knowing he will not leave empty• 
handed-although heARRIVES empty.banded. He always 
has plenty of money for his own pleasures-girls, bars and 
expensive gadgets. We are hurt and disgusted by his 
behavior and wonder if you or your readers can tell us how 
to make this thoughtless son aware of his selfishness? Or 
would you say he .is a lust cause? 
DEAR HURT: You can't instill concern, consideration 
and generosity where none exists. However, no one is ever a 
"last cause." If some well-meaning friend or relative isn't 
able to make Allen aware of hia selfish behavior, perhaps 
the power of prayer (yours) will produce a miracle. I hope 
SO.  
DEAR ABBY: When FORTY AND CURIOUS asked wben 
you would call a person middle-aged, you replied, "When he 
(or she) climbs out of the bathtub and is happy to find that 
the full-length mirror is all steamed up." 
I'm sure a lot of readers got a chuckle out of that, but let's 
be serious about it: My dictionary defines middle-age as the 
middle period of one's life. In other words, if a person lives 
to be 90, then he is middle-aged at 45. So the truth of the 
matter is, since no one knows how long he is going to live, no 
one knows when he is middle-aged. 
66 AND GOING STRONG 
DEAR 66: You don't say which dictionary ou use, but my 
Webster's Seventh New Collegiate defines middle.age as 
the period el life from about 40 to 60. And that's what ! call a 
nice middle.aged spread. 
DEAR ABBY: Please tell NEEDS TO KNOW IN 
NEVADA to go ahead and have himself circumcised, 
My husband was 38 before I finally persuaded him to have 
it done. He felt a little discomfort for about a week after- 
waj'd, but no other problems. And now he is cosmetically, 
hygenically and sexually a much superior lover than he used 
to be. We are not Jewish, so religion didn't enter into it. 
ANNIE IN PASADENA 
DEAR ANNIE: Since you compare the before and after 
experiences, you should know. And by the way, circumci- 
sion is not exclusively a Jewish religious rite. It's for 
Moslems as well. 
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's 
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write Abby: 
132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose $1 and a 
long, stamped (28 cents}, self-addressed nvelope, please. 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
ram> THEY PAll;' M~' NOW AUNT 
[ A ~,~AN@ - -  ~AY .CAN 
Zw ~z 
~2z 
~9 
Do uu  
~ ~ ,  ~u~ 
By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
"~ ~'~ ~ ~ - ~ % ~  ~--~--- - ! I  
- ' • il 
I HApA TggRIE~bl~ p~.~A61 LAsT NIc-HT. 
i 
By Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
"~FId.~TOI= cH el: ;~4.~ I~1 <. T.' 
~ ..i i ~N!! ,3g ,  't''~ 
I 
c--i~IA/a-'c-~ A ---,PL INT~; / i/ 
• vt '~l .P  C~,~ BAc~ / ~/ 
ANP HAUNT Y~U / ~1 
: e 
By Johnny Hart 
• i 
.4//, 8A/I./~/ 
HAVE. YOU 
YO~ Pl/I'Y? EXACTLY, ~ ,~ EXCEL" L~CY., 
/ 
i 
I ~---------~ N/i4T~0 /~F../J,S/R,A~ I 'NOTSX- ANY.Cv=~J4L b-~Vtll A~Y' ,  • W~/~ERAT/~ 
I I I  ~ ~o~ 
By Garry Trudeau 
5~C-K  "~ ~-~'  
OFFE, R/N~ 
=,ci~E Irr.RY 
CHEVY SUBURBAN seats up to ninepeople in comfortl or totes 144 cu. ft. 
of cargo• And with special trailering equipment, Suburban moves up to 
15,000 Ibs. of trailer, cargo, passengers and itself• 
• 1979 BUICK CENTURY 
2 dr. coupe, V.6 231 cu. In., auto. tran-. 
smlsslon, AM radio. 
STOCK NO. tR'22 $6643 NEW 
1979 PONTIAO 
LAURENTIAH 
2 dr. coupe, 5.0 Lltre V-8 engine, auto. 
transmission, AM radio, steel belted 
radials. 
NEW STOCK NO.,,,, $7807 
1979 MONZA 
2 DOOR COUPE 
2 door coupe, custom Interior, radio, V6 
engine, automatic trans., floor console, t i lt  
wheel & power steering, bumper guards. 
NEWsToCKNO. n,o $6845 
1979 GMO ½ TOH VAH 
6 cyl., 3 speed std. trans., aux. front seat, 
H.D. front springs. 
NEW sTOCK NO. '"' $6885 
1979 JIMMY 4x4 
H.D. front springs, tow honks, radio, 350 
VS, automatic .transmission, cold 
climate package 
H~W STOCK NO. "&$ $1  1,1 5 1 
~ : . ~ ~ ~  ~ 
1979 GMC V, TOll_ 
SHORT BOX PICKUP 
Wldeslde pickup box, 250 6 cyl., 3 speed 
std. trans., rear step bumper, side 
mounted spare tire. 
NEW STOCK NO. '1"  $6644 
1970 OHEVETTE 
2 dr. Hatchback, bucket seats, steel belted 
radials, AM •radio. ' 
NEW STOCK NO. I~g24 $4843 
1979 CHEVROLET IMPALA 
2 dr. Landau coupe, G.1 Lltre (350) V-8 
engine, auto. trans., tilt wheel, AM radio. 
DE!O STOCK NO. '710 $9090 
1979 OLDSMOBILE 
DELTA 88 
2 dr. coupe, 5.7 Lltre (350) V.8 engine, tilt• 
wheel, AM radio, Steel belted radials. 
HeW STOCK NO. 9914 $8754 
• :..::~..... ...... : .~ , , ,p , *~. : .  
1979 CADILLAC 
O00PE DeVlLLE 
LOADED--auto door lock, cruise control, 
flit telescopic steering wheel 8 automatic 
headlamp control, burglar alarm system, 
wire wheel discs., etc., etc., etc. 
HEWsTocK NO. ,m $18,601 
PRICES SLASHED BY $2,000 
~ ~'-~:" ..... ~: ~ . 
• ~ ~ •. ~ ' . . : . :  ,.. ~ i "~ 
N 
6 l l  FBORTIEB 
VAN CONVERSION 
Convertible dlnefle sleeps 2, 2 burner , 
range top, 20 gal. water tank, city water 
connection, fire extinguisher, 110V-15A 
service, frldge, 14,500 BTU furnace, 
luggage rack, AM-FM radio & 8 track 
player with 4 speakers. S R L ~  
$17,583 
FORD.FRONTIER 
VAN OONVERSION 
Long wheel base, 2 burner range top, city 
water connection, fire extinguisher, 110V- 
15A service, refrigerator, 14,500 BTU 
furnace, fresh water toilet with holding 
tank, luggage rack. AM.FM &track. 
$17,684 
SHOW US THIS AD FOB .... ........... ~; 
~0% Off Regular ~'~  ~~"~ ' j~;~i 
WHEEL ALIGNMENT OHARGE 
Sept. 11.14 ,' .... 
GM Produot= Only Ken erow. Alignment Special ist 
McEwan 
o. .  
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TERRACE-KITIMAT 
dall 
en 
and 
h 
1st annual 
SALMON FISHING DERBY 
(Cohoe & Spring) 
13 Weeks of' Fishn ' Fun 
JULY 1st to SEPT. 30 
WEEKLY 
PRIZES 
AWARDED TO TH E ENTRY COMING 
CLOSEST TO A PRE-SELECTED 
HIDDEN WEIGHT 
Dinner for 2 at Hectors - 
Courtesy Lakelse Motor Hotel 
Kodak Model 100 Instant Camera 
Courtesy Sight & Sound 
Mens Watch - 
Courtesy Carters Jewellers 
.Assorted Tackle - 
Courtesy Luhr Jensen 
Gift Certificate- 
Courtesy Saan Store 
Assorted Tackle 
Courtesy Gibbs - Norco 
Smoker 
Courtesy Overwaltea 
Tackle Box & Kit 
Courtesy K mart 
Smoker 
Courtesy Luhr Jansen 
GRAND 
PRIZE, 
A, 
LONG WEEKEND 
in 
LAS VEGAS 
A trip for 2 to Las Vegas, 
Hotel accommodation Included 
Leaves Terrace Oct. 11, 1979 
Returns Terrace Oct. 15, 1979 
Courtesy 
CP Air 
Haida Travel 
Skeena Mall 
Merchants Association 
RULES 
entries * Any salmon caught in~~td# wl th lh '~ \\,VJ~I must be accompanied 
mile radius of / - .Te~. lb le . " '%11~l l lB~ers  ,,cence & an eflclal 
~ - ~ J t " / ~ , ~ M I L b .  - -~- . . . . . .  ~ I~ ,~ l i~ le  at Overwaltea or In 
~ ~  , f  • ' ~ .  - - ,~  " ] l r ,ed f l J (Y~i f  the Dally Herald. 
* Only f l~ed I n ~ ~ l ~ t : r  .l~12r each week wlll close '. 
the Skeeh~SJi~l durJ1~g regular store hoOPlk~e • ~ \ \~ l ) r  "cl~lll~ 
..,,,,~,.. \%/  ~ .... ,, . ,  .,,o. ,e, °.y. 
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LARGEST FISH 
PRIZES 
Laroest Spring Entered 
during the Derby wins 
A ROD & REEL 
Courtesy 
Daiwa - Algonquin 
Largest Cohoe Entered 
dur!ng the Derby wins 
A ROD & REEL 
Courtesy • 
Daiwa - Algonquin 
Watch the Daily Herald 
for weekly updates 
~,:. ~.~ 
,~~rY :es  of the Dally J 
_ ineligible. 
*Weekly winners will be anl 
Tuesday edition of the Dally 
In each 
I 
:° 
:.. 
i 6  6 ~ 6 J6t~e~ ' 
